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INTRODUCTION

WHAT
we call freedom is the irr^ducibllity of the

cultural order to the natufal order/* In the early
sixties Sartre is as far removed as ever from any view
that would reduce man to his bio!6gy, or history to the

mechanistic functioning of immanent laws, natural or

economic* But what of the individual's relation to Ms
culture?

In Being and Nothingness, published in 1943,^ a]Q-

swer was clear. Sartre was recognized as the proponent
of the most radical view of human freedom to appear
since the Epicureans. Hostile critics, from both the Left

and the Right, attacked him for giving too little empha-
sis to hereditary and environmental conditioning. They
said that his philosophy allowed no room for any posi-
tive social theory. The individual consciousness was

splendidly independent and alone.

In 1960 Sartre proved the critics wrong. His Critique

of Dialectical Reason presentedf
a carefully worked out

social and political philosophy which analyzed the rela-

tion of the human being to the physical universe, to the

group, to the nation, to history providing, in short, a
total view of man's position in-the-world. At the same
time it brought into focus a new and important question
which has been asked with increasing urgency during
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the past few years. Sartre lias aligned himself more and

more closely with. Marxism. It has been generally as-

sumed that Marxism and existentialism are irrecon-

cilable. Had Sartre then betrayed one for the other? In

the Critique Sartre does not hedge. The only philosophy

today, he says, is Maoism. Existentialism is but a sub-

ordinate ideology which, working from within, attempts
to influence the future development of Marxism. *It is a

parasitical system living on the margin of Knowledge,
which at first it opposed but into which today it seeks

to be integrated."
*

This startling statement immediately forces us to ask

ourselves how we are to place this new work. Who is this

Sartre? What are we to make of him? Consistency in de-

tail is not important; if we want a philosopher to de-

velop throughout his lifetime, the last thing to demand
of him is that he fit his new thought to the measure of

his own printed word. But when what is involved is the

over-all view and the fundamental principles that sup-

port it, then we want to know where we stand. Contem-

porary Marxists generally hold that we are culturally

and economically conditioned; they leave no place for

freedom. If Sartre's declaration for Marxism means that

in his opinion men are not free after all, then those of

us who have found his existentialism a significant philo-

sophy in the past will respect Sartre's decision, but we
will regretfully decline to follow him. We, for our part,

will not give the name of existentialism to determinism,

whatever Sartre may wish to do. But perhaps the oppo-
site is true. If Sartre has found a way of reconciling ex-

istentialism with Marxism, if what he does is not to for-

get the free individual of existentialism but rather to

make room for him in a Marxist framework, then the
1 Search for a Method, p. 8.
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is totally different. We as to

we wish to call neo~

or neo-existentialism. There be who
will the early Sartre to the later But we
will have to grant that Sartre has Milled Ms promise
to show how the free individual described in

may commit himself meaningfully in the

world.

Search for a Method (Question de is the

French title) is a separate essay published together
with a much longer treatise, Critique of Dialectical Rea-

son, which gives its title to the total work.
2
Saxtre says

that Search for a Method logically belongs at the end

of the Critique, since it is the Critique which supplies
the critical foundations for the method which Sartre

proposes. He places the shorter essay first, partly be-

cause he feared it might otherwise seem that "the moun-

tain had brought forth a mouse" and partly because

Search for a Method was actually written first. I think it

doubtful whether anyone but its author would feel

that its present position is illogical. It is the search for a

method by which the existentialist Marxist may hope to

understand both individual persons and history. It sets

forth specifically those ways in which existentialism

seeks to modify Marxism and to change its direction. It

outlines its proposed progressive-regressive method

and defines its own relation to other intellectual disci-

plines. In accomplishing this, Sartre clarifies his own
2 To be precise, the title page reads: Critique de la raison dwlecti-

que (pr&c&d6 de Question de mSthode). In Ms preface to the volume
as a whole, Sartre uses the plural Questions when referring to the

first essay. In my Introduction, quotations from Search for a Method
are identified by reference to appropriate pages in this translation.

When quoting from the second, as yet untranslated, essay, I refer

simply to the Critique; page numbers are based on the French edition

published by Gallimara in 1960.
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view of the nature of history and the individual's rela-

tion to history. Search for a Method is complete in itself.

Yet Sartre is right in saying that its true significance

must be appreciated against the background of the rest

of the work. Only the first volume of Critique of Dialec-

tical Reason has as yet been published. It consists of 755

pages of small type, about a hundred of which go to

make up Search for a Method. The rest of the book dis-

cusses the nature of dialectical reason, the material as-

pect of human existence, the movement from individual

action to group activity and from the group to history.

The tide, Critique of Dialectical Reason, suggests

both Kant and Hegel. Like Kant in Critique of Pure

Reason, Sartre is concerned with the nature, possibili-

ties, and limitations of human reason. But there the re-

semblance ends, for Sartre's interest is not primarily

epistemological or even metaphysical. The greater debt

is to Hegel, and Sartre acknowledges it in his preface*

Hirough Marxism, he says, existentialism has inherited

and retains two things from Hegel: First, the view that

if there is to be any Truth in man's understanding of

himself, it must be a Truth which becomes; Truth is

something which emerges. And second, what Truth

must become is a totalization. "In Search for a Method"
Sartre says, "I have taken it for granted that such a to-

talization is perpetually in process as History and as

historical Truth." Sartre continues to believe, as Hegel
did, that the events of history may be interpreted as a

dialectical process wherein existing contradictions give
rise to a new synthesis which surpasses them. He rejects

completely, of course, Hegel's concept of Absolute

Mind making itself concrete through the dialectic.

Nevertheless, he states and this, I think, one would
not have anticipated from Being and Nothingness that
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the synthetic loses all if, as the posl-

tivists claim, there are only multiple histories and

truths. In searching for a History a Truth that are

totalizing, Sartre asks whether there is not a Truth of

man, whether we may speak of a single History of man,

The problem of History as soch is reserved for the sec-

ond volume of the Critique., which, we are told, will

deal with "History in process and Truth in its becom-

ing.** That there is a Truth of man Sartre makes plain in

his first essay. It is not true that man is unknowable, but

only that he is still unknown and that we have not yet
had at our disposal the proper instruments for learning
to know him. To understand man, we must develop a

^philosophical anthropology^ The existing tools and

methods of the natural sciences, of traditional sociology
and anthropology, are not adequate. What is needed is

a new kind of Reason.

Sartre points out that nobody, not even the most radi-

cal empiricist, is willing to limit Reason to the mere or-

der of our thoughts. Accordingjo^thejghilpsophy which

onej^lds^jgoeja^^c^SrS^ R^ason^ reproduces &e
order of Being or that it imposes an order on Being.^But

^1^2^^ Being and

loiowing^fius

......

SafJnTina^^

tween the historical totalization and the totalizing

Tjuth is a moving relationship^
]L> But

this new dialectical reE5ra"^tween thought and its

object demands a new kind of Reason. In short, we are

offered a "dialectical reason/' (It is important to re-

member that "dialectic" refers both to tie connection

between objective events and to the method of know-

ing and fixing these events. )

Since Marx, the concept of dialectic has always been
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Baked with materialism. Perhaps the best way to ap-

proach Sartre's ^dialectical reason*
3

is to consider what

he has to say about matter.

In Being and Nothingness the central issue was the

distinction between Being-in-itself, or non-conscious re-

ality, and Bei^for^teel^^SBie Being of the human per-

son. Consciousness brought significance and meaning to

the world by* effecting a psychic cleavage, or nothing-

ness, between itself and the objects of which it was con-

scious. Without this "shell of nothingness/' Being re-

mained an undifferentiated plenitude. About Being-in-
itself one could say only that "Being is." Thug^&e
world of matter or of nature was an irration^jw^^f
where foro^Tan^^ only

"

"

e acSw^of a comciousness. As man encoun-

a"fieH*lof instrumental pos-
sibilities. He uses it for his projects, relating himself to

it through his body. But the material is not limitlessly

malleable. Like the painter's pigments, it represents
both possibilities for use and what Sartre, following

Bachelard, caUs a "coefficient of resistance/'

This position is all very well for a philosophy of con-

sciousness or for a phenomenology. But how does it re-

late to a doctrine of dialectical materialism? Sartre be-

gins with a statement that suggests a considerable

modification of his earlierview.

Ought we then to deny the existence of dialectical con-

nections at the center of inanimate Nature? Not at all.

To tell the truth, I do not see that we are, at the pres-
ent stage of our knowledge, in a position either to

affirm or to deny. Each one is free to believe that

physico-chemical laws express a dialectical reason or

not to believe it*
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Sartre on to say the we

someday discover the of a ^concrete dialectic

of Nature" must be kept open. As for he is one ma-
terial being among others and enjoys no privileged sta-

tas.|Yet Sartre rejects the view that events are

determined by any sort of external law imposed upon
them. Today's Marxists, he says, have indeed tried to

maintain a "dialectic without men," and this is precisely
what has caused Marxism to stagnate and turned it into

**a paranoiac dream, j
Even granting that a dialectic of nature just might

exist, there are two reasons why we cannot make it a

support for dialectical materialism as it is usually con-

ceived. In the first place, it could at present be only "a

metaphysical hypothesis.** To treat it as an uncondi-

tioned law driving men to make History by blind neces-

sity, is to substitute "obscurity for clarity, conjecture for

evidence, science fiction for Truth.
1*

There is another,

stronger reason. Even though neither God nor Nature

has allotted to man a privileged position, there still re-

mains in his consciousness that power of effecting a

nothingness, or putting a psychic distance between it-

self and its objects. Hence man is never one with the

matter around him. Sartre points out that matter as

such that is, as Being which is totally devoid of any
human signification is never encountered in human

experience. "Matter could be matter only for God or for

pure matter, which would be absurd.'*
4 The world

which man knows and lives in is a human world. Even if

it could be shown that there are dialectical connec-

tions in Nature, man would still have to take them to

his own account, to establish his own relations with

them. The only dialectical materialism which makes
4
Critique, p. 247.
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sense Is a "historical materialism/' a materialism viewed

from inside the history of man's relation with matter.

The human project remains central in Sartre's

thought. Man makes his being by lynching himself

toward the future*. He can do so by inscribing
himself in the world of matter.

At each instant we experience material reality as a

threat against our life, as a resistance to our work, as a

limit to our knowing, and as an instrumentality already
revealed or possible.

5

Man's way of being is his way of relating himself to

the world. There could be no relation without the free

man to

^
he did ^tJiimseK

possess a
flEtt8Ha^^

^^^

The meaning of human work is the fact that man re-

duces himself to inorganic materiality in order to act

materially upon matter and to change his material life.

By transubstantiation, the project, which, by means of

our bodyy is inscribed in the thing, takes on the sub-

stantial characteristics of that thing without entirely

losing its own original qualities,
6

In any human activity in the world there is an inter-

change. The person cloaks the thing with a human sig-

nification, but in return, his action, by becoming ob-

jectified in the realm of matter, is at least in part reified,

made into a thing. Sartre says that men are things to the

exact degree that things at human. It is only through

5 Ibid.
6
Ibid., p. 246.
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this "trarusubstantiation*' that we can of a future

for eitherman or things.

Objectively and abstractly this view of the relation

between men and things does not appear essentially dif-

ferent from Sartre's earlier position. But Sartre makes
one change which puts all the existential structures in a

new light. In Being and Nothingness, consciousness,

which is freedom, recognizes itself in anguish. Perhaps
even more basically, it experiences itself as desire. In the

Critique Sqrtre says that the fundamental eristeQtial

structure of man is "need (besoinj. T^e^suSstitation may
appeaF^^ are all-

pervasive. Desire suggests the possibility of unrestricted

movement, of a freedom which may change the objects
of its desire at will. Need bringsjnsraie&uigfrom^^
outside, a necessity ^BlEtTi^^

1

mnatterfe^^

~tifc?itfir8ar5^^

is"simply'"lioir^tiougE"*^ tfie fin2s of matter to

which need directs its demands.

Man's inhumanity to man is not, for Sartre, a fact of

human nature. There is no human nature if by this we
mean an innate disposition to adopt certain attitudes

and conduct rather than others. But against the back-

ground of need and scarcity man every man assumes

for himself and for others a dimension which is non-

human. The fact of scarcity forces upon humanity the

realization that it is impossible for all human beings to

coexist. Every man is potentially a bringer of death to

each other man. Sartre says :

Nothing neither wild beasts nor microbes can be

more terrible for man than a cruel, intelligent, flesh-

eating species which could understand and thwart hu-

man intelligence and whose aim would be precisely
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the destractioii of man. This species is obviously our

own ... in a milieu of scarcity/

When he speaks of scarcity, Sartre means both the lack

of the most immediate things which enable men to stay

alive and the lack of those other things which are neces-

sary to make people's lives satisfying, once they have got

beyond the problem of mere subsistence. Society

^chooses its expendables.** Through the established so-

cial structure, it determines whether to combat scarcity

by means of birth control or by letting natural forces

handle the problem of overpopulation. It decides

whether the hazards of existence will be shared equally

by all of its members, or whether it will organize itself

into sharply divided classes, each living at the expense
of the other. In certain colonial societies, Sartre claims,

the colonialists deliberately designate *the natives'* as

sub-men, keeping for themselves the appellation of the

truly human. Or in extreme cases the masses of men sup-

port a small minority who live among them as gods.
The material fact of scarcity is there at the start, but hu-

man action makes out of the material fact a specific so-

cial pattern.
From one point of view, history might be said to be

the story of how human praxis has inscribed itself in

the pratico-inerte. The two terms praxis and pratico-
inerte are not to be equated with ^Being-for-itself

*

and

"Being-in-itself,
??

but there is a sense in which they hold

equivalent positions in Sartre's most recent work. Praxis

( the Greek word for "action'* ) is any meaningful or pur-*

poseful human activity, any act which is not mere ran-

dom, undirected motion. The pratico4nerte is more
than just matter, thpughjt certainly includes the mate-

rial environment. It comprises all those things which go
*
IbfcL, p. 208.
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to up man's of IB Ms
declared is Now he

says He! is the for it ^steals my ac-

tion from me.
w
By simply or even by not

being there matter provokes certain actions and pre-
vents otters. Granted that man as a material being
needs warmth^ the presence or absence of coal in a

coraitry conditions lie lives of the inhabitants. More
than this, the "active inertia** of the can

distort and change the ends I work toward. It can im-

pose upon my actions a "wunter-finality.** For example,
a community may clear the timber from a hillside in or-

der to have more cultivable land, but this end may be

submerged and overwhelmed in the floods and erosion

resulting from the absence of trees. The cmmter-fioality
is the end result of the human action, and at the same
time it is opposed to the end which the agents had in-

tended. One finds one's praxis deviated by the sheer

weight of space and time. Concerted group action may
be prevented by the mere distance between its mem-
bers. The continuity of a historical movement is broken

or distorted by the "rupture between the generations."
Yet while we must acknowledge the weight of external

factors in determining the ultimate outcome of human

endeavor, we recognize that prams is at the start and at

the finish.

It is possible to see history as nothing more than the

record of a plurality of individuals inscribing their

praxis upon the passive unity of the pratico-inerte in a

milieu of scarcity. But this is not to take the point of

view of dialectic. Sartre defines man as the being who

possesses the possibility of making history. The realiza-

tion of this possibility emerges with the dialectical proc-
ess. Sartre says that primitive "societies of repetition"
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are pre-historic or non-historic. This is because they
have met the problem of scarcity in such a way that

they have established an exact equilibrium, one which

causes them to live life as if in ritualistic myth. History

begins only when some unexpected event effects a rup-

ture, thus bringing into being a contradiction. In the at-

tempt to surpass the contradiction, men create a new

synthesis, which changes their world; and history is

bom. Men can make history without being aware of the

history they are making. There are many different ways
in which they may look backward and try to interpret

past events. But Maoism alone, says Sartre, offers an

interpretation which is valid. Moreover, Marxism is

Thistoiy itself become conscious of itself"; Marxism lives

its present history with full awareness that it is outlining
the history of the future.

Two questions immediately arise. In what sense does

Sartre mean that Marxism is the only valid interpreta-
tion? And does this mean that History is an external

force imposed upon men, forcing them to follow certain

patterns willy-nilly? To take up the second question

first, the answer is clear. Sartre admits that most con-

temporary Marxists write as if History were an imma-
nent force and men mere counters shoved along by it,

but he says this to reproach them. Marx himself, Sartre

points out, never held this view, and even Engels did

not wholly embrace it. Both Marx and Engels stated

their position in a sentence which Sartre accepts com-

pletely: "Men make their history upon the basis of

prior conditions." Most Marxists have chosen to inter-

pret the statement as if it said merely that men are con-

ditioned. Sartre never denies the existence of the con-

ditions, but he insists (as Marx did) that it is still men
who make the history. This is because the most funda-
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mental characteristic of man as consciousness is Ms

ability to go beyond his situation. He is never identical

with it, but rather exists as a relation to it. Thus he de-

termines how he will live it and what its meaning is to

be; he is not determined by it. At the same time he can-

not exist except in a situation, and the process by which
he goes beyond -or surpasses it must in some way in-

clude the particular conditions which go to make up the

situation. Men make history by this continual surpass-

ing. There is no immanent law, no hyperorganism hov-

ering above men's relations with one another, no set

mechanism gradually releasing its pre-established ef-

fects. Human events do not happen as the result of any
external schema of causation, nor should they ever be
fitted into any a priori schema of interpretation.
Then how can they be said to fit into the philosophy

of dialectical materialism? Sartre presupposes a back-

ground of Marxism rather than restating explicitly the

fundamental principles of Marx which he embraces.

Nevertheless, we can readily detect the broad Marxist

concepts which he has adopted. There is first of all the

idea that the mode of men's lives in past and present so-

cieties is directly determined by the mode and the rela-

tions of production and the socio-economic structures

which have been built upon them. Man is the product
of his own product, though Sartre hastens to add that

he is also a historical agent, who can never be made only
a product. Second, since man's attempt to solve the

problems of production has taken the form of building

up a class society, we must interpret history as being in

large part the history of the class struggle. Man will not

have true political freedom so long as class distinctions

remain. Third, the dominant ideas and values of a pe-
riod are the ideas and values of the dominant class. The
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Individual expresses Ms class ia Ms creative work as in

Ms everyday behavior. FinaHy, there is no truth in the

old idea that history is a forward march, a progress to-

ward some distant perfection. But at the same time his-

tory displays a certain inevitability in its broad outlines,

and it is here that we see the traces of a dialectical

movement. Dialectic is not a determinism at least not

for Sartre. Men submit to dialectic just insofar as they
make Mstory dialectically. The existence of class struc-

ture in the milieu of scarcity gives rise to certain contra-

dictions. Attempts at a healing synthesis create in turn

new contradictions, and the process cannot be finally re-

solved until the coming into being of a classless society

and the final solving of the problems of production. For

the class structure is itself a contradiction. As Sartre

points out, those who 4 the work of production do not

own the instruments of production. In societies where

there is economic oppression, the employer tries to

make use of the distinctively hum^n qualities of the

worker while makingMm a things treatingMm as an ob-

ject. The ultimate alienation of man today is found in

the interchangeabflity of the men who run the ma-
chines.

8

We may find a connecting link between the philoso-

8 1 do not think that this Introduction is an appropriate place for me
to discuss the history of the gradual development of Sartre's thought
in connection with Marxism and Communism. Search for a Method is

a theoretical treatise, not an analysis of specific political issues. I will

state here merely that Sartre does not identify Marxism and Com-
munism and that he has never done so. Nor does he believe that the

"dictatorship of the Proletariat** ever actually existed in the Soviet

Union or elsewhere; in fact he calls the concept a contradiction in

terms (Critique, pp. 629-30). Search for a Method makes clear that
the Marxism which he embraces is closely allied to the work of Marx
himself and far removed from what recent writers have made of Marx.
The most important fact is that Sartre believes Marxism has only be-

gun to develop, even on its theoretical side.
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of the the

cian if we recal whenever has

about freedom, the has a

aspect. Freedom is a fact, it is the of an im-

perative. To say man is is to say he is re-

ponsible for what he does; it is to say he

the possibility of living creatively. But a society

through economic oppression or terror everything
to thwart the individual's creative act, which con-

structive ends into disastrous counter-finalities,

man his freedom only as a sort of abstraction. Psycho-

logical freedom and political freedom are inextricable

even though they are not identical: first, because man
cannot fight for his political freedom unless he is free

and can recognize that he is so; second, because any so-

ciety which seeks to justify oppression must base itself

upon the false premise that men are not free beings who
make themselves what they are, but that they are bora

with an absolute nature bound up with some accident of

birtl^
Thus it is because men are existentially free that

Sartm demands for them a political and practical free-

dom. I

This double aspect continues in the Critique. Man
lives by "internalizing the external'* By his free act of

consciousness, he takes what is outside and makes of it

a structure of his inner life. But no matter what attitude

he may take toward the environment whether un-

thinking acceptance or rebellion he must objectify
himself through his acts in the pratico-inerte. The re-

sult is that for the most part he freely realizes himself

as being what he already is. A woman working in a

factory for subsistence wages may decide after careful

calculation that the role of mother is closed to her;

her situation, says Sartre, has already determined what



she takes to her own account. The man who must

spend al his wages in order to keep himself alive does

not objectify himself in the same world of merchandise

as the man whose salary opens a wide range of choices.

When choosing a career the young man from a bour-

geois family sees the world offering a variety of path-

ways to a professional Me; the boy in a worker's family
sees most of these paths already barred off.

Sartre never denies that the individual determines the

peculiar quality of the life chosen within these condi-

tions. Every life is unique. When he wrote Being and

Nothingness, he was apparently satisfied to let it go at

that. The Marxist Sartre adds two things which do not

alter the original position but considerably change the

way we look at it. First, he says that the individual's act

expresses not only the person who performs it but also

the class to which the person belongs. He gives as an ex-

ample the colored member of an air-force ground crew

whose country's laws forbid him ever to become a pilot.

If the man secretly steals a plane and flies it, his act is a

rebellion, a refusal to accept the condition which soci-

ety has imposed upon him. It is a choice of death or

imprisonment over the degradation of his situation. But

it is at the same time an expression of his class and the

present state of its self-conscious movement toward lib-

eration. The pilot indicates more than himself by his act.

He points to a particular stage at which his class has

initiated the moment of refusal but not yet found ade-

quate instruments for collective action. There is more
involved here than the question of interpretation. For

Sartre, the reality of class carries as much weight as the

purely material structures in the praticoinerte. They
are part of that external which must be internalized,

and there must occur here that same "transubstantia-
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don* winch we observed in the

and things. The class structure the

of a particular class depend upon the of

Individual but each is conditioned and

deviated in the milieu of the already class.

Sartre goes to great pains to show how everyone from

childhood on inscribes his own history by of the

Instruments and against the obstacles offered by his so-

cial environment. I come into being in a community to

which my parents have already sworn my commit-

ments. I am bom under a vow (assenmnt$) , The lan-

guage which I spealc, the common Ideas which I meet
and use In formulating my attitudes all these ^steal

my thought from me/
?

either by conditioning It at the

start or by twisting It, putting upon It a counter-finality

after I have formulated it, so that its end-expression Is

taken as something other than 1 Intended. It Is In this

way that man finds himself to be "the product of his

own product/'

Technically Sartre prepared us for this view in Being
and Nothingness. There he allowed two limits to free-

dom: ( i) The fact that I exist at all and my existing as

a free being do not depend on me. I am not free not to

be free. Necessity compels me to exert my free act of

choice in ^internalizing the external." (2) My freedom

Is limited by the freedom of the other person. It is the

second of these limitations to which Sartre has givea a

new emphasis. He continues to Insist that only human

beings can make an object of man. But he goes much
further in the direction of seeing man as really made an

object. He attaches more significance to the condition-

ing of the inward life though he never quite wipes out

the tiny decalage* the gap or nothingness which lies

between the individual and the situation in which he



finds himself. What is more Important is the fact that

now his interest lies much more with the degree of prac-

tical freedom people experience than with the psycho-

logical freedom which most ignore or seek to evade.

Many of Sartre's critics in the forties were willing to

agree with him that man is free In the sense that at any
moment there is always more than one choice theoreti-

cally open to him. Man can usually choose either to sub-

mit or to die; if he is about to die, lie can choose how
he will meet his death. But they felt that such freedom

was a mere abstraction and that Sartre seemed to count

unimportant the question of whether the person in his

specific situation did or did not have scope for the crea-

tive life which his freedom would like to choose. And

they complained that Sartre showed no understanding
of the almost insuperable barriers which made astro-

nomical the odds that a given person would actually

make a new choice of his way of being. Today Sartre

seems to agree with those critics. "The truth of a man is

Ms work and his wages/' he says. It is nonsense to talk

of freedom when a man's only choice is between life on

a subhuman scale and death. Furthermore, in the pres-

ent world where there exist dnly societies based on ex-

ploitation, ^everyone is lost since childhood." Where
economic deprivation does not restrict freedom, the in-

stitutions of a class society do.

Sartre summarizes these ideas in a statement which,

if taken by itself, might seem to deny everything he

had written during the first half of his career. It occurs

at the end of the section called "Marxism and Existen-

tialism/* Sartre quotes Marx's declaration to the effect

that "the mode of production of material life generally
Hominates the development of social^ political, and in-

tellectual Bfe,** Sartre extends this to say that we cannot
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go this "factual so-

cial

ity from the yoke of scarcity. the

of would the

of production fully

Sartre writes;

As soon as there will exist for a of

real freedom beyond the production of life,

will have Ived out its span; a philosophy of

will take its place. But we have no means, no intellec-

tual instrument, no concrete experience which allows

us to conceive of this freedom or of this philosophy.
9

It would be easy to conclude upon superficial reading
that this is what all his critics insisted in the first place.
Man's existential freedom doesn't amount to a pair of

deuces when the chips are down. And if we can't even

conceive of what a philosophy of freedom would be like,

then what are we to maJke of existentialism? Is this

Sartre's recantation? Was Being and Nothingness false

or merely irrelevant? The statement certainly indicates

a departure from what Sartre had led us to expect in

1943. At that time, in, the concluding pages of Being
and Nothingness, he implied that his next work would
be an ethics. The Critique is not an ethics. Sartre evi-

dently believes that so long as we live in a society based

on falsehood and inequity, any individual ethics is at

best a compromise. Both in order of importance and

logically, social reorganization seems to Sartre to come
first. He has always maintained that the source of

values, upon which ethical conduct depends, must be

the choice of the free individual or of many free persons

working together. Where the value has not been

9 Search for a Method, p. 34.
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chosen by the person concerned, the ethical imperative
that rests upon it can hardly be recognized as binding.

Consequently, the ethics of a philosophy of freedom is

not possible in a society where men are not free. It

must be in some such sense that Sartre states that we
cannot conceive of a philosophy of freedom. The state-

ment seems to say also that for most people the neces-

sary scope for creative living is lacking, that, for the

moment, man's possession of psychological freedom Is

largely an abstraction and of little value in producing a

life that is satisfying to the individual person.

Nevertheless, this same passage furnishes its own
refutation for any idea that Sartre has renounced his

earlier belief that man is radically free or that this fact

of his freedom is the most explosively significant truth

about him. Even as Sartre admits that we cannot claim

that all men today possess "real freedom/' he affirms the

possibility that there will someday be a society in which

scarcity will no longer be the determining factor, in

which the true philosophy of freedom will be the only
one suitable to men's needs. Neither the old-fashioned

ideal of "progress*
7

nor any supra-human dialectic as-

sures the arrival of that time. But the dialectical move-
ment of human beings consciously making their history
in common may bring it about. Its actualization de-

pends on the willingness of individuals to recognize

existing contradictions and speed the creation of the

resolving synthesis. Since Sartre rejects all belief in a

mechanistic working out of history, he could not indi-

cate the possibility of a future "philosophy of freedom"
if he did not believe in freedom as a present reality in

men even if at present it exists more as an abstraction

than in any practical form. The statement that we can-

not conceive of its content is not a negative statement
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man's potentialities, but the

of the greatest9 far-reacliing of all

that is to transform if he so

into a being so different that we IE our

imagination grasp what his creativity or

what might satisfy the new he has of him-

self.

Sartre states that the ultimate ideal for mankind
would be a world in which all men worked together in

full consciousness to make their history in common* We
occasionally see a first approximation of this in what
he calls the "group-in-fusion/* a genuine "we-subject."
Here individual praxis gives way to common praxis,
and there emerges "the common individual."" The term

is somewhat horrifying, but Sartre does not mean by
it a person who is stripped of all those qualities

uniquely his and made like everyone else. **We are all

brothers,** he says, **but we are not like peas in a pod/*
*

In the group-in-fusion there is no longer an I-you divi-

sion or I-they. Rather it is a collection of "thirds" in

which each third is a ^myself* inasmuch as all are work-

ing to accomplish the same goal. The group achieves

ends which are my ends but which I could not attain

by myself. The aim of the group is to develop and to

utilize those qualities and potentialities which are pecul-
iar to each of its members. At present such groups are

generally constituted only in the face of common dan-

ger and for the sake of immediate goals. Once the crisis

is past, they tend to hold themselves together by sacred

vows and by terror, for the danger of the disintegration
of the group becomes the common danger which

threatens them. At best the group crystallizes into an

institution, whose heavy bureaucracy renders worse
1
Critique, p. 453.
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ever man's damnation in the But

Sartre does not feel that this outcome is Inevitable. If

the common end becomes the liberation of all men and

if at long last all men join in writing the history of this

liberation,, then we may trathfuly say that there is a

single history of man; for this history would be both

retrospectively and prospectively totalizing.

Sartre speaks not only of a history whose movement

is both dialectical and totalizing but also of a single

Trath o Man. Are we to understand that he identifies

Truth with the dialectical movement Itself or that

as one critic has said he *is equating the cause of

truth with that of the rising class"?
2
If one means by

this that Sartre sets up some absolute, objective Truth,

existing almost as an entity independently of the works

of man, then the answer is clearly no. Yet he unques-

tionably relates the idea of truth to the dialectical inter-

pretation of man. Because we have not yet constructed

a new kind of rationality, he says,

1 state as a fact absolutely no one, either in the East

or in the West, writes or speaks a sentence or a word

about us and our contemporaries that is not a gross

error.
8

What he means here first of all is probably that the

logical forms and the language in which our thought is

expressed are appropriate only for the objects of science

and not for the free process which is man. He refers, as

well to the fact that our language has been designed to

further the Ideas of a society which through ignorance
2
Philip Thody: Jean-Paul Sartre: A Literary and Political Study

(London: Hamish Hamilton; 1960), p. 2,2,7* Despite minor disagree-
ments with Mr. Thody, I think his discussion in Part Four, "Politics,"

is the best available presentation of the history of Sartre's political de-

velopment.
\ for a Method, p. 111.
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or by did not the of the

In history. In a to

Sartre a the

that which Is One can

that is, something living even in the of error,

**Condillac's philosophy in his century, in the current

which carried the bourgeoisie toward

liberalism, was much more true as a in

historical evolution than Jaspers's is to-

day? Sartre saves us from total confusion by adding the

words **as a real factor in historical evolution/* He
not quite say that a thing is true absolutely to the de-

gree that it helps to further the Marxist goal. Neverthe-

less, the association of ideas cannot be denied.

I think it would be fair to Sartre if we were to give
some such explanation as this: If it is true that man's

only essence is his existential freedom, then the society
and the language which treat him as if he were not

free and prevent him from practically realizing his free-

dom are based on falsehood. ,If the movement of dia-

lectical materialism (which means a historical ma-
terialism viewed dialectically) is to develop a society
consistent with man's 'existential condition, then the

interpretation of this movement is a dialectical troth.

There would be many individual truths in a society

capable of developing a philosophy of freedom, but

there would be a totalizing truth as well. This truth

would arise as the resolving synthesis of the most funda-

mental of al contradictions in man's situation that he

is free and that he is the prisoner of his own material

image.

Erich Fromm calls Marx's philosophy "a spiritual

existentialism in secular language." He justifies
the ap-
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pellation by pointing out that **Marx Is primarily con-

cerned with the emancipation of man as an individual,

the overcoming of alienation the restoration of his

capacity to relate himself fully to man and to nature/'
4

I do not think that Sartre could object to Fromm's

formulation of Marx's essential aim. He is like Fromm,
too, in refusing to identify Marxism either with the

writings of post-Marxist theoreticians or with Commu-
nism as it has been institutionalized in the Soviet Union.

But Sartre prefers to think of existentialism as the con-

tributing ideology and of Marxism as the philosophy
which at the present time we cannot go beyond. His

aim is not to incorporate a modified Marxism into

existentialism, but to hasten the moment at which

existentialism may welcome its own dissolution into

Marxism. It is easy to see why. Existentialism has been

concerned with the individual's attempt to rediscover

himself and his freedom and to learn how he might best

commit his freedom. Stalinist Marxism, as Sartre some-

times calls it, suppressed the individual fully as much
as Hegelianism, allowed him no more specifically "hu-

man" traits than behaviorist psychology. But a Marxism

which has been de-Stalinized, Ivhich recognizes that it

is still in its infancy, a Marxism which reinstates the

individual and his praxis at the very heart of history
this seems to Sartre the proper place for an existentialist

freedom to commit, itself. A true Marxism will recog-
nize that history is not necessarily and forever a history
of human relations determined by scarcity. It will seek

its own dissolution at that time when men and women
will find that the image which their praxis has inscribed

in the pratico-inerte is in truth the reflection df their

freedom.

4 Marx's Concept of Han (New York: Frederick Ungar; 1961), p. 5.
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OEABCH FOR A MKTHOD was written for a particularO occasion, and this accounts for Its slightly hybrid
character. For this reason, too* the problems it raises

seem always to be approached indirectly. A Polish re-

view had decided to publish, during the winter of 1957*
an issue devoted to French culture; it wanted to give
to its readers a panoramic view of our intellectual

groups, what we in France still cal ^our families

of the mind." It invited the collaboration of a number
of authors and proposed to me that I should deal with

the subject 'The Situation of Existentialism in 1957.**

I do not like to talk about existentialism. It is the

nature of an intellectual quest to be undefined. To name
it and to define it is to wrap it up and tie the knot. What
is left? A finished, already outdated mode of culture,

something like a brand of soap in other words, an

idea. I would have refused the request of my Polish

friends if I had not seen in the suggestion a means of

expressing, in a country with a Marxist culture, the

existing contradictions in its philosophy. Within this

perspective, I believed that I could group the internal

conflicts which split this philosophy, centering them
on one principal opposition: that of existence and



knowledge. Perhaps I would have been more direct if

plans for the arrangement of the T?rench
w
number had

not made it necessary for me to speak primarily about

the existential ideology* fust as a Marxist philosopher,
Henri Lefebvre, was as"ked to "situate" the contradic-

tions and the development of Marxism in France during
these last years.

Some time later I reprinted my article in the review

Les Temps modemes? altering it considerably so as to

adapt it to the needs of French readers. TMs is the

version which is published here. The essay, which origi-

nally was called Existentialism and Marxism, now has

the title Search for a Method.

Finally, there is one question which I am posing

only one; Do we have today the means to constitute

a structural, historical anthropology? It finds its place
within Marxist philosophy because as will be seen

further on I consider Marxism the one philosophy of

our time which we cannot go beyond and because I

hold the ideology of existence and its ^comprehensive"
method to be an enclave inside Marxism, which simul-

taneously engenders it and rejects it.

From Marxisni> which gave it a new birth/the ideol-

ogy of existence inherits two requirements which Marx-

ism itself derives from Hegelianism: if such a thing as a

Truth can exist in anthropology, it must be a truth that

has become, and it must make itself a totalization. It

goes without saying that this double requirement de-

fines that movement of b&ing and of knowing (or of

comprehension) which since Hegel is called ^dialectic.**

Also, in Search for a Method I have taken it for granted
that such a totalizationi is perpetually in process as His-

tory and as historical Truth. Starting from this funda-

mental postulate, I have attempted to bring to light the
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SEARCH FOR A METHOD





1 MARXISM

AND EXISTENTIALISM

PHILOSOPHY
appears to some people as a homogene-

ous milieu: there thoughts are bom and die, there

systems are built, and there, in turn, they collapse.
Others take Philosophy for a specific attitude which we
can freely adopt at will. Still* others see it as a deter-

mined segment of culture; In our view Philosophy does

not exist. In whatever form we consider it, this shadow
of science, this Gray Eminence of humanity, is only a

hypostatized abstraction. Actually, there are philoso-

phies. Or rather for you would never at the same time

find more than one living philosophy under certain

well-defined circumstances a philosophy is developed
for the purpose of giving expression to the general
movement of the society. So long as a philosophy is

alive, it serves as a cultural milieu for its contempora-
ries. This disconcerting object presents itself at the same

time under profoundly distinct aspects, the unification

ofwhich it is continually effecting.

A philosophy is first of all a particular way in which
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the Arising** class becomes conscious of Itself.
1 This con-

sciousness may be clear or confused, Indirect or direct.

At the time of the noblesse de robe
2 and of mercantile

capitalism, a bourgeoisie of lawyers, merchants, and

bankers gained a certain self-awareness through Carte-

sianism; a century and a half later, in the primitive

stage of industrialization, a bourgeoisie of manufac-

turers, engineers, and scientists dimly discovered itself

In the image of universal man which Kantianism of-

fered to it.

But if it is to be truly philosophical, this mirror must

be presented as the totalization of contemporary Knowl-

edge. The philosopher effects the unification of every-

thing that is known, following certain guiding schemata

which express the attitudes and techniques of the rising

ckss regarding its own period and the world. Later,

when the details of this Knowledge have been, one by
one, challenged and destroyed by the advance of learn-

ing, the over-all concept will still remain as an undiffer-

entiated content. These achievements of knowing, after

having been first bound together by principles, will in

turn crushed and almost undecipherable bind to-

gether the principles. Reduced to its simplest expres-

sion, the philosophical object will remain in "the objec-
1 If I do not mention here the person who is objectified and re-

vealed in his work, it is because the philosophy of a period extends

far beyond the philosopher who first gave it snape no matter how
great he may be. But conversely we shall see that the study of par-
ticular doctrines is inseparable from a real investigation of philoso-

phies. Cartesianism illuminates the period and situates Descartes
within the totalitarian development of analytical reason; in these

terms, Descartes, taken as a person and as a philosopher, clarifies the
historical (hence the particular) meaning of the new rationality up to
the middle of the eighteenth century.

2 Noblesse de robe was originally the designation given in France to

those members of the bourgeoisie who were "awarded titles of no-

bility in recognition of outstanding achievement or services to the State.

Later it was used^ore loosely to refer to any "new" nobility. H.B.
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mind" in the of a to

an Thus, IB one of "the

Idea
w
or in of "Fichte's

*ng.
w
This is a It is at

of Its power, Is as

inert, as the passive, already of Know!-

edge* from the movement of society, it is a

movement and acts upon the future. This to-

talization is at the same the abstract of

pursuing the unification up to its limits. In

sense philosophy is characterized as a method of in-

vestigation and explication. Hie confidence which it

has in itself and in its future development merely re-

produces the certitudes of the class which supports it.

Every philosophy is practical, even the one which at

first appears to be the most contemplative. Its method
is a social and political weapon. The analytical, critical

rationalism of the great Cartesians has survived them;
bom from conflict, it looked back to clarify the conflict.

At the time when the bourgeoisie sought to undermine

the institutions of the Ancien R6gimey it attacked the

outworn significations which tried to justify them***

Later it gave service to liberalism, and it provided a

doctrine for procedures that attempted to realize the

^atomization" of the Proletariat.

Thus a philosophy remains efficacious so long as the

praxis
* which has engendered it, which supports it, and

3 In the case of Cartesiantsm, the action of ^plnlosophy** remains

negative; it clears the ground, it destroys, and it enables men, across

the infinite complexities and particularisms of the feudal system, to

catch a glimpse of the abstract universality of bourgeois property. But
under different circumstances, when the social struggle itself assumes

other forms, the theory's contribution can be positive.
4 The Greek word praxis means "deed" or "action,*' As Sartre uses

it, praxis refers to 'any purposeful human activity. It is closely allied to

-the existential project which Sartre made so important a part of his

philosophy in Being and Nothingness. HJB.
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which Is clarified by it, is stiU alive. But it is trans-

formed, it loses its uniqueness, it is stripped of its origi-

nal, dated content to the extent that it gradually im-

pregnates the masses so as to become in and through
them a collective instrument of emancipation. In this

way Carfesianism, in the eighteenth century, appears
under two indissoluble and complementary aspects. On
the one hand, as the Idea of reason, as an analytical

method, it inspires Holbach, Helvetius, Diderot, even

Rousseau; it is Cartesianism which we find at the source

of anti-religious pamphlets as well as of mechanistic

materialism. On the other hand, it passes into ano-

nymity and conditions the attitudes of the Third Estate.

In each case universal, analytical Reason vanishes and

reappears in the form of "spontaneity." This means that

the immediate response of the oppressed to oppression
will be critical. The abstract revolt precedes the French

Revolution and armed insurrection by some years. But

the directed violence of weapons will overthrow privi-

leges which have already been dissolved in Reason.

Things go so far that the philosophical mind crosses

the boundaries of the bourgeoisie and infiltrates the

ranks of the populace. This is the moment at which the

French bourgeoisie claims that it is a universal class;

the infiltrations of its philosophy will permit it to mask
the struggles which are beginning to split the Third

Estate and will allow it to find a language and common

gestures for all revolutionary classes.

If philosophy is to be simultaneously a totalization of

knowledge, a method, a regulative Idea, an offensive

weapon, and a community of language, if this "vision

of the world" is also an instrument which ferments

rotten societies, if this particular conception of a man
or of a group of men becomes the culture and sometimes
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the of a it is

of are

the century the 1 see

periods, which I would by the

of the men who dominated is the "moment*
38

of Descartes and Locke, that of Kantand Hegel,
that of Marx. These three philosophies in

its turn, the humus of every particular thought the

horizon of al culture; there is no going beyond so

long as man has not gone beyond the historical mo-
ment which they express. I have often on the

fact that an "anti-Marxist" argument is only the ap-

parent rejuvenation of a pre-Maoist idea, A so-called

Agoing beyoncT Marxism will be at worst only a return

to pre-Mamsm; at best, only the rediscovery of a

thought already contained in the philosophy which one

believes he has gone beyond. As for "revisionism,*

this is either a truism or an absurdity. There is no need

to readapt a living philosophy to the course of the

world; it adapts itself by means of thousands of new

efforts, thousands of particular pursuits, for the philos-

ophy is one with the movement of society. Despite their

good intentions, those very people who believe them-

selves to be the most faithful spokesmen for their prede-
cessors transform the thoughts which they want

simply to repeat; methods are modified because they
are applied to new objects. If this movement on the

part of the philosophy no longer exists, one of two things
is true: either the philosophy is dead or it is going

through a "crisis." In the first case there Is no question
of revising, but of razing a rotten building; in the sec-

ond case the "philosophical crisis** is the particular ex-

pression of a social crisis, and its immobility is condi-

tioned by the contradictions which split the society. A
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so-called "revision,** performed by "experts," would be,

therefore, only an idealist mystification without real

significance. It is the very movement of History, the

struggle of men on all planes and on all levels of human

activity, which will set free captive thought and permit
it to attain its full development*
Those intellectuals who come after the great lower-

ing and who undertake to set the systems in order or

to use the new methods to conquer territory not yet

fully explored, those who provide practical applications
for the theory and employ it as a tool to destroy and to

construct they should not be called philosophers.

They cultivate the domain, they take an inventory, they
erect certain structures there, they may even bring
about certain internal changes; but they still get their

nourishment from the living thought of the great dead.

They are borne along by the crowd on the march,
and it is the crowd which constitutes their cultural

milieu and their future, which determines the field of

their investigations, and even of their "creation." These
relative men I propose to call "ideologists."

5 And since

I am to speak of existentialism, let it be understood

that I take it to be an "ideology." It is a parasitical

system living on the margin of Knowledge, which at first

it opposed but into which today it seeks to be inte-

grated. If we are to understand its present ambitions

and its function we must go back to the time of Kierke-

The most ample philosophical totalization is Hege-
Jianism. Here Knowledge is raised to its most eminent

dignity. It is not limited to viewing Being from the

outside; it incorporates Being and dissolves it in itself.

5
Sartre's word is ideologues* I translate it "ideologists'* after the

analogy of words such as pbttologue ( English "philologist" ) . H.B.
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It*

self It Its

he ia

but is by the ab-

solute of the

are which, are posited In

be surpassed. We are not only in the

of Intellectual self-consciousness, we as tie

knoton. Knowledge pierces us it

situates us before dissolving us. We are

in the supreme totalization. Thus the pure, as-

pect o a tragic experience, a suffering unto death, is

absorbed by the system as a relatively abstract deter-

mination which must be mediated, as a toward

the Absolute, the only genuine concrete.*

6 It is entirely possible, of course* to draw Hegel to the of

existentialism, and 'HyppoMte endeavored to do so? not without suc-

cess, in Bis Studies in Marx and Hegel Was it not Hegel who
pointed outtfcat **the appearance as such Is a reality**? And is not his

panlogicism complemented by a pantragidsm? Can we not with good
reason say that for Hegel "existences aie enmeshed in the history
which they make and wliich, as a concrete nniversality, is what

Judges and transcends them'*? One can do this easily, but that is not

the question. Wha Kierkegaard opposes in Hegel is the fact that

for Hegel the tragedy of a particular life is always surpassed. The
lived fades away into knowledge. Hegel talks to us about the

slave and his fear of death. But the fear which was fell becomes the

simple object of knowing, and the moment of a transformation wMdt
is itself surpassed. In Kierkegaard's view it is of no importance that

Hegel speaks of ^freedom to die** or that he correctly describes cer-

tain aspects of faith. What IQerke^ard complains of in HegeBanisitt
is that it neglects the unsurpassable opaqueness of he lived experiesiee,
The disagreement is not only and not primarily at fee level of con-

cepts but rather has to do with the critique of knowledge and the

delimitation of its scope. For example, it is perfectly correct to point
out that Hegel is profoundly aware of the unity of life and con-

sciousness and of the opposition between them. But it is also true that

these are already recognized as incomplete from the pomt of view of
the totality. Or, to use lor the moment the terms of modem semeiology

for Hegel, the Signifying (at any moment of history) is the move-
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Compared with Hegel, Kierkegaard scarcely seems

to count. He is certainly not a philosopher; moreover,

he himself refused this title. In fact, he is a Christian

who is not willing to let himself be enclosed in the sys-

tem and who, against Hegel's "inteUectualism/* asserts

unrelentingly the irreducibility and the specificity of

what is lived. There is no doubt, as Jean Wahl has re-

marked, that a Hegelian would have assimilated this ro-

mantic and obstinate consciousness to the "unhappy
consciousness/* a moment which had already been sur-

passed and known in its essential characteristics. But

it is precisely this objective knowledge which Kierke-

gaard challenges. For him the surpassing of the un-

happy consciousness remains purely verbal The exist-

ing man cannot be assimilated by a system of ideas.

Whatever one may say or think about suffering, it es-

capes knowledge to the extent that it is suffered in it-

self, for itself, and to the degree that knowledge remains

powerless to transform it. 'TThe philosopher constructs

a palace of ideas and lives in a hovel/' Of course, it is

religion which Kierkegaard wants to defend. Hegel was
not willing for Christianity to be "surpassed," but for

this very reason he made it the highest moment of hu-

man existence. Kierkegaard, on the contrary, insists on

the transcendence of the Divine; between man and

God he puts an infinite distance. The existence of the

Omnipotent cannot be the object of an objective knowl-

edge; it becomes the aim of a subjective faith. And this

faith, in turn, with its strength and its spontaneous

ment of Mind (which will be constituted as the signifying-signified and
the signified-signifying; that is, as absolute-subject); the Signified is

the living man and his objectification. For Kierkegaard, man is the

Signifying; he himself produces the significations, and no significa-
tion points to him from outside ( Abraham does not know whether he
is Abraham); man is never the signified (not even by God).
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will never be to a

be and to a Thus

is led to the of

subjectivity the objective of es-

sence, the narrow, of the im-

mediate life against the tranquil of all reality,

faith, which stubbornly asserts itself,

evidence- the scandal* He looks everywhere for

weapons to aid him In escaping from the

"mediation**; he discovers within himself

indecisions, equivocations which cannot be surpassed:

paradoxes, ambiguities, discontinuities, dilemmas, etc.

In all these inward conflicts, Hegel would doubtless see

only contradictions in formation or In process of de-

velopment but this is exactly what Kierkegaard re-

proaches him for: even before becoming aware of them,
the philosopher of Jena would have decided to consider

them truncated Ideas. In fact, the subjective life, just

Insofar as it is lived, can never be made the object of a

knowledge. On principle It escapes knowing, and the

relation of the believer to transcendence can only be

conceived of in the form of a going beyond. This In-

wardness, which In its narrowness and its infinite depth
claims to affirm itself against all philosophy, this sub-

jectivity rediscovered beyond language as the personal
adventure of each man in the face of others and of God

this is what Kierkegaard called existence.

We see that Kierkegaard is inseparable from Hegel,
and that this vehement negation of every system can

arise only within a cultural field entirely dominated by
Hegelianism. The Dane feels himself hemmed In by
concepts, by History, he fights for his Mfe; it is the re-

action of Christian romanticism against the rationalist

humanization of faith. It would be too easy to reject this
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work as simply subjectivism; what we ought rather to

point out, in placing it back within the framework of

its period, is that Kierkegaard has as much right on his

side as Hegel has on his. Hegel is right: unlike the

Danish ideologist, who obstinately fixed his stand on

poor, frozen paradoxes ultimately referring to an empty

subjectivity, the philosopher of Jena aims through his

concepts at the veritable concrete; for him, ^mediation is

always presented as an enrichment. Kierkegaard is right:

jjrief, need, passion, the pain of men, sire brute realities

which can be neither surpassed nor changed by knowl-

edge. To be sure, Kierkegaard's religious subjectivism
can with good reason be taken as the very peak of ideal-

ism; but in relation to Hegel, he marks a progress to-

ward realism, since he insists above all on the primacy
of the specifically real over thought, that the real cannot

be reduced to thought. There are today some psychol-

ogists and psychiatrists
7 who consider certain evolu-

tions of our inward life to be the result of a work which

it performs upck* itself. In this sense Kierkegaardian
existence is the work of our inner life resistances over-

come and perpetually reborn, efforts perpetually re-

newed, despairs surmounted, provisional failures and

precarious victories and this work is directly opposed
to intellectual knowing. Kierkegaard was perhaps the

first to point out, against Hegel and thanks to him,

the incommensurability of the real and knowledge. This

incommensurability may be the origin of a conservative

irrationalism; it is even one of the ways in which we

may understand this ideologist's writings. But it can be

seen also as the death of absolute idealism; ideas do not

change men. Knowing the cause of a passion is not

enough to overcome it; one must live it, one must oppose
7 C Lagadhe; Le Trawtt du deuU ( The Work of Mourning).
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"work over."

It Is, striking the re-

to of

view. For Marx, indeed, has

the of in the

with the alienation turns Ms
man. Taken by itself Marx

and objectification would be an

out; it would alow man, who produces
his life without ceasing and who transforms

by changing nature, to ^contemplate in a world

which he has created.
5* No dialectical of

can make alienation come out of it; this is why what
is involved here is not a mere pky of but

History. "In the social production of their existence,

men enter into relations which are determined, neces-

sary, independent of their will; these relations of pro-
duction correspond to a given stage of development of

their material productive forces. The totality of these

relations of production constitutes the real foundation

upon which a legal and political superstructure arises

and to which definite forms of social consciousness

correspond.**
8

Now, in the present ph^se of our history, productive
forces have entered into conflict with relations of pro-
duction. Creative work is alienated; marc does not recog-
.nize himself in his own product, and his exhausting
labor appears to him as a hostile force. Since alienation

comes about as the result of this conflict, it is a historical

8 Sartre has not given he source for this important quotation. It

comes from Marx's 'Preface to Contribution to a Critique of Political

Economy." I ana indebted for the discovery to Erich Fromm, who
quotes the passage in Marx's Concept of Man (New York: Frederick

Ungar;i96i),p.i/.H.B.
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reality and completely irreducible to an idea. If men
are to fr^e themselves from it, and If their work is to

become the pore objectification of themselves, it is not

enough that "consciousness think itself*; there must be

material work and revolutionary praxis. When Marx
writes: **Just as we do not judge an individual by his

own idea of himself, so we cannot judge a ... period
ofrevolutionary upheaval by its own self-consciousness/'

he is indicating the priority of action (work and so-

cial praxis) over knowledge as well as their hetero-

geneity. He too asserts that the human fact is irre-

ducible to knowing, that it must be lived and produced;
but he is not going to confuse it with the empty sub-

jectivity of a puritanical and mystified petite bour-

geoisie. He makes of it the immediate theme of the

philosophical totalization, and it is the concrete man
whom he puts at the center of his research, that man
who is defined simultaneously by his needs, by the

material conditions of his existence, and by the nature

of his work that is, by his struggle against things and

against men.

Thus Marx, rather than Kierkegaard or Hegel, is

right, since he asserts with Kierkegaard the specificity

of human existence and, along with Hegel, takes the

concrete man in his objective reality. Under these cir-

cumstances, it would seem natural if existentialism, this

idealist protest against idealism, had lost aE usefulness

and had not survived the decline of Hegelianism.
In fact, existentialism suffered an eclipse. In the gen-

eral struggle which bourgeois thought leads against
Marxist dialectic, it gets its support from the post-

Kantians, from Kant himself, and from Descartes; it

never thinks of addressing itself to Kierkegaard. The
Dane will reappear at the beginning of the twentieth
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it to

Marxism by to It

that is, Ms revival

to the when for the

was reduced to being on the defensive,

two World Wars the appearance of a

tialism certainly corresponds at least in the of

Jaspers
9

to a surreptitious wish to resuscitate the

transcendent. Already as Jean Wahl has out

one could wonder if Kierkegaard did not lure his

readers into the depths of subjectivity for the sole

purpose of making diem discover there die unhappi-
ness of man without God. TMs tr^p would be quite in

keeping with the **great solitary** who denied commu-
nication between human beings and who saw no way
to influence his fellow man except by ^indirect action.**

Jaspers himself put his cards on the table. He has

done nothing except to comment upon his master; his

originality consists especially in putting certain themes

into relief and in hiding others* The transcendent^ for

example, appears at first to be absent from his thought,
which in fact is haunted by it. We are taught to catch a

presentiment of the transcendent in our failures; it is

* their profound meaning. This idea is already found in

Kierkegaard, but it is less emphasized since this Chris-

tian thinks and lives within the compass of a revealed

religion. Jaspers, mute on Revelation, leads us back

through discontinuity, pluralism, and impotence to

the pure, formal subjectivity which is discovered and

which discovers transcendence through its defeats. Suc-

cess, indeed, as an objectification, would enable the per-
son to inscribe himself in things and finally would com-

pel him to surpass himself. The meditation on failure is

9 The case of Heidegger is too complex for me to discuss here.
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perfectly suited to a bourgeoisie which is partially de-

Christianized but which regrets its past faith because It

has lost confidence in its rationalist, positivist ideology.

Kierkegaard already considered that every victory is

suspect because it turns man away from himself. Kafka

took up this Christian theme again in his Journal. And
one can find a certain truth in the idea, since in a world

of alienation the individual conqueror does not recog-
nize himself in his victory and becomes its slave. But

what is important to Jaspers is to derive from all this

a subjective pessimism, which ultimately emerges as a

theological optimism that dares not speak its name.

The transcendent, indeed, remains veiled; it is at-

tested only by its absence. One will never go beyond pes-

simism; one will have a presentiment of reconciliation

while remaining at the level of an insurmountable con-

tradiction and a total cleavage. This condemnation of

dialectic is aimed no longer at Hegel, but at Marx. It is

no longer the refusal of Knowledge, but the refusal of

praxis. Kierkegaard was unwilling to play the role of a

concept in the Hegelian system; Jaspers refuses to co-

operate as an individual with the history which Marx-

ists are making, Kierkegaard realized some progress
over Hegel by affirming the reality of the lived; Jaspers

regresses in the historical movement, for he flees from

the real movement of praxis and takes refuge in an ab-

stract subjectivity, whose sole aim is to achieve a certain

inward quality.
1
This ideology of withdrawal expressed

quite well only yesterday the attitude of a certain

Germany fixed on its two defeats and that of a certain

European bourgeoisie which wants to justify its privi-

1
Jaspers gives the name "existence" to this quality which is at once

immanent (since it extends throughout our lived subjectivity) and
transcendent ( since it remains beyond our reach).
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By its presence, a philosophy the

structures of Knowledge, stimulates It

defines the practical perspectives of an

it polarizes the culture of the ruHng
it. Marx wrote that tie ideas of the dominant class are

the dominant ideas. He is right In 1925,

when I was twenty years old, there no of

Marxism at the University, and Communist stadents

were very careful not to appeal to Marxism or even to

mention it in their examinations; had they done so,,

they would have failed. The horror of dialectic was
such that Hegel himself was unknown to us. Of course*

they allowed us to read Marx; they even advised us to

read him; one had to know him "in order to refute

him/
7

But without the Hegelian tradition, without

Marxist teachers, without any planned program of

study, without the instruments of thought, our genera-

tion, like the preceding ones and like that which fol-

lowed, was wholly ignorant of historical materialism.*

On the other hand, they taught us Aristotelian and
mathematical logic in great detail- It was at about this

time that I read Capital and German Ideology. I found

2 This explains why intellectual Marxists of my age ( whether Com-
munists or not) are such poor dialecticians; they have returned,
without knowing it, to mechanistic materialism.
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everything perfectly clear, and I really understood ab-

solutely nothing. To understand is to change, to go

beyond oneself. This reading did not change me. By
contrast, what did begin to change me was the reality

of Marxism, the heavy presence on my horizon of the

masses of workers, an enormous, somber body which

lived Marxism, which practiced it, and which at a dis-

tance exercised an irresistible attraction on petit bour-

geois intellectuals. When we read this philosophy in

books, it enjoyed no privilege in our eyes. A priest, who
has just written a voluminous and very interesting work

on Marx, calmly states in the opening pages: "It is

possible to study [his] thought just as securely as one

studies that of any other philosopher or any other

sociologist/
73 That was exactly what we believed. So

long as this thought appeared to us through written

words, we remained "objective." We said to ourselves:

"Here are the conceptions of a German intellectual who
lived in London in the middle of the last century."

But when it was presented as a real determination of

the Proletariat and as the profound meaning of its acts

for itself and in itself then. Marxism attracted us

irresistibly without our knowing it, and it put all our

acquired culture out of shape. I repeat, it was not the

idea which unsettled us; nor was it the condition of

the worker, which we knew abstractly but which we
had not experienced. No, it was the two joined to-

gether. It was as we would have said then in our

idealist jargon even as we were breaking with idealism

the Proletariat as the incarnation and vehicle of an

idea. And I believe that we must here complete Marx's

statement: When the rising class becomes conscious of

itself, this self-consciousness acts at a distance upon
3 Calvez: La Penste de Karl Marx ( Le Seuil) .
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integrate. We the in the

of "the of life/*
4

far off,

invisible, inaccessible, but fur*

the proof obscurely for of us not

all conflicts had beea resolved. We had

Bp in bourgeois humanism, and this optimistic
ism was shattered when we vaguely perceived around

our town the immense crowd of "sub-men of

their subhumanity.^ But we sensed this shattering in a

way that was still idealist and individualist.

At about that time, the writers whom we loved ex-

plained to us that existence is a scandal What inter-

ested us, however, was real men with their labors and

their troubles. We cried out for a philosophy which

would account for everything, and we did not perceive
that it existed already and that it was precisely this

philosophy which provoked in us this demand. At that

time one book enjoyed a great success among us

Jean Wall's Toward the Concrete. Yet we were dis-

appointed by this "toward/* The total concrete was

what we wanted to leave behind us; the absolute con-

crete was what^we wanted to achieve. Still the work

pleased us, for it embarrassed idealism by discovering
in the universe paradoxes, ambiguities^ conflicts, still

unresolved. We learned to turn pluralism (that con-

cept of the Right) against the optimistic, monistic ideal-

ism of our professors in the name of a Leftist thought
which was still ignorant of itself. Enthusiastically we

adopted all those doctrines which divided men into

watertight groups. "Petit bourgeois" democrats> we

4 This phrase was made popular by the Spanish philosopher Miguel
de Unamuno. Of course, this tragic sense had nothing in common
with the true conflicts of our period.
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refected racism, but we, liked to think that ^primitive

mentality/* the universe of the child and the madman,
remained entirely impenetrable to us. Under the in-

fluence of war and the Russian Revolution, we offered

violence only theoretically, of course in opposition to

the sweet dreams of our professors. It was a wretched

violence (insults, brawls, suicides, murders, irreparable

catastrophes ) which risked leading us to fascism; but in

our eyes it had the advantage of highlighting the con-

tradictions of reaKiy.^jKra^Jtogsm as "a philosophy
which had become the world'* wrenched us away from

the defunct culture of a bourgeoisie which was barely

subsisting on its past. We plunged blindly down the

dangerous path of a pluralist realism concerned with

man and things in their "concrete" existence. Yet we
remained within the compass of ^dominating ideas/*

Although we wanted to know man in his real life, we
did not as yet have the idea of considering him first a

worker who produces the conditions of his life. For a

long time we confused the total and the individual.

Pluralism, which had served us so well against M.

Bnmschvicg*s idealism, prevented us from understand-

ing the dialectical totalization* It pleased us to decry
essences and artificially isolated types rather than to

reconstitute the synthetic movement of a truth that had
"become/' Political events led us to employ the schema

of the "class struggle** as a sort of grid, more convenient

than veridical; but it took the whole bloody history of

this half century to make us grasp the reality of the

class struggle and to situate us in a split society. It was

the war which shattered the worn structures of our

thought War, Occupation, Resistance, the years which

followed. We wanted to fight at the side of the working
class; we finally understood that the concrete is history
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to abandon the method of

guarding its results and its foundations; the his-

torical necessity of a *tMrd path' (between
and idealism) in actuality and in the con-

sciousness dining the imperialistic period.*" I

later the havoc which this wish to a

priori has wrought at the center of Marxism. let us

simply observe that Lukacs fails absolutely to account

for the principal fact: we were convinced at

the time that historical materialism furnished the

only valid interpretation of history and that existential-

ism remained the only concrete approach to reality. I

do not pretend to deny the contradictions in this atti-

tude. I simply assert that Lukacs does not even suspect
it. Many intellectuals, many students^

'

have lived and

still live with the tension of this double demand. How
does this come about? It is due to a circumstance which

Lukacs knew perfectly well but which he could not at

that time even mention: Marxism^ after drawing us to

it as the moon draws the tides, 'after transforming all

our ideas, after liquidating the categories of our bour-

geois thought, abruptly left us stranded. It did not

satisfy our need to understand. In the particular situa-

tion in which we were placed, It no longer had anything

inew to teach us, because it had come to a stop.

Marxism stopped. Precisely because this philosophy
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wants to change the world, because its aim is "philos-

ophy-becoming-the-world/* because it is and wants to

be practical, there arose within it a veritable schism

which rejected theory on one side and praxis on the

other. From the moment the U.S.S.R., encircled and

alone, undertook its gigantic effort at industrialization,

Marxism found itself unable to bear the shock of these

new struggles, the practical necessities and the mis-

takes which are always inseparable from them. At this

period of withdrawal (for the U.S.S.R. ) and of ebb tide

(for the revolutionary proletariats), the ideology it-

self was subordinated to a double need: security (that

is, unity) and the construction of socialism inside the

ILS.S.R. Concrete thought must be born from praxis
and must turn back upon it in order to clarify it, not

by chance and without rules, but as in all sciences and

all techniques in conformity with principles. Now the

Party leaders, bent on pushing the integration of the

group to the limit, feared that the free process of truth,

with all the discussions and all the conflicts which it

involves, would break the unity of combat; they re-

served for themselves the right to define the line and to

interpret the event. In addition, out of fear that the

experience might not provide its own clarities, that it

might put into question certain of their guiding ideas

and might contribute to "weakening the ideological

struggle," they put the doctrine out of reach. The sepa-
ration of theory and practice resulted in transforming
the latter into an empiricism without principles; the

former into a pure, fixed knowledge. On the other hand,
the economic planning imposed by a bureaucracy un-

willing to recognize its mistakes became thereby a

violence done to reality. And since the future produc-
tion of a nation was determined in offices, often out-
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way was real In Rakosfs head. If

did not allow him to construct the subway,
because the subsoil was counter-revolutionary. Marx-

Ism, as a philosophical Interpretation of and of

history, necessarily had to relect the of

the planned economy.
This fixed image of Idealism and of violence did Ideal-

istic violence to facts. For years the Marxist Intellectual

believed that he served Ms party by violating experi-

ence, by overlooking embarrassing details, by grossly

simplifying the data, and above all, by conceptualizing
the event before having studied it. And I do not mean
to speak only of Communists, but of all the others

fellow travelers, Trotskyites, and Trotsky sympathizers
for they have been created by their sympathy for

the Communist Party or by their opposition to it. On
November 4, 1956, at the time of the second Soviet

Intervention in Hungary, each group already had its

mind made up before It possessed any Information on

the situation. It had decided In advance whether It was

witnessing an act of aggression on the part of the Rus-

sian bureaucracy against the democracy of Workers'

Committees, with a revolt of the masses against the

bureaucratic system, or with a counter-revolutionary

attempt which Soviet moderation had known how to

check. Later there was news, a great deal of news;
but I have not heard it said that even one Marxist

changed his opinion.

Among the interpretations which I have just men-

tioned, there is one which shows the method In all its
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nakedness, that which reduces the facts in Hungary to

a **Soviet act of aggression against the democracy of

Workers* Committees." 5
It is obvious that the Workers*

Committees are a democratic institution; one can even

maintain that they bear within them the future of
t

the

socialist society. But this does not alter the fact that they
did not exist in Hungary at the time of the first Soviet

intervention; and their appearance during the Insurrec-

tion was much too brief and too troubled for us to be

able to speak of an Organized democracy. No matter.

There were Workers" Committees; a Soviet intervention

took place. Starting from there, Marxist idealism pro-
ceeds to two simultaneous operations: conceptualiza-

tion and passage to the limit. They push the empirical
notion to the perfection of the type, the germ to its

total development. At the same time they reject the

equivocal givens of experience; these could only lead

one astray. We will find ourselves then in the presence
of a typical contradiction between two Platonic ideas:

on the one side, the wavering policy of the U.S.S.R.

gave way to the rigorous and predictable action of that

entity, "the Soviet Bureaucracy"; on the other side, the

Workers* Committees disappeared before that other

entity, **the direct Democracy." I shall call these two

objects "general particularities"; they are made to piss
f6r particular, historical realities when we ought not to

see in them anything more than the purely formal unity
of abstract, universal relations. The process of making
them into fetishes will be complete when each one is

endowed with real powers: the Democracy of Workers'

Committees holds within itself the absolute negation
of the Bureaucracy, which reacts by crashing its ad-

versary.
5 Maintained by farmer Trotslcyites.
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a whole, that they are to each by
relations^ that the of

modifies the nature of the other. Consequently,

approached the study of the revolution of

1848 or Louis Napoleon Bonaparte's a

synthetic intent; he saw in these events

duced and at the same time split apart by their

contradictions. Of course, the physicist's hypothesis, be-

fore it has been confirmed by experimentation, is

an interpretation of experience; it rejects empiricism

simply because it is mute. But the constitutive schema

of this hypothesis is universalizing, not totalizing. It

determines a relation, a function, and not a concrete

totality. The Marxist approaches the historical process
with universalizing and totalizing schemata. Naturally
the totalization was not made by chance. The theory
had determined the choice of perspective and the order

of the conditioning factors; it studied each particular

process within the framework of a general system in

evolution. But in no case, in Marx's own work, does

this putting in perspective claim to prevent or to render

useless the appreciation of the process as a unique

totality. When, for example, he studies the brief and

tragic history of the Republic of 1848, he does not limit

himself as would be done today to stating that the

republican petite bourgeoisie betrayed its ally, the

Proletariat. On the contrary, he tries to account for this

tragedy in its detail and in the aggregate. If he sub-

ordinates anecdotal facts to the totality (of a move-
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rnent, of an attitude), he also seeks to discover the

totality by means of the facts. IB other words, he gives

to each event, in addition to its particular signification*

the role of being revealing. Since the ruling principle o

the inquiry is the search for the synthetic ensemble,

each fact, once established, is questioned and inter-

preted as part of a whole. It is on the basis of the fact,

through the study of its lacks and its "over-

significations/' that one determines, by virtue of a hy-

pothesis, the totality at the heart of which the fact will

recover its truth. Thus living Marxism is heuristic; its

principles and its prior knowledge appear as regulative

in relation to its concrete research. In the work of Marx

we never find entities. Totalities ( e.g., "the petite bour-

geoisie" of the 18 Brumaire) are living; they furnish

their own definitions within the framework of the re-

search.
6
Otherwise we could not understand the impor-

6 The concept of "the petite bourgeoisie" exists in Marxist philosophy,
of course, wefl before the study of Louis Napoleon's coup d'e'tat. But
this is because the petite bourgeoisie itself had already existed as a
class for a long time. What is important is the fact that it evolves with

history and that in 1848 it presents unique characteristics which the

concept cannot derive from itself. We will see that Marx goes back
to the general traits which defined it as a class and at the same time

in those terms and in the light of experience he determines the

specific traits which determined it as a unique reality in 1848. To take

another example, see how he tries in 1853, in a series of articles

(The British Rule in India), to portray the peculiar quality of

Hindustan. Maximilien Rubel in his excellent book quotes this curious

passage (so shocking to our contemporary Marxists). "This strange
combination of Italy and Ireland, of a world of pleasure and a world
of suffering, is anticipated in the old religious traditions of Hindustan,
in that religion of sensual exuberance and savage asceticism . . /*

(Rubel: Karl Marx, p. 302. The quotation from Marx appeared
June 25, 1853, under the title On India.) Certainly we can find be-

hind these words the true concepts and method: the social structure

and the geographical aspect that is what recalls Italy; English
colonization that is what recalls Ireland; etc. No matter. He gives a

reality to these words pleasure, suffering, sensual exuberance, and

savage asceticism. Better yet, he shows the actual situation of Hindu-
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solely in rid of detail, in the

of certain events, in denaturing facts or in

ing a nature for them in order to it

underneath them, as their substance, as

fetishized ^synthetic notions."
3

The of

Maoism have closed in. They are no inter-

pretive schemata; they are posited for as an

already totalized knowledge. To use

Marxism makes out of these particularized*

types? constitutive concepts of experience. The
content of these typical concepts is always Knowlr

edge; but today's Marxist makes of it an eternal knowl-

edge. His sole concern, at the moment of analysis>
will

be to "place" these entities. The more he is convinced

that they represent truth a priori, the less fussy he will

be about proof. The Kerstein Amendment, the appeals
of Radio Free Europe, rumors these are sufficient for

the French Communists to ''place** the entity ^world

imperialism" at the origin of the events in Hungary.

stan "anticipated" (before the English) by its old. religious traditions.

Whether Hindustan is actually this or something else matters little to

us; what counts here is the synthetic view which gives
1

life to the

objects of the analysis.
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The totalizing investigation has given way to a Scho-

lasticism of die totality. The heuristic principle "to

search for the whole in its parts'* has become the

terrorist practice
r
of liquidating the particularity.'* It

is not by chance that Lukacs Lukacs who so often

violates history has found in 1956 the best definition

of this frozen Marxism. Twenty years of practice give
him all the authority necessary to caU this pseudo-

philosophy a voluntanst idealism.

Today social and historical experience falls outside of

Knowledge. Bourgeois concepts just manage to revive

and quickly break down; those which survive lack any
foundation. The real attainments of American Sociology
cannot hide its theoretic uncertainty. Psychoanalysis,
after a spectacular beginning, has stood still. It knows

a great many details, but it lacks any firm foundation.

Marxism possesses theoretical bases, it embraces all hu-

man activity; but it no longer knows anything. Its con-

.cepts are dictates; its goal is no longer to increase what
it knows but to be itself constituted a priori as an

absolute Knowledge. In view of this twofold ignorance,
existentialism has been able to return and to maintain

itself because it reaffirmed the reality of men as Kierke-

gaard asserted his own reality against Hegel. However,
the Dane rejected the Hegelian conception of man and

of the real. Existentialism and Marxism, on the contrary,
aim at the same object; but Marxism has reabsorbed

man into the idea, and existentialism seeks him every-
where where he is, at his work, in his home, in the

street. We certainly do not claim as Kierkegaard did

that this real man is unknowable. We say only that

he is not known. If for the time being he escapes Knowl-

7 At one time this intellectual terror corresponded to "the physical

liquidation" of particular people.
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does not reEect, or only slightly the

sclerosis of its theory. But it is precisely the be-

tween revolutionary action and the Scholastic

tion of this action which prevents Communist in

socialist countries as in bourgeois from

achieving any clear self-consciousness* One of the

striking characteristics of our time is the fact that his-

tory is made without self-awareness. No doubt

will say this has always been the case; and was true

up until the second half of the last century that is,

until Marx, But what has made the force and richness

of Marxism is the fact that it has been the most radical

attempt to clarify the historical process in its totality.

For the last twenty years, on the contrary, its shadow

has obscured history; this is because it has ceased to

live with "history and because it attempts, through a

bureaucratic conservatism, to reduce change to iden-

tity.
8

8 1 have already expressed my opinion on the Hungarian tragedy,
and I shall not discuss the matter again. From the point of view o
what concerns us here, it matters little a priori that the Caaimimist

commentators believed that they had to justify the Soviet interven-

tion. What is really heart-breaking is the fact that their ^analyses"

totally suppressed the originality of the Hungarian fact. Yet there is no
doubt that an insurrection at Budapest a dozen years after the war,
less than five years after the death of Stalin, must present very par-
ticular characteristics. What do our "schematizers** do? They lay stress

on the faults of the Party but without defining them. These inde-

terminate faults assume an abstract and eternal character which
wrenches them from the historical context so as to make of them a
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Yet we must be clear about all this. This sclerosis

does not correspond to a normal aging. It is produced

by a world-wide combination of circumstances of a par-

ticular type* Far from being exhausted, Marxism is still

very young, almost in its infancy* it has scarcely begun
to develop. It remains, therefore, the philosophy of our

time. We cannot go beyond it because we have not gone

beyond the circumstances which engendered it. Our

thoughts, whatever they may be, can be formed only

upon this humus; they must be contained within the

framework which it furnishes for them or be lost in the

void or retrogress. Existentialism, like Marxism, ad-

dresses itself to experience in order to discover there

concrete syntheses; it can conceive of these syntheses

only within a moving, dialectical totalization which is

nothing else but history or from the strictly cultural

point of view which we have adopted here "philos-

ophy-becoming-the-world/* For us, truth is something
which becomes, it has and will have become* It is a

totalization which is forever being totalized. Particular

facts do not signify anything; they are neither true nor

false so long as they are not related, through the media-

universal entity; it is "human error/* The writers indicate the presence
of reactionary elements, but without showing their Hungarian reality.

Suddenly these reactionaries pass over into eternal Reaction; they are

brothers of the counter-revolutionaries of 1793, and their only distinc-

tive trait is the will to injure. Finally, those commentators present
world imperialism as an inexhaustible, formless force, whose es-

sence does not vary regardless of its point of application. They con-
struct an interpretation which serves as a skeleton key to everything

out of three ingredients: errors, the local-reaction-which-profits-

jEromHpopular-discontent, and the exploitation-of-this-situation-by-
worlctimperialism. This interpretation can be applied as well or as

badly to all insurrections, including the disturbances in Vendee or at

Lyon in 1793, by merely putting aristocracy** in place of "imperial-
ism.** In short, nothing new has happened. That is what had to be
demonstrated.
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to ethics7 And we all the if

he had his (but his

subject) to the actions of Individuals to

specific works, to modes of life, to labor, to to

the particular evolution of an institution or a

To go further, we are also in full with

when he wrote in that letter which furnished

the occasion for a famous attack

There does not exist, as one would like to

and then, simply for convenience, toy effect produced

automatically by the economic situation. On the con-

trary, it is men themselves who make their history, but

within a given environment which conditions them and

on the basis of real, prior conditions among which eco-

nomic conditions no matter how much influenced

they may be by other political and ideological condi-

tions are nevertheless, in the final analysis, the de-

termining conditions, constituting from one end to the

other the guiding thread which alone puts us in a posi-

tion to understand." It is already evident that we do

not conceive of economic conditions as the simple,
static structure of an unchangeable society; it is the con-

tradictions within them which form the driving force of

history. It is amusing that Lukacs, in the work which I

have already quoted, believed he was distinguishing
himself from us by recalling that Marxist definition of

materialism: "the primacy of existence over conscious-
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ness** whereas existentialism, as its name sufficiently

indicates, makes of this primacy the object of its funda-

mental affirmation*
9

9 The methodological principle which holds that certitude begins
with reflection in no way contradicts the anthropological principle
which defines the concrete person by his materiality. For us, reflection

is not reduced to the simple immanence of idealist subjectivism; it is

a point of departure only if it throws us back immediately among
things and men, in the world. The only theory of knowledge which
can be valid today is one which is founded on that truth of micro-

physics: the experimenter is a part of the experimental system. This is

the only position which allows us to get rid of all idealist illusion, the

only one which shows the real man in the midst of the real world. But
this realism necessarily implies a reflective point of departure; that is,

the revelation of a situation is effected in and through the praxis
which changes it. We do not hold that this first act of becoming con-

scious of the situation is the originating source of an action; we
see in it a necessary moment of the action itself the action, in the

course of its accomplishment, provides its own clarification. That does

not prevent this clarification from appearing in and by means of the

attainment of awareness on the part of the agents; and this in turn

necessarily implies that one must develop a theory of consciousness.

Yet the theory of knowledge continues to be the weak pomt in

Marxism. When Marx writes: "The materialist conception of the world

signifies simply the conception of nature as it is without any foreign

addition," he makes himself into an objective observation and claims

to contemplate nature as it is absolutely. Having stripped away all

subjectivity and having assimilated himself into pure objective truth,

he walks in a world of objects inhabited by object-men. By con-

trast, when Lenin speaks of our consciousness, he writes: "Conscious-

ness is only the reflection of being, at best an approximately accurate

reflection"; and by a single stroke he removes from himself the right to

write what he is writing. In both cases it is a matter of suppressing

subjectivity: with Marx, we are placed beyond it; with Lenin, on this

side of it.

These two positions contradict each other. How can the "approxi-

mately accurate reflection*' become the source of materialistic rational-

ism? The game is played on two levels: there is in Marxism a con-

stituting consciousness which asserts a priori the rationality of the

world (and which, consequently, falls into idealism ) ; this constituting
consciousness determines the constituted consciousness of particular
men as a simple reflection (which ends up in a skeptical idealism).
Both of these conceptions amount to breaking man's real relation

with history, since in the first, knowing is pure theory, a non-situated

observing, and in the second, it is a simple passivity. In the latter there

is no longer any experimenting, there is only a skeptical empiricism;
man vanishes and Hume's challenge is not taken up. In the former
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from tne work! and a formal system. When it is to a

pure psycho-physiological determination, it its

which is its relation to the object, in to a

object of knowing. No mediation can link Marxism as a of

principles and apodtctie truths to psycho-physiological (or

'dialectic"). These two conceptions of knowing (dogmatism the

knowing-dyad) are both of mem pre-Marxist, In tiie of

Marxist **ana!yses^ and especially in the of just
as in Marx's remarks on the aspect of truth and on the

general relations of theory and praxis, it would be to discover the

rudiments of a realistic epistemology which has never

But what we can and ought to construct on the of

observations is a theory which knowing in the (as the

theory of the reflection attempts awkwardly to do) and which deter-

mines It in its negativity (that negativity which Stalinist dogmatism
pushes to the absolute and which it transforms into a negation). Only
then will it be understood that knowing is not a knowing of ideas but

a practical knowing of things; then it will be possible to suppress the

reflection as a useless and misleading intermediary. Then we will be
able to account for the thought which is lost and alienated in the

course of action so that it may be rediscovered by and in the action

itself. But what are we to call this situated negativity, as a moment
of praxis and as a pure relation to things themselves, if not exactly
^consciousness"?

There are two ways to fall into idealism: The one consists of dis-

solving the real in subjectivity; the other in denying all real sub-

jectivity in the interests of objectivity. The truth is that subjectivity is

neither everything nor nothing; it represents a moment in the objective

process (that in which, externality is internalized), and this moment
is perpetually eliminated only to be perpetually reborn. Now, each

of these ephemeral moments which rise up in the course of Btnnan

history and which are never either the first or the last is lived as a

point of departure by the subject of history. ""Class-consciousness" is

not the simple lived contradiction which objectively characterizes the

class considered; it is that contradiction already surpassed by praxis
and thereby preserved and denied all at once. But it is precisely this

revealing negativity, tbis distance within immediate proximity, which

simultaneously constitutes what existentialism calls "consciousness of
the object" and "non-thetic self-consciousness."
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material life generally dominates the development of

social, political, and intellectual Me," We cannot con-

ceive of this conditioning in any form except that of a

dialectical movement (contradictions, surpassing, to-

talizations)* M. Rubel criticizes me for not making any
allusion to this "Marxist materialism** in the article I

wrote in 1946, "Materialism and Revolution/'
x But he

himself supplies the reason for this omission. *It is true

that this author is directing his^
comments at Engels

rather than at Marx."* Yes, and even more at contem-

porary French Marxists* But Marx's statement seems

to me to point to a factual evidence which we cannot go

beyond so long as the transformations of social rela-

tions and technical progress have not freed man from

the yoke of scarcity. We are all acquainted with the

passage in which Marx alludes to that far-off time:

'This reign of freedom does not begin in fact until the

time when the work imposed by necessity and external

finality shall cease; it is found, therefore, beyond the

sphere of material production proper
7"

(Capital, III,

p. 873). As soon as there will exist for everyone a

margin of real freedom beyond the production of life,

Marxism will have lived out its span; a philosophy of

freedom will take its place. But we have no means, no

intellectual instrument, no concrete experience which

allows us to conceive of this freedom or of this philos-

ophy.
1 "Materialisme et revolution," Les Temps modernes, Vol. I, Nos, 9

and 10 (June-July 1946). The article has been translated into English

by Annette Michelson and is included in Jean-Paul Sartre's Literary
and Philosophical Essays (New York: Criterion Books; 1955). BLB.
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WHY,
THEN, are we not simply Marxists? It is be-

cause we take the statements of Engels and

Garaudy as guiding principles, as indications of jobs
to be done, as problems not as concrete truths. It is

because their assertions seem to us insufficiently defined

and, as such, capable of numerous interpretations; m a

word, it is because they appear to us as regulative ideas.

The contemporary Marxist, on the contrary, finds them

clear, precise, and unequivocal; for him they
constitute a knowledge. We think, on the other hand*
that everything remains to be done; we must find the

method and constitute the science.

Of course, Marxism allows us to situate a speech by
Robespierre, the policy of the Montagnards with regard
to the sansculottes, the economic regulations and the

laws concerning "price ceilings" voted by the Conven-
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tion, as well as Valery's Poems or La Legende des

si&cles. But just what is this situating? If I tuna to the

works of contemporary Marxists, I see that they mean
to determine for the object considered its real place in

the total process; they will establish the material condi-

tions of its existence, the class which has produced it,

the interests of that class (or of a segment of that class),

its movement, the forms of its struggle against the

other classes, the relation of forces to each other, the

stakes, etc. The speech, the vote, the political action,

or the book will appear then in its objective reality as a

certain moment in this conflict. It will be defined in

terms of the factors on which it depends and by the

real action which it exerts; thereby it will be made to

enter as an exemplary manifestation into the uni-

versality of the ideology or of the policy, which are

themselves considered as superstructures. Thus the

Girondists will be situated in reference to a bourgeoisie
of merchants and shipowners who provoked war out of

mercantile imperialism and who almost immediately
wanted to stop it because it was injuring foreign trade.

Marxists will, on the other hand, see in the Montagnards
the representatives of a more recent bourgeoisie, en-

riched by buying up national properties and furnishing
war materials, whose principal interest was conse-

quently to prolong the conflict. Thus they will interpret
die acts and discourses of Robespierre in terms of a

fundamental economic contradiction: in order to con-

tinue the war, this petit bourgeois had to get his support
from the people, but the fall of the assignat^/monopoly,
and the shortage of food supplies led the people to de-

mand an economic control which was injurious to the

1
Paper money issued by the French Revolutionary Government

after 1790. H.B.
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or defensive according to circumstances; or, yet,

offensive at the start, It subsequently
sive. Thus Liikacs will distinguish the

calm of the early prewar period, which is

"by a sort of permanent carnival of fetishized iEterior-

ity/* and the great penitence, the ebb tide of the post-
war period, in which writers seek "the third path" to

disguise their idealism.

This method does not satisfy us. It is a priori. It

not derive its concepts from experience or at least

not from the new experiences which it seeks to inter-

pret. It has already formed its concepts; It Is already
certain of their truth; it will assign to them the role of

constitutive schemata. Its sole purpose is to force the

events, the persons, or the acts considered into pre-
fabricated molds. Consider Lukacs. For him, Heideg-

ger's existentialism is changed into an activism under

the influence of the Nazis; French existentialism,

which is liberal and anti-fascist, expresses, on the con-

trary, the revolt of the petits bourgeois who were en-

2 These comments and those winch follow were suggested to me by
Daniel Guerin's La Lutte des classes sous la premfere R$publique,
a work which is often open to question but fascinating and rich in new

insights. Despite aH the mistakes ( due to Gu&rins wish to force his-

tory), it remains one of the few enriching contributions that con-*

-temporary Marxists have made to the study of history.
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slaved during the Occupation. What a beautiful fiction!

Unfortunately he overlooks two essential facts. First,

there existed in Germany at least one existentialist

movement which refused all collusion with Hitlerism

and which nevertheless survived until the Third Reich

that of Jaspers. Why did this undisciplined movement
not conform to the schema imposed upon it? Could it

have had, like Pavlov's dog, a "freedom-reflex"? Second,
there is one essential factor in philosophy time. One
needs a great deal of it to write a theoretical work. My
book Being and Nothingness, to which he refers di-

rectly, was the result of study begun in 1930. I read

<<Husserl, Scheler, Heidegger, and Jaspers for the first

time in 1933 during a year's residence at the French

House in Berlin. It was at this very moment (when

Heidegger should have been at the height of his

^activism") that I was subjected to the influence of

these writers. Finally, by the winter of 1939-40 I had

already worked out my method and my principal con-

clusions. And what is this "activism" if not a formal,

empty concept, permitting one to liquidate all at once

a certain number of ideological systems which have

only superficial resemblances to one another. Heidegger
has never been an "activist" at least not as he has

expressed himself in his philosophical works. The very
word, vague as it is, testifies to die total inability of the

Marxist to comprehend any other thought. Yes, Lukacs
has the instruments to understand Heidegger, but he
will not understand him; for Lukacs would have to

read him, to grasp the meaning of the sentences one by
one. And there is no longer any Marxist, to my knowl-

edge, who is still capable of doing this.
8

Finally, there

8 This is because they insist on standing in their own light. They
reject the hostile sentence (out of fear or hate or laziness) at the very
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some difficulty, grant with that the

war became, starting in 1789,* a new in the

commercial rivalry between the British the French.

The bellicosity of the Girondists was essentially

ical; and doubtless, the Girondists expressed in their

policy the class which had produced them and the

interests of the milieu which supported them. Their dis-

dainful ideal, their wish to submit the populace whom
they despised to the enlightened elite of the bourgeoisie

(that is, to confer upon the bourgeoisie the role of en-

lightened despot), their verbal radicalism and their

practical opportunism, their sensibility, their careless-

moment that they want to open themselves to It. This cxmtradictkin

blocks them. They literally do not understand a word of what they
read. And I blame them for this lack of comprehension, not in tibe

name of some sort of bourgeois objectivity, but In the name of Marxism
itself. They will be able to

reject
and condemn more precisely, to

refute more triumphantly, exactly insofar as they first know what it Is

that they are damning and refuting.
4 Sartre's text has

*

'39,** but this is clearly a misprint BLB,
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ness all this bears a trademark. But what is expressed
in this way is the intoxication of an intellectual petite

bourgeoisie in the process of taking over power rather

than the proud and already old-fashioned prudence of

shipowners and merchants.

When Brissot threw France into war in order to save

the Revolution and to unmask the treason of the king,
this naive Machiavellianism expressed perfectly in

its turn the Girondist attitude which we*have just de-

scribed.
9 But if we put ourselves back in that period and

if we consider what occurred just prior to these events:

the king's flight,
the massacre of the Republicans at the

Champ-de-Mars, the shift to the Right on the part of

the moribund Constituent Assembly and the revision

of the Constitution, the uncertainty of the masses, who
were disgusted with the monarchy and intimidated by
repression, the massive abstention on the part of the

Parisian bourgeoisie (10,000 voters as compared with

80,000 for the municipal elections), in a word, the

5 One must not forget, however, that Robespierre, a Montagnard,
supported Brissot's proposals up until the first days of December 1791.
Even more, his synthetic intention increased the severity of the de-

crees which were put to the vote, because he was going straight to the

essential. On November 28 he demanded that they neglect "the small

powers" and address themselves directly to the Emperor, putting the

matter to him in these terms: "We call upon you to disband [the as-

sembled armies], or we declare war on you/' It is important, too, that

he changed his opinion very little under the influence of Billaud-

Varennes (who insistently pointed out to the Jacobins the power of the

internal enemies and the disastrous state of our defenses at the fron-

tiers). It appears that Billaud's arguments took on their real meaning
in Robespierre's eyes when he learned of the appointment of the
Comte de Narbonne to the Ministry of War. From there on the con-

flict appeared to him to be a cleverly prepared trap, an infernal

machine; at that point he abruptly grasped the dialectical connection

between the external enemy and the internal enemy. The Marxist

ought not to overlook these so-called "details"; they show that the

immediate move of all the politicians was to declare war or at least

to risk it. Below the surface the opposite move began to take shape at

once, but its origin was not the wish for peace; it was defiance.
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speeches and writing? A historian even a Marxist

cannot forget that the political reality for the of

1792 Is an absolute, an Irreducible. To be sure, they
commit the error of ignoring the action of other forces,

more muffled, less clearly discernible, infinitely

powerful. But that Is exactly what defines these men
as the bourgeois of 1792. Is this any reason to commit
the opposite error and to refuse to grant a relative ir-

reducibility to their action and to the political motives

which It deines?

There Is no question here of determining, once and

6 Let us recall that even after the decree of December 15,

the hesitation and caution continued. Brissot and the Girondists did

what they could to prevent the invasion of Holland; the "banter

Claviere (a friend of the followers of Brissot) opposed the idea of

introducing the assignats into occupied countries. Debry proposed to

declare that the nation was no longer in danger and to recal al the

measures which public safety had imposed. The Girondists were well

aware that the war was forcing a policy that was more and more
democratic, and this is what they were afraid of. But the party found
itself cornered; it was reminded each day that it was responsible for

having declared war. In fact, the decree of December 15 did have an
economic purpose, but it was one which involved, if I may say so, a
continental economy to make the conquered countries bear the ex-

penses of the war. Thus the economic aspect (and a disastrous one)
of the war with England did not appear until 1793, when the die was

already cast.
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for all, the nature and the force of the resistance which

the phenomena of superstructure oppose to all attempts
at ruthless reduction; this would be to oppose one ideal-

ism to another. What is necessary is simply to reject

apriorism. The unprejudiced examination of the his-

torical object will be able by itself to determine in

each case whether the action or the work reflects the

superstructural motives of groups or of individuals

formed by certain basic conditionings, or whether one

can explain them only by referring immediately to eco-

nomic contradictions and to conflicts of material inter-

ests. The American Civil War, despite the Puritan ideal-

ism of the Northerners, must be interpreted directly in

economic terms; the people of that time were them-

selves aware of it. The French Revolution, on the other

hand, although by 1793 it had assumed a very precise
economic sense, is not directly reducible in 1792 to the

age-old conflict of mercantile capitalisms. It must first

be made to pass through a process of mediation, one

which will bring into play the concrete men who were

involved in it, the specific character it took on from its

basic conditioning, the ideological instruments it em-

ployed, the real environment of the Revolution. Above

all, we must not forget that the political theory by itself

had a social and economic meaning, since the bour-

geoisie was struggling against the bonds of an ancient

feudalism which from within prevented it from real-

izing its full development. In the same way it is absurd

to be too quick in reducing all ideological generosity to

class interests. One ends up by proving that those anti-

Marxists whom today we call "Machiavellians" are

right. There is no doubt that, when the Legislative As-

sembly decided to undertake a war of liberation, it

launched itself forward into a complex historical proc-
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chasers of national and army contractors^ 1 It

invented for the of the Guerin the

skeleton from a bone, like Cavier
bone is the of the wealthy Cambon at the

Cambon was indeed a Montagnard, in favor of war, a
of national properties. It was Cambon, in fact, who the

decree of December 15, of which

proved. But lie was influenced by Dumouriez, The of tie

decree at the end of a very long history in wMch
the army contractors pky a part was to permit the and
of ecclesiastical and aristocratic property wMch would alow the circu-

lation of the French assignat in Belgium. The decree in

spite of the risk of war with England, but in itself and in the of

Cambon and all those who supported it, it bore no positive relation to

the economic rivalry between France and England. The purdhasexs
of national properties were monopolists and profoundly hostile to the

price ceilings. They had no particular interest in pushing a war to the

death, and in 1794 many among them would have been content with
a compromise. The army contractors, suspect, under strict swrveilance,
sometimes arrested, did not constitute a social force. One must admit;

willy-nilly, that between 1793 and 1794 the Revolution escaped from
the control of the grands ix>urgeois only to fall into the hands of the

petite bourgeoisie. The latter continuea the war and* along with the

populace, pus-Bed the revolutionary movement against me grande
bourgeoisie, later turning it against the populace; this was its own end
and the end of the Revolution. If Robespierre and the Montagaards
on December 15 were not more strongly opposed to the extension, of

the war, this was primarily for political reasons ( the very opposite of

Girondist reasons ) . Peace would have appeared as a triumph on the

part of the Gironde; but the rejection of the decree of December 15
would have been tbe prelude to peace. Robespierre was afraid at that

time that the peace would be only a temporary truce and that a

second coalition would quickly arise.
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in a bath of sulphuric acid.JNow the rapid, schematic

explanation of die war as an operation of the commer-
cial bourgeoisie causes those men whom we know well

to disappear Brissot, Guadet, Gensonne, Vergniaud
or else it constitutes them, in the final analysis, as the

purely passive instruments of their class. But at the

end of 1791 the upper bourgeoisie was in the process of

losing control of the Revolution (it recovered it only
in 1794) . The new men who were rising to power were

petits bourgeois, more or less declasse, poor, without too

many connections, who had passionately bound up
their own destiny with that of the Revolution. To be

sure, they were subjected to certain influences; they
were caught up by Tiigh society" (the "best people" of

Paris, very different from the good society of Bor-

deaux) . But they were never able in any way to express

spontaneously the collective reaction of the Bordeaux

shipowners and commercial imperialism. They favored

the development of wealth, but the idea of risking the

Revolution in a war to assure a profit to certain circles

of the grande bourgeoisie was completely alien to them.

Moreover, Gu^rin's theory leads us to this surprising
conclusion: the bourgeoisie, which derives its profit

from foreign trade, throws France into a war against
the Emperor of Austria in order to destroy the power
of England; at the same time its delegates in power
do everything to keep England out of the war. One year

later, when war is finally declared against the British,

this same bourgeoisie, discouraged at the moment of

success, no longer has any desire for war at all; and it is

the bourgeoisie of the new landed proprietors (who
have no interest in prolonging the conflict) which has

to take over the war.

Why this long discussion? To show by the example
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termined collectivities (ffo of

and exporters). The Girondists existed,

ends, they made History a

tion and on the basis of external conditions. They be-

lieved they were juggling with the Revolution for

own advantage; in fact, they made it

democratic. It is in terms of this contradiction

that they must be understood and explained. Of course,

someone will teU us that the proclaimed of the

followers of Brissot is a mask, that these bourgeois revo-

lutionaries considered themselves and presented them-

selves as illustrious Romans, that it is the objective re-

sult which really defines what they did. But we must

be careful: the original thought of Marx, as we find it in

The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon Bona-

parte, attempts a difficult synthesis of intention and of

result; the contemporary use of that thought is super-
ficial and dishonest. If we push the Marxist metaphor to

its limit, in fact, we arrive at a new idea of human ac-

tion. Imagine an actor who is playing Hamlet and who
is caught up in his role. He crosses Ms mother's room

to kill Polonius hidden behind the arras. But that is not

what he is actually doing. He crosses a stage before an

audience and passes from "court side" to **garden side**

in order to earn his living, to win fame, and this real

activity defines his position in society. But one cannot

deny that these real results are present in some way in

his imaginary act. One cannot deny that the movement
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of the in a

the nor

the very way in he for

Is his of an actor. To return

to our of 1789, of

Cato Is way of bourgeois, mem-
bers of a class which discovers History and which al-

ready wants to stop it, which claims to be universal

and which establishes the proud individualism of its

members upon a competitive economy in short, the

heirs of a classical culture. Everything is there. It is one

and the thing to declare oneself Roman and to

want to the Revolution. Or rather, the better one

can pose as Brutus or Cato, the better one will be able

to stop the Revolution. This thought, obscure even to

itself, sets up mystical ends which enclose the confused

awareness of its objective ends. Thus we may speak

simultaneously of a subjective drama (the simple play
of appearances which hides nothing, which contains no

^unconscious^ element) and of an objective9 intentional

organization of real means with a view to achieving real

ends without any organization of all this by a con-

sciousness or a premeditated will. Very simply, the

truth of the imaginary praxis is in the real pram, and

the real, to the extent that it takes itself as merely

imaginary, includes implicit references to the imagi-

nary praxis as to its interpretation. The bourgeois of

1789 does not pretend to be Cato in order to stop the

Revolution by denying History and by substituting

virtue for politics; neither does he tell himself that he

resembles Brutus in order to give himself a mythical

comprehension of an action which he carries out but

which escapes him. He does both at the same time.

And it is precisely this synthesis which allows us to dis~
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Gironde on this count of the its

and its inward do not to the

French conflict any more the or-

ganization of its acts,

But very often today people reduce

to a wretched truism. They willingly
did not know what he was doing, but they on the

obvious fact that sooner or later the social political

structure of Europe had to become involved In a

war. Therefore, by declaring war on the Princes and on

the Emperor, the Legislative Assembly declared it on

the King of England. That is what it was without

knowing it Now this conception is by no means specifi-

cally Marxist; it limits itself to restating what every-

body has always known: the consequences of our acts

always end up by escaping us, since every concerted

enterprise, as soon as it is realized, enters into relation

with the entire universe, and since this infinite multi-

plicity of relations goes beyond our intention. If we look

at things from this angle, human action is reduced to

that of a physical force whose effect evidently depends

upon the system in which it is exercised. But for this
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eery one can no longer of It is men
who do, not avalanches. The faith of our Marxists

consists in bringing two concepts into play at the same

time so as to preserve the of a teleological inter-

pretation while concealing the abundant, highhanded
use which they make of the explanation by finality.

They employ the second concept to make it appear to

everyone that there is a mechanistic interpretation of

History ends have disappeared. At the same time they
make use of the first so as surreptitiously to transform

into real objectives of a human activity the necessary
but unforeseeable consequences which this activity en-

tails. Hence that tedious vacillation in Marxist explana-
tions. From one sentence to another the historical

enterprise is defined implicitly by goals (which often

are only unforeseen results) or reduced to the diffusion

of a physical movement across an inert milieu. A con-

tradiction? No. Bad faith. One must not confuse the

scintillation of ideas with dialectic.

Marxist formalism is a project of elimination. The
method is identical with Terror in its inflexible refusal

to differentiate; its goal is total assimilation at the least

possible effort. The aim is not to integrate what is differ-

ent as such, while preserving for it a relative autonomy,
but rather to suppress it. Thus the perpetual movement
toward identification reflects the bureaucrats* practice
of unifying everything. Specific determinations awaken
in the iheory the same suspicions as persons do in

reality! For the majority of Marxists, to think is to claim

to totalize and, under this pretext, to replace particu-

larity by a umversaolt is to claim to lead us back to

the concrete and thereby present us with fundamental

but abstract determinations. Hegel at least allowed the

particular to continue to exist as a surpassed particular-
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as to this new position, new tactic, for

the intellectual Marxist, this

does not leave the plane of universality; the

is to it in its generality to show in the

work considered, it is expressed in the way as in

all others which appeared at the same date. The Marx-

ist therefore is impelled to take as an the

real content of behavior or of a thought; when he dis-

solves the particular in the Universal, he lias the satis-

faction of believing that he is reducing appearance to

truth. Actually, by defining his subjective concept of

reality, he has only defined himself.

Marx was so far from this false universality that lie

attempted to generate his knowledge dialectically in

man, rising progressively from the broadest determina-

tions to the most precise. In a letter to Lassale, he de-

fines his method as a pursuit which "rises from the ab-

stract to the concrete." And for him the concrete is the

hierarchical totalization of determinations and of

hierarchized realities. For "the population is an abstrac-

tion if I omit, for example, the classes from which it is

formed; these classes in turn are a word empty of mean-

ing if I ignore the factors on which they are based

for example, work for wages, capital, etc." But inversely
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ab-

if we were to sever the

and which modify. The

of England in the middle of the century is

an abstract universal,
w
a chaotic representation of the

aggregate/* so long as it is considered as a simple quan-

tity. But the economic categories are themselves insuffi-

ciently determined if we do not first establish that they
are applied to the English population; that is, to real

men who live and make History in the capitalist coun-

try whose industrialization is most advanced. It is in

the name of this totalization that Marx will be able to

show the action of superstractuxes on substnictural

facts.

But if it is true that **the population*
9

is an abstract

concept so long as we have not defined it by its most

fundamental structures (that is, so long as it has not

taken its place, as a concept, within the framework of

the Marxist interpretation), it is also true that when
this framework exists., and for the intellectual who is

experienced in the dialectical method, men, their ob-

jectifications and their labors, human relations, are

finally what is the most concrete. A first approximation

painlessly puts them at their proper level and discovers

their general determinations. Where we already know
the direction and character of a society, the develop-
ment of its productive forces, and its relations of pro-

duction, there every new fact (a man, an action, a

work) appears as already situated in its generality;

progress consists in clarifying the more profound struc-

tures by means of the originality of the established fact

in order to be able in turn to determine this originality

by the fundamental structures. There is a double move-

ment But today's Marxists behave as if Marxism did not
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a perpetual process of fetlshraag.

8

8 Yet it is a Maoist, Henri Lefebvre, who in my opinion has pro-
vided a simple and faultless method for integrating sociology and

history in the perspective of a materialist dialectic. Tlhe is

worth quoting in its entirety. Lefebvre !>e^ns by pointing out a

living rural community appears first in a horizontal complexity; we are

dealing with a human group in possession of techniques with a

definite agricultural productivity related to these technique^
with the social structure which they determine and which
them in return. This human group, whose characteristics depend in

large part upon great national and" world-wide structures ( wMch, fox

example, condition specializations on the national scale), offers a

multiplicity of aspects which must be described and fixed (demo-

graphic aspectss family structure, habitat; religion, etc. ) . But Lefebvre

hastens to add that this horizontal complexity has as its cxwnterpart a
"vertical** or '^historical complexity": in the rural world we observe

"the coexistence of formations of various ages and dates." The two

complexities "react upon one another." He notes, for
example,

the

very striking fact that history alone (not empirical, statistical sociol-

ogy) can explain the rural American fact: the settlers came into free
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Consider Lukacs. His expression, "the permanent car-

nival of fetishized Anteriority," is not only pedantic
and vague; its very appearance is suspect. The addition

of one violent and concrete word, "carnival/" which sug-

gests color, agitation, noise, is for the obvious purpose of

covering op the poverty of the concept and Its gratuity.

For ultimately either the intention is merely to indicate

the literary subjectivism of the period and this is to

state the obvious since the subjectivism was openly pro-
claimed or else it is to claim that the relation of the au-

thor to his subjectivity was necessarily a process of fe-

tishizing, and this is said much too quickly. Wilde,

Proust, Bergson, Gide, Joyce there are as many dif-

ferent relations to the subjective as there are names. On
the contrary, one could show that neither Joyce nor

territory and occupied the land when cities were already long estab-

lished ( whereas the city in Europe developed in the midst of a rural

setting). Here we will find the reason why rural culture is, strictly

speaking, nonexistent in the U.S.A. or is at most a degraded urban
culture.

In order to study such complexity (in cross section) and such a

reciprocity of interrelations without getting lost in It Lefebvre pro-

poses **a very simple method employing auxiliary techniques and com-

prising several phases:
"(a) Descriptive. Observation but with a scrutiny guided by ex-

perience and by a general theory. . . .

"(b) Analytico-Regresswe. Analysis of reality. Attempt to date it

precisely.

*(c) Historical-Genetic. Attempt to rediscover the present, but

elucidated, understood, explained." (Henri Lefebvre: "Perspectives
de sociologie rurale,** Cahiers de sociologie, 1953. )

We have nothing to add to this passage, so clear and so rich, except
that we believe that this method, with its phase of phenomenological
description and its double movement of regression followed by prog-
ress, is valid with the modifications which its objects may impose
upon it in all the domains of anthropology. Furthermore, it is this

method which we shall apply, as we shall see kter, to significations, to

individuals themselves, and to the concrete relations among individ-

uals. This method alone can be heuristic; it alone at once defines the

originality of the fact and makes comparisons possible. We only regret
that Lefebvre has not found imitators among the rest of Marxist intel-

lectuals.
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This lazy Marxism puts everything
makes real men into the symbols of its myths; the

only philosophy which can really the

of the human being is transformed into a paranoiac
dream. *To situate,** for Garaudy, means, on the one

hand, to link together the universality of a period, of a

condition, of a class, and its relations of force with other

classes and, on the other hand, the universality of a de-

fensive or offensive attitude (a social practice or an

ideological concept). But this system of correspond-
ences between abstract universals is constructed delib-

erately to suppress the group or the man whom one

claims to consider. If I want to understand Val&y
that petit bourgeois intellectual, sprung from that his-

torical, concrete group, the French petite bourgeoisie at

the end of the last century then it is better for me not

to consult the Marxists. In place of that numerically de-

fined group, they will substitute the idea of its material

conditions, of its position with respect to other groups

(the petit bourgeois is always viewed "from the one side
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. . . from the other" ), of its

We go to the category, we
at the

by capitalist by
demands; here is naturally the for the

of its social attitude. Al that is quite correct. This skele-

ton of universality is truth itself at its level Let

us go further: when the questions proposed remain

within the domain of the universal, these schematic ele-

ments by their combination sometimes enable us to find

answers.

But the problem concerns Valery. Our abstract Marx-

ist is not moved in the slightest. He will affirm the con-

stant progress of materialism; then he will describe

a certain idealism analytic, mathematical, slightly

tinged with pessimism which he will finally offer us as

a simple riposte, already defensive, to the materialis-

tic rationalism of the rising philosophy. All its charac-

teristics will be determined dialecticaUy in relation to

this materialism; it is always the materialism which is

presented as the independent variable, which never un-

dergoes any modification. This ''thought** of the sub-

ject of history, an expression of historical proads, has the

role of an active inductor; in the works and ideas of the

bourgeoisie one doesn't want to see anything but practi-

cal attempts (and always vain ones) to parry more and

more violent attacks, to fill the pockets, to stop up the

breaches and the fissures, to assimilate hostile infiltra-

tions. The almost total indetermination of ideology thus

described will permit the making of an abstract scheme

to preside over the composition of contemporary works.

At that moment the analysis stops, and the Marxist

judges his work finished. As for VaMry, he has disap-

peared.
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claMzed works. This object to us to be a de-

termination of the objective culture; it

vigorous, critical thought of a class; it for

the middle classes a certain of

thought (there are others of and, in particular, a

certain scientistic materialism which, according to the

occasion, seeks to legitimize utilitarianism or racism).

This "collective apparatus/" in our view* offers a totally

different reality from, for example, a Gothic church,

but it possesses, just as much as the church, actual pres-
ence and historical depth. Many Marxists claim to see

in it only the common signification of thoughts scat-

tered across the world; we are more realists than they
are. Here is one more reason why we refuse to invert the

terms, to make a fetish out of the apparatus and to take

idealist intellectuals for its manifestations. We see

Val&y's ideology as the concrete, unique product of an

existent who is characterized in part by his relations
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Idealism but who must be Interpreted in Ms par-

ticularity and first of all in terms of the concrete group
from which he has sprang. This IB no way means that

his relations do not include those of his environment, of

his class, etc., but only that we grasp them a posteriori

by observation and in our attempt to totalize the sum of

possible knowledge on this question, Valery is a petit

bourgeois intellectual, no doubt about it. But not every

petit bourgeois intellectual is Valery. The heuristic in-

adequacy of contemporary Marxism is contained in

these two sentences./Marxism lacks any hierarchy of

mediations which would permit it to grasp the process
which produces the person and his product inside a

class and within a given society at a given historical mo-

ment^Characterizing Val6ry as a petit bourgeois and

his work as idealist, the Marxist will find in both alike

only what he has put there. It is because of this defi-

ciency that he ends up getting rid of the particular by

defining it as the simple effect of chance. Engels writes:

That such a man, and precisely this man, arises at a

determined period and in a given country is naturally

pure chance. But, lacking Napoleon, another man
would have filled his place. . . The same is true of

all chance events and of all that appears to be chance

in history. The farther removed the province which we
are exploring is from economy, and the more it cloaks

itself in an abstract ideological character, the more
chance we find in its development. , . . But trace the

middle axis of the curve. . . . This axis tends to be-

come parallel to that of the economic development.

In other words, the concrete character of this man is, for

Engels, an "abstract ideological character/
7

Only the

middle axis of the curve (of a life, of a history, of a

party, or of a social group) has anything real or intelli-
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Contemporary Marxism shows, for

Flaubert's realism a of

tion in relation to the social and of

the petite bourgeoisie of the Second Empire. it

weoer shows the genesis of this reciprocity of perspec-
tive. We do not know why Flaubert preferred literature

to everything else, nor why he lived like an anchorite,

nor why he wrote these books rather than those of Du~

ranty or the Goncourt brothers. Marxism situates but no

longer ever discovers anything. It allows other disci-

plines, without principles, to establish the exact circum-

stances of the life and of the person, and it arrives fi-

nally at demonstrating that its schemata have been once

more verified. Things being what they are, the class

struggle having assumed this or that form, Flaubert,

who belonged to the bourgeoisie, had to live as he lived

and to write as he wrote. What is passed over in silence

9 These parallel middle axes are ultimately reduced to a single line:

considered from this angle, relations of production, social-political

structures, and ideologies seem to be (as in Spinoza's philosophy)

merely "various translations of the same sentence."
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is the of four words, to the

bourgeoisie," For it is Ms the

strictly intellectual of his work which

Flaubert a bourgeois. He to the be*

he was bom in it; is, he in

the midst of a family the of

which, a surgeon at Rouen, was carried by the

ascending movement of his class. If Flaubert reasons

and feels as a bourgeois, this is because he has been

made such at a period when he could not even compre-
hend the meaning of the gestures and the roles which

were imposed upon him. Like all families, this family
was particular. The mother was related to the nobility,

the father was the son of a village veterinarian; Ges-

tave's older brother, superficially more gifted, became

very early the object of Gustave's hatred. It is, then, in-

side the particularity of a history,, through the peculiar
contradictions of this family, that Gustave Flaubert un-

wittingly served his class apprenticeship* Chance does

not exist or, at least, not in the way that is generally be-

lieved. The child becomes this or that became he lives

the universal as particular. This child lived, in the par-

Ocular, the conflict between the religious ceremonies of

a monarchist regime which was claiming a renascence

and the irreMgion of Ms father, a petit bourgeois intel-

lectual and son of the French Revolution.

Considered in general terms, this conflict expressed
the struggle of the former landowners against the pur-
chasers of national property and the industrial bour-

geoisie. This contradiction (masked, however, under the

1
It is also possible to come into the bourgeoisie. But a person who

becomes a petit bourgeois after crossirig a boundary line will never be
the same petit bourgeois that he wouldhave been if he had been one

by birth.
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the path to the is, Giis-

tave neither wished nor dared to a of the

**petit bourgeois'* elite. There remained the Law.

Through these professions, which he as

rior, he had a horror of Ms own class; and very hor-

ror was at once an attainment of awareness a defin-

itive alienation from the petite bourgeoisie. He lived

the bourgeois death, that solitude which acxjompanies us

from the moment of birth, but he lived it by of

the family structures: the garden where he played with

Ms sister was next to the laboratory in wMch his father

practiced dissection; death, corpses, his young sisterwho
was soon to die, his father's science and irreligion all

had to be unified in a complex and very particular atti-

tude. The explosive mixture of naive scientism and reli-

gion without God wMch constituted Flaubert, and

which he tried to overcome by Ms love of formal art,

can be explained if we understand that everytMng took
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place in childhood; that is, in a condition radically dis-

tinct from the adult condition. It is childhood which

up unsurpassable prejudices, it is childhood which,

in the violence of training and the frenzy of the tamed

beast, makes us experience the fact of our belonging to

our environment as a unique eent.

Today psychoanalysis alone enables us to study the

process by which a child, groping in the dark, is going
to attempt to plays without understanding it, the social

role which adults impose upon him,
2

Only psychoanaly-
sis will show us whether he stifles in his role, whether he

seeks to escape it, or is entirely assimilated into it. Psy-

choanalysis alone allows us to discover the whole man
in the adult; that is, not only his present determinations

but also the weight of his history. And one would be

entirely wrong in supposing that this discipline is op-

posed to dialectical materialism. To be sure, amateurs

in the West have constructed "analytical" theories of

society or of History which indeed end up in idealism.

How many times has someone attempted the feat of

psychoanalyzing Robespierre for us without even un-

derstanding that the contradictions in his behavior

were conditioned by the objective contradictions of the

situation. When one has understood how the bour-

geoisie of Themtidof* paralyzed by the democratic re-

gime, found itself forced by practical necessity to de-

mand a military dictatorship, then it is most annoying
to read from the pen of a psychiatrist that Napoleon is

2 When Sartre speaks of psychoanalysis, he is not referring to tradi-

tional Freudianism with its dependence on the concept of the un-
conscious and universal symbolism. In Being and Nothingness he has

presented the fundamental principles for an existential psychoanalysis,
indebted to Freud but consistent with Sartre's own existentialism as

a philosophy of freedom. H.B.
3 The eleventh month (July-August) of the calendar adopted dur-

ing the French Revolution. HJB,
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fact is that dialectical

much of the

mils it to from and

to particular traits of the single Psycho-

analysis has no principles, It has no founda-

tion; and this is quite all right if it as in

the work of Jung and in certain works of Freud a com-

pletely innocuous mythology. In fact, it is a

which is primarily concerned with establishing the

way in which the child lives his family relations inside a

given society. And this does not mean that it raises any
doubts as to the priority of institutions. Quite the con-

trary, its object itself depends on the structure of a par-
ticular family, and this is only a certain individual mani-

festation of the family structure appropriate to such and

such a class under such and such conditions. Thus psy-

choanalytic monographs if it were always possible to

have them would by themselves throw light upon
the evolution of the French family between the eight-

eenth and the twentieth century, which in its turn

would express in its own way the general evolution of

the relations of production.
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Today's are

one would we are at

the age when we our They forgot-

ten their own childhoods* As we them, everything
to happen as if experienced their alienation

and their reification -first
in whereas in

actuality each one Ives it first* as a child, in his

work. Dead set against interpretations too exclusively

sexual, Marxists make use of them in order to condemn

a method of interpretation which claims only to put

History in place of nature in each person. They have not

yet understood that sexuality is only one way of living

the totality of our condition at a certain level and

within the perspective of a certain individual venture.

Existentialism, on the contrary, believes that it can inte-

grate the psychoanalytic method which discovers the

point of insertion for man and his class that is, the

particular family as a mediation between the universal

ckss and the individual. The family in fact is consti-

tuted by and in the general movement of History, but is

experienced, on the other hand, as an absolute in the

depth and opaqueness of childhood.

The Flaubert family was of the semi-domestic type;

it was a little behind the industrial families which the

father Flaubert cared for or visited. The father Flau-

bert, who felt that he was "wronged" by his "patron'*

Dupuytren, terrorized everyone with his own worth

and ability, his Voltairian irony, his terrible angers and

fits of melancholy. We will also easily understand that

the bond between the small Gustave and his mother was

never determining; she was only a reflection of the ter-

rible doctor. Thus we have before us an almost tangi-

ble cleavage which wiU often separate Flaubert from

his contemporaries; in a century when the conjugal
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Mme Aupick, stupid vain, but

favored by her period, never ceased to in

right.

But we must be careful. Each one lives Ms first years,

distracted or bewildered, as a profound solitary

reality. Here the Mtemalization of the external is an ir-

reducible fact. The "flaW of the small Baudelaire iss to

be sure, the widowhood and remarriage of a very pretty

mother; but it is also a peculiar quality of his own Me, a

disequilibrium, an unhappiness which will pursue him
until his death. Flaubert's "fixation" on Ms father is the

expression of a group structure, and it is his hatred of

the bourgeois, his "hysterical** crises, his monastic vo-

cation. Psychoanalysis, working within a dialectical to-
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tallzation, refers on the one side to objective structures,

to material conditions, and on the other to the action

upon our adult life of the childhood we never wholly

surpass. Henceforth it becomes impossible to connect

Bwary directly to the political-social structure

and to the evolution of the petite bourgeoisie; the book

will have to be referred back to contemporary reality

insofar as it was lived by Flaubert through his child-

hood. There results from this a certain discrepancy,, to

be sure; there is a sort of hysteresis on the part of the

work in relation to the very period in which it appears;
this is because it must unite within itself a number of

contemporary significations and certain others which

express a state recent but already surpassed by society.

This hysteresis, always neglected by the Marxists, ac-

counts in turn for the veritable social reality in which

contemporary events, products, and acts are charac-

terized by the extraordinary diversity of their temporal

depth. There will come a moment at which Flaubert

will appear to be in advance of his period (at the time

of Madame Bomry) because he is behind it, because

his book, in disguised form, expresses to a generation

disgusted with romanticism the post-romantic despairs
of a student of 1830. The objective meaning of the book

which the Marxists, as good disciples of Taine, take

simply as conditioned by the moment represented in the

author is the result of a compromise between what

this new generation of readers claims in terms of its own

history and what the author can offer to it from his

own; that is, it realizes the paradoxical union of two

past moments of this intellectual petite bourgeoisie

(1830 and 1845). It is in these terms that one will be

able to use the book in a new perspective as a weapon
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Nevertheless, one question arises; Marxists hold the

conduct of an Individual is conditioned by the general conditions of

his class. By the dialectical movement, these interests' at first ab-

stract* become concrete forces which fetter us. It is which limit

our horizon; it Is these which are expressed by our own month and
which hold us back when we would like to understand our

through and through, when we try to wrench ourselves out of our

milieu. Is this thesis incompatible with the idea of a conditioning of

our present conduct by our childhood? I do not believe so. It is easy
to see, on the contrary, that the analytical mediation does not change
anything. Of course, our prejudices, our ideas, our beliefs, are for the

majority of us unsurpassable because they have experienced

first in childhood; it is our childish blindness, our prolonged panic
which accounts in part for our irrational reactions, for our resistance

to reason. But precisely what was this unsurpassable childhood, if not a

particular way of living the general interests of our surroundings?

Nothing is changed; on the contrary, tenacity, mad and criminal

passion, even heroism, all recover their true density, their roots, their

past. Psychoanalysis, conceived as a mediation, does not bring to bear

any new principle of explanation. It is careful not to deny the direct,
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We not finished with At the level of

the relations of production at that of political-social

structures, the unique person Is found conditioned by
his regions. No doubt this conditioning, in its

first, general truth, refers to **the of productive
forces with the relations of production/* But all this is

not lived so simply. Or rather the question is to know
whether reduction is possible. The person lives and

knows his condition more or less clearly through the

groups he belongs to. The majority of these groups are

local, definite, immediately given. It is clear, in fact,

that the factory worker is subject to the pressure of his

^production group/' but if, as is the case at Paris, he

lives rather far from his place of work, he is equally sub-

ject to the pressure of his "residential group/* Now
these groups exert various actions upon their members;

sometimes, even, the particular *T>lock," the Tiousing

project/' the "neighborhood/' checks in each person the

impetus given by the factory or the shop. The problem
is to know whether Marxism will dissolve the residential

group into its elements or whether it will recognize in it

a relative autonomy and a power of mediation. The de-

cision is not so easy. On one side, in fact, one easily sees

that the "lag" between the residential group and the

production group, along with the "retardation" which

the former exerts on the latter, only helps to verify the

fundamental analyses of Marxism. In one sense there is

nothing new here; and the Communist Party itself has

shown since its birth that it is aware of this contradic-

tion; wherever possible it organizes cells based on

working locations rather than residential districts. On

present relation of the individual to his environment or to his class; it

reintxoduces historicity and negativity in the very way in which the

person realizes himself as a member of a well-defined social stratum.
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make of the "relation to the group" a Is

for itself and which possesses a particular efficacy. In

the case which concerns us, for example, Is no

doubt that It Is interposed as a screen between the Indi-

vidual and the general interests of Ms class. This

consistency (which must not be confused with any sort

of collective consciousness) would by Itself Justify what

the Americans call ^micro-sociology.** Even more, soci-

ology in the United States Is developed because of its

very efficiency. To those who may be tempted to see In

sociology only a mode of idealist, static knowing, the

sole function of which is to conceal history, I would re-

call the fact that In the United States it is the employer
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who favors this discipline and who in particular spon-
sors the research which studies restricted groups as the

totalization of human contacts in a defined situation.

Moreover, American neo-pateraalism and Human En-

gineering are based almost exclusively on the work of

sociologists. But one must not make those factors an ex-

cuse for adopting immediately the reverse attitude and

summarily rejecting sociology on the ground that it is "a

class weapon in the hands of the capitalists.** If it is an

effective weapon and it has proved that it is one this

is because it contains some truth; and if it is "in the

hands of the capitalists," this is one more reason for

snatching it away from the capitalists and turning it

back against them.

No doubt the principle of sociological research is

often a disguised idealism. In the work of Lewin, for

example (as with all Gestaltists), there is a fetishism of

totalization; instead of seeing in it the real movement
of History, Lewin hypostasizes it and realizes it in al-

ready made totalities. He writes: "It is necessary to con-

sider the situation, with all its social and cultural impli-

cations, as a dynamic, concrete whole." Or again: "The

structural properties of a dynamic totality are not the

same as those of its parts." On the one hand, we are pre-
sented with a synthesis of externality, and to this given

totality the sociologist himself remains external. He
wants to hold on to the benefits of teleology while at

the same time maintaining the attitude of positivism
that is, while suppressing or disguising the ends of hu-

man activity. At this point sociology is posited for itself

and is opposed to Marxism, not by afSrming the provi-
sional autonomy of its method which would, on the

contrary, provide the means for integrating it but by
affirming the radical autonomy of its object. First, it is
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not the study, not the "functional" "dynamic"

study, of a unity For Lewin, law Is

a structural law a or a

tional relation the of a

for this reason, he to the

study of what Lefebvre ^horizontal complexity.**
He studies neither the history of the (psy~

choanalysis) nor that of the group. Lewin is the

open to Lefebvre's criticism, which we
His method claims to establish the functional charac-

teristics of a rural community in the United States; but

it will interpret all of them in relation to the variations

of the totality. For this very reason, therefore, his

method will be lacking in any history since it prohibits

itself, for example, from explaining the remarkable reli-

gious homogeneity of a group of Protestant farmers. It

is of little importance to Lewin to know that the total

susceptibility of rural communities to urban models

arises in the United States from the fact that the coun-

try was formed with the existing city in mind, by men
who were already in possession of relatively advanced

industrial techniques. Lewin would consider this ex-

planation to use his terminology an Aristotelian cau-

salism. But this means precisely that he is incapable of
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the In the of a

for it have to be it is a

oil of the of the expert-

group. The sociologist is or if he Is,

concrete precautions will suffice to him. It

may be that he tries to Integrate the group,
but this integration is temporary; he knows that he will

disengage himself, that he wiE record his observations

objectively* In short* he resembles those detectives

whom the movies often present to us as models., who win
the confidence of a gang so as to be better able to trap it.

Even if the sociologist and the detective participate in a

collective action, it is evident that they put their act be-

tween parentheses, that they make these gestures for

the benefit of a "higher interest."

We could make the same objections to the notion of

Dibasic personality'* which Kardiner attempts to intro-

duce into American neo-culturalism. If we try to see in

this only a certain way in which the person totalizes so-

ciety in and by himself, the notion is useless, as we
shall soon discover* It would be absurd and futile to

speak, for example, of the Tbasic personality" of the

French Proletarian if we have at our disposal a method

enabling us to understand how the worker projects him-

self toward his own self-objectification in terms of ma-

terial, historical conditions. If, on the contrary, we
consider this personality to be an objective reality im-

posing itself on the members of the group, even if in

the form of "their basic personality/' this is a fetish. We
posit man before man, and we re-establish the bond of

causation. Kardiner situates his basic personality "half-

way between the primary institutions (which express
the action of the environment upon the individual) and

the secondary institutions (which express the individ-
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torically. Hyper-empiricism on

lects connections with the could in a

country whose History is relatively short The to

put the sociologist out of the experimental ex-

presses simultaneously a bourgeois "objectivism" and

the sociologist's own experience of

Lewin, exiled from Germany and persecuted by the

Nazis, improvises himself as a sociologist in to

find practical means to restore the German community
which lie considers destroyed by Hitler. But for

exiled, powerless, and against a great part of the Ger-

mans, this restoration can be obtained only by exter-

nal methods, by an action exerted with the co-operation
of the Allies. It is this closed-off, distant Germany
which, by excluding him, furnishes him with the theme
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are what a German could live In Ger-

many, could give him an entirely dif-

ferent idea of the of de-Nazification.

The sociologist, in fact, Is an of history; the soci-

ology of ""primitive peoples'* Is established on the basis

of a profound relation which may be, for example,
colonialism. Research is a living relation between men

(it Is this same relation In Its totality which Leiris has

tried to describe In his admirable book L9

Afrique fan-

tdme). Indeed, the sociologist and his "object" form a

couple, one of which is to be interpreted by the

other; the relationship between them must be Itself in-

terpreted as amoment of history.

If we take these precautions that Is, if we reinte-

grate the sociological moment into the historical totali-

zation Is there, despite all, a relative independence
for sociology? For our part, we do not doubt it. While
Kardiner's theories are open to criticism, some of his re-

ported research Is of undeniable Interest, in particular
the study he has made of the Marquesas Islands. He

points up a latent anxiety In the Islands' inhabitants,

the origin of which is found in certain objective condi-

tions the threat of famine and the scarcity of women
( 100 women to 250 men). He derives both embalming
and cannibalism from famine, as two contradictory re-
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Kardiner employs psychoanalytical to de-

scribe them; die fact is sociology can

characteristics as real relations

research does not contradict dialectical

even if Kardiner*s remain opposed to it. We
learn in his study how the material fact of the scarcity

of women is lived as a certain aspect of the relations be-

tween the sexes and of the males with each other. We
are guided to a certain level of the concrete which con-

temporary Marxism systematically neglects.

American sociologists conclude from such reports that

**the economic is not entirely determining/' But this

sentence is neither true nor false, since dialectic is not a

determinism. If it is true that the Eskimos are "indi-

vidualists* and the Dakotas co-operative, and true too

that they resemble each other in "the way in which

they produce their life/' we should not conclude from

this that there is a definitive insufficiency in the Marx-
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of work* But, to the sociology is

by a directing itself on this

of it is a method it compels
to It reveals, Indeed, new rela-

it that they be attached to new con-

The **scarcity of women/* for example, is a

condition; it is economic at to the

economy is defined by scarcity; it is a quan-
relation which strictly conditions a need. But in

additioB, Kardiner forgets what Levi Strauss has so well

in his book Les Structures

de la is, marriage is a form of total

commitment. A woman is not only a companion for the

bed; she is a worker, a productive force. "At the most

primitive levels where the harsh geographical environ-

ment and the rudimentary state of techniques make gar-

dening and hunting, the gathering and picking of food

equally hazardous, existence would be almost impossi-
ble for an individual abandoned to himself. ... It is

no exaggeration to say that for such societies marriage
holds a vital importance for each individual . . . inter-
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1st interpretation as being incompletely "determining";
it is sufficient in fact that the

method into account of the the circu-

larity of the material conditions and the condi-

tioning of the human relations on that basis.

(The immediately real connection, on its

bringing together the hardness of the women, the indul-

gence of the fathers, the resentment which results in

homosexual tendencies, and the precocity of the chil-

dren, is founded on polyandry, which is on its own

ground itself a group's reaction to scarcity. But these

various characteristics are not already contained in the
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We grant the never has and
can have the type of metaphysical existence

which try to give to it. We repeat with Marxism:

are only men and real relations between men*

From this point of view, the group is in one sense only a

multiplicity of relations and of relations among those

relations, And this certitude derives precisely from what
we consider the reciprocal relation between the sociolo-

gist and Ms object; the researcher can be ''outside** a

group only to the degree that he is *inside* another

group except in limited cases in which this exile is the

reverse side of a real act of exclusion. These diverse per-

spectives demonstrate to the inquirer that the commu-

nity as such escapes him on all sides.

Yet this must not allow Mm to dispense with deter-

mining the type of reality and efficacy appropriate to

the collective objects wMch people our social field and
which may be conveniently called the intermundane.6

An anglers' club is neither a small stone nor a supra-
consciousness nor a simple verbal rubric to indicate

concrete, particular relations among its members. It has

The French word mtermond refers explicitly to the Epicurean
concept of space between the worlds. HJB.
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complex of relations, to

than the but re-

mains uncertain as to the of

"collectives." The theory of by Marx,
has never been developed; furthermore, it not be

extended to cover all social realities. Thus Marxism,
while rejecting organicism, lacks weapons it,

Marxism considers the market a thing holds that its

inexorable laws contribute to reifying the relations

among men. But when suddenly to use Henri Le-

febvre's terms a dialectical conjuring trick shows us

this monstrous abstraction as the veritable concrete

(we are speaking, naturally, of an alienated society)
while individuals (e.g., the worker submitted to Las-

saUe's law of wages ) fall into abstraction, then we be-

lieve that we are returned to Hegelian idealism. For the

dependence of the worker who comes to sell his working

strength cannot under any circumstance signify that

this worker has fallen into an abstract existence. Quite
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For us the reality of the collective object rests on recur-

It that the totalization is never

and that the totality exists at best only in the

of a As such these collectives

They are revealed immediately in action and in

In each one of thena we shall always find a

materiality (a movement, the head office, a

building, a word, etc,) which supports and manifests

a flight which eats it away. I need only open my win-

dow: I see a church, a bank., a caf6 three collectives.

TMs thousand-franc bill is another; still another is the

newspaper I have just bought.
The second criticism which can be leveled against

Marxism is the fact that it has never been concerned to

study these objects for themselves; that is, on all levels

of the social life. Now it is in terms of his relation with

r Sartre appears to be using the word i^currence In its philosophical
sense, rdFemng to the fact mat one may extend to the whole of a
series the property which can be ascribed to each of its terms. H.B.

s I have developed these comments in the second part of this woik,

CMque of Dtefecftel Reason.
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which Mm, At of life

a short circuit is set up, a

contributes to change upon the of the

conditions from which he has sprung. The cMld

just Ms family. He lives in

through the family the collective

surrounds Mm. It is again the of Ms
wMch is revealed to Mm in this individual experience.

1

Sartre has borrowed this expression from Lewfn. *Hodological

space*' is the environment viewed in terms of our orientation.

It sets tip demands upon us and offers, as it were, pathways and

obstacles to the fulfillments of our needs and desires, H.B.
1 "Charlie Chaplin's whole life is contained in this landscape of

brick and iron. . . . Lambeth Road is already the setting for

Easy Street (h rue des Sons Enftmts), where Charlie Chaplin puls
the gas lamp down over the head of the big Bully, Here are all the
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"collectives* over to the of appearance.
Of we not by the

of but we would

originality if we at from the point
of view of meanings, A person wishing to

to study one of culture groups which we Bnd in

factories, will not be quit of them by resorting to

the old remark the workers are read-

ing (therefore the collective object is cultural), but in

actuality they are only retarding their own attainment

of self-awareness and delaying the emancipation of the

Proletariat. For it is true that they are delaying the

moment of their new awareness, but it is eery true also

they read and that their reading is effected at the

center of a community which favors it and which is de-

veloped by means of it.

To use only one object, as an example, everyone will

agree that a city is a material and social organization
which derives its reality from the ubiquity of its ab-

sence. It is present in each one of its streets insofar as it

is always elsewhere, and the myth of the capital with its

mysteries demonstrates well that the opaqueness of di-

rect human relations comes from this fact, that they are

always conditioned by all others. The Mysteries of Paris

houses of his childhood, which Charlie Chaplin recalls, he says, with
more emotion than the people/* (Paul Gilson.) The collective en-
vironment of his wretched childhood becomes in him a sign, a myth,
and a source of his creativity.
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etc. They for

the the of at the

as the of an

a of

Is not to let up

other: is a of the

century; Rome, at

of the city, is by a of

aristocratic (poor on the

property, as in our 1830), by
modern sections which are by
ism. It does not suffice to show that

differences correspond to in the

economic development of the two

Marxism^ equipped as it is today, can account for them.
8

It is necessary to see also that die of

two cities immediately condition the concrete relations

of their inhabitants. In the promiscuity of wealth and

poverty, the Romans live in epitome the evolution of

their national economy, but this promiscuity is by
an immediate given of the social life. It manifests itself

through human relations of a particular type; it pre-

supposes that each one is rooted in the urban past, that

there is a concrete bond between men and the ruins

(which depends much less than one might believe on

2 Rome is an agricultural center which has become an administrative

capital. Industry, strictly speaking, has been little developed, there.
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of Is, to-

or If we do not the

for the and the

of this it will be im-

possible for us, by the of

to to

are in the

the the wealthy
on This inconceivable In Paris

not only; by itself It

on way In which class relations are lived.*

The sociology Is presented as a hyper-empiri-
the is its Integration into Marxism. Alone It

In essentialism and discontinuity. Recov-

as the of a closely watched empiricism
in the of historical totalization, It will find

its profundity Its life. It will be sociology
which will maintain the relative irreduclbillty of social

which will bring out at the heart of the general
movement the resistances, the checks, the ambiguities,
the uncertainties. Furthermore, there is no question of

adding a method onto Marxism. The very development
of the dialectical philosophy must lead It to produce
In a single act the horizontal synthesis and the totali-

zation in depth. So long as Marxism refuses to do it,

others will attempt the coup In Its place.
In other words, we reproach contemporary Marxism

for throwing over to the side of chance all the concrete

determinations of human life and for^not preserving
1 This does not mean that the class struggle is less violent. Quite the

contrary it is simply different
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as the of the we are

for we
we to is

the of the at

the of the the

of the to It, the

the

which allowed him and to

uidation. In short, we are an

a so

were but a

tlon In which real up of liv-

ing men, was to Revolution In

Revolution created its own In the

of Bonaparte, in himself and for Is, for

those bourgeois and In his own eyes. is

not, as Is too often claimed, to ""give the Its

due,** but, on the contrary, to reduce the of inde-

termlnation and non-knowledge, not to reject

In the name of a third path or of an idealist

but to reconquer man within Marxism.

We have Just shown that dialectical materialism Is re-

duced to its own skeleton If It does not Integrate Into It-

self certain Western disciplines; but this Is only a nega-
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Our at the

of this a of any
But, a a

at the of of psycho
by will not be inte-

grated into "Knowledge/* The of Marxism

led us to this ourselves, with the

at our is, by
to principles which give to our ideology

its character, which we are now going
to set forth.
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I
HAVE said we the

set by in his to

"Men themselves their history but in a en~

vitonment which conditions them/" However,
is not one of the clearest, and it to

ous Interpretations, How are we to

man makes History if at the same it is

which makes him? Idealist Marxism to

chosen the easiest interpretation: entirely determined

by prior circumstances that is, in the final analysis, by
economic conditions man is a passive product, a

of conditioned relexes. Being inserted in the social

world amidst other equally conditioned inertias* this

inert object, with the nature which it has received, con-

tributes to precipitate or to check the "course of the

world/* It changes society in the way that a bomb, with-

out ceasing to obey the principle of inertia, can destroy
a building. In this case there would be no difference be-

tween the human agent and the machine. Marx wrote,
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everything.
can be up by a

in the (in Saint

**Marx evolution to be a

by laws which do not depend
the will, the consciousness, or the intention of

but which, on the contrary, determine them."

this in the second preface to Capi-
tol he really accept it as a fair appraisal of his po-
sition? It is difficult to say* He compliments the critic for

excelendy described his method and points out

to that die real problem concerns the dialectical

method. But he does not cx>mment on the article in de-

tail, he concludes by noting that the practical

bourgeois is very clearly conscious of the contradictions

in capitalist society, a remark which seems to be the

counterpart of his statement in 1860: **[The workers"

movement represents] the conscious participation in

the historical process which is overtiming society
Now one will observe that the statements in the Cotir-

rter contradict not only the passage quoted
earlier from Herr Vogt but also the famous third thesis

of Feuerbach. *The materialist doctrine according to

which men are a product of circumstances and of edu-

cation . , . does not take into account the fact that cir-

cumstances are modified precisely by men and that the

educator must be himself educated." Either this is a
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prise,
1

If one to to its full

one to say in a of

is at the of Ms
net a agent no

be as a Is not

It be m the of

Then It

on the of

which we

by the of of

ation? etc.), but it is the It not the

prior conditions. be the

vehicles of

govern the world. To be sure, ex-

ist, and It Is they, they alone, can a di-

rection and a material reality to the are

In preparation; but the movement of

beyond them while conserving them.

Certainly do not the of

1 Marx has stated this thought specifically: to act the

it is necessary to act upon the factors which condition him. Thus the

qualities of external determination and those of synthetic, pro-

gressive unity whidh is human are found inseparably connected

in Marxist mought. Perhaps w should maintain that tMs wish to

transcend the oppositions of externality and internality, of multiplicity
and unity, of analysis and synthesis3 of nature and, anti-nature, is

actually the most profound theoretical contribution of Marxism. But
these are suggestions to be developed; the mistake would be to tMnk
that the task is an easy one.
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do or at Its full so

as the the of History, will not In

a its con-

of its But if History

Is not 1 do not it; it is the

is it as well lias left us many
on this has

in War of the at any rate, the

which he to this contradiction. After

the passion of the German
the Justice of their demands, the genius of cer-

of their leaders (especially Miinzer), the intelli-

gence and competence of the revolutionary elite, he

concludes: "In the War of die Peasants, only the princes

had anything to gain; therefore this was its result. They
won not only relatively, since their rivals (the clergy,

the nobility, the city) found themselves weakened, but

also absolutely, since they carried off die best spoils

from the other orders/' What was it then which stole the

of the rebels? Simply their separation, which had

as its source a definite historical condition the division

of Germany, The existence of numerous provincial
movements which never succeeded in uniting with one

another, where each one, other than the others, acted

differendy this was enough to make each group lose

the real meaning of its enterprise. This does not mean
that the enterprise as a real action of man upon history
does not exist, but only that the result achieved, when
it is placed in the totalizing movement, is radically dif-

ferent from the way it appears locally even when the

result conforms toith the objective proposed. Finally,
the division of the country caused the war to fail, and
the war resulted only in aggravating and consolidating
this division.
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to but to get a on it;

by the by
the an

of the of the

ers* reality. At the of this by the

unification of the by the re-

duction of the of In the

was finally to have a for By
conscious of itself, the Proletariat the

of History; that is, it must IB History.

Even in the everyday struggle the

obtain results conforming to the objective at, the

consequences of wMch will at least never be

back against it.

We are not at this point yet. There is more one

Proletariat, simply because there are national produc-
tion groups which have developed differently* Not to

recognize the solidarity of these Proletariats would be

as absurd as to underestimate their It is true

that the violent divisions and their theoretical conse-

quences (the decay of bourgeois ideology, the tempo-

rary arrest of Marxism) force our period to make itself
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On the we
arc to limitations, it is

History to us as an

day with our OWB we It

what we we are It, His-

tory, backfiring, us we believe our-

to be or to Yet it is less opaque it

was. The Proletariat has released "its

secret**; the capitalist is conscious of itself,

as the result of the capitalists* own self-study and

through the research carried on by theoreticians in the

workers* movement. For each one., the multiplicity of

groups, their contradictions and their separations, ap-

pear within more profound unifications. Civil

war, colonial war, foreign war, are manifested to all,

under cover of the usual mythologies, as different and

complementary forms of a single class struggle. It is true

that the majority of socialist countries da not know

themselves; and yet de-Stalinization as the example
of Poland shows is oho a progress toward the attain-

ment of awareness. Thus the plurality of the meanings
of History can be discovered and posited for itself only

upon the ground of a future totalization' in terms of

the future totalization and in contradiction with it. It is

our theoretical and practical duty to bring this totaliza-

tion closer every day. AH is still obscure, and yet every-

thing is in full light To tackle the theoretical aspect,
we have the instruments; we can establish the method.

Our historical task, at the heart of this polyvalent world,
is to bring closer the moment when History will have

only one meaning, when it will tend to be dissolved in

the concrete men who will make it in common.4

2
It is relatively easy to foresee to what extent every attempt (even

that of a group) will be posited as a particular detennination at the
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tions. For us Is all by Ms

beyond a situation, by he in

of what lie has if he

in his Tliis we
at the very root of the in It is

which, for example, the of in the

Marquesas, as a structural of the

andry as a matrimonial institution. For is

not a simple lack; in its most it

a situation in society and contains already an to

go beyond it. The most rudimentary behavior be

determined both in relation to the real fac-

tors which condition it and in relation to a certain ob-

ject, still to come> which it is trying to bring Into being.
1

This is what we call the project.

heart of the totalizing movement and thereby will

opposed to those which it sought: this will be a method, a theory, etc.

But one can also foresee how its partial aspect will later be broken

down by a new generation and how, within the Marxist philosophy* it

will be integrated in a wider totality. To this extent even, oae may
say that the rising generations are more capable of knowing (wwoir)
at least formally what they are doing than the generations which

have preceded us.
3
Failing to develop by real investigations, Marxism makes use of an

arrested dialectic. Indeed, it achieves the totalization of human ac-

tivities within a homogeneous and infinitely divisible continuum which

is nothing other than the "time" of Cartesian rationalism. This temporal
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Is positivity, but the **HOB-

exjstetrt," to !M not ye* A and a

at a and a the project

and the reality which is re-

by the very which surpassed it. Thus

is a of even its most funda-

one; but this fcaowing does not partake of an

Knowledge. Defined by the negation of the

reality in the name of the reality to be pro-

duced, it remains the captive of the action which it

clarifies, and disappears along with it, Therefore it is

perfectly accurate to say that man is the product of his

product The structures of a society which is created by

not unduly confining when the problem is to examine

the of because it is exactly mat temporality wMdb
produces ts the sifpaHcatfem of production, of

circulation, of the redistribution of property, of credit, of

^compound interest** Thus it can be considered a product of the

But tie description of this universal container as a phase of

social development is one thing and the dialectical determination of

real temporality ( that is, of the true relation of men to their past and
their future) is another. Dialectic as a movement of reality collapses
If time is not dialectic; that is, if we refuse to recognize a certain action

of the future as such. It would be too long to study here the

dialectical temporality of history. For the moment, I have wanted only
to indicate the difficulties and to formulate the problem. One must
understand that neither men nor their activities are in twney but that

time, as a concrete quality of history, is made by men on the bads
of their original temporaMzation. Marxism caught a glimpse of true

temporality when it criticized and destroyed the bourgeois notion of

'progress" which necessarily implies a homogeneous milieu and co-

ordinates which would allow us to situate the point of departure and
the point of arrival. But without ever having said so Marxism has

renounced these studies and preferred to make use of "progress**

again for its own benefit.
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in a society Is the

possibilities of culture are for the

workers if food 50 per or of

budget. The freedom of the on the

consists in the possibility of Ms an in-

creasing part of his income to a variety of

tares. Yet the eld of possibles* however reduced It

be, always exists, and we must not think of it as a

of indetermination, but rather as a strongly

region which depends upon all of History and which in-

cludes its own contradictions. It is by transcending the

given toward the field of possibles and by

possibility from among all the others that the individual

objectifies himself and contributes to making History.

The project then takes on a reality whict the agent
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not know, which, the

It and the of

events.

Therefore we conceive of the possibility as

determined. On the one side, it is at the very
of the particular action, the of the future

as is that which, by its very

absence* reveals reality. On the other hand, it is the

permanent future which the collectivity forever

and transforms. When common needs bring
about the creation of new offices (

for example, the mul-

tiplication of physicians in a society which is becoming
Industrialized )> these offices, not yet filled or vacant

as the result of retirement or death constitute for

certain people a real, concrete, and possible future.

These persons can go into medicine. This career is not

closed to them; at this moment their life lies open before

them until death. All things being equal, the professions
of army doctor, country doctor, colonial doctor, etc., are

characterized by certain advantages and certain obli-

gations which they will quickly know. This future, to be

sure, is only partly true; it presupposes a status quo and

a minimum of order (barring accidents) which is con-

tradicted precisely by the fact that our societies are in

constant process of making history. But neither is it

false, since it is this in other words, the interests of the

profession, of class, etc., the ever-increasing division of

labor, etc. which first manifests the present contra-

dictions of society, The future is presented, then, as a

schematic, always open possibility and as an immediate

action on the present.

Conversely, this future defines the individual in his

present reality; the conditions which the medical stu-

dents must fulfill in a bourgeois society at the same time
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ThuSj both positively negatively, the

are lived as schematic of the

future. And the most individual is only the

intemalization and enrichment of a social

A member of the ground crew at an air on the

outskirts of London took a plane and, with no experi-

ence as a pilot, iew it across the Channel He is

colored; he is prevented from becoming a member of

the lying personnal. This prohibition becomes for him a

subjective impoverishment but he immediately goes

beyond the subjective to the objective. This denied fu-

ture reflects to him the fate of his ^race** and the racism

of the English. The general revolt on the part of colored

men against colonialists is expressed in him by Ms par-

ticular refusal of this prohibition. He affirms that a fu-
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of risk, of of This choice

us to at the his individual

the of the of the

the (the

beyond the of passive, dignified resist-

ance, but the group of which this man is a part does

not yet the means of going beyond individual re-

volt terrorism). This young rebel Is all the more

and In that the struggle In his coun-

try demands, for the time being, Individual acts. Thus

the unique particularity of this person is the intemaHza-

tion of a double future that of the whites and that of

his brothers; the contradiction is cloaked and sur-

mounted in a project which launches it toward a brief,

da2zfMg future, Ms future, shattered immediately by
prison or by accidental death.

What makes American culturism and Kardine/s

theory appear mechanistic and outmoded Is the fact

they never conceive of cultural behavior and basic atti-

tudes (or roles, etc. ) within the true, living perspective,
which Is temporal, but rather conceive of them as past
determinations ruling men In the way that a cause rules

its effects. Evesytbdng changes if one considers that

society Is presented to each man as a perspective of the

future and that this future penetrates to the heart of

each one as a real motivation for his behavior. That the

Marxists allow themselves to be duped by mechanistic
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activity. The subjective as a

moment In the objective If the

tlons which govern are to

conditions of praxis^ they must be In the

laxity of particular situations. The of buy-

ing power would never provoke the to

economic demands If they did not the

In their flesh in the form of a need or of a on

bitter experiences. The practice of union in-

crease the importance and the efficacy of objective sig-

nifications among the experienced party militants; the

wage scale and the price index can by themselves clarify

or motivate their action. But all tils objectivity refers

ultimately to a lived reality. The worker knows what

he has resented and what others will resent Now* to

resent is already to go beyond, to move toward the

possibility of an objective transformation. In the Itoed
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the subjectivity

Itself from by of

Thus the subjective the objective,

which it denies and which it toward a

objectivity; new objectivity by virtue of

the intemality of the project
as an objectified subjectivity. This both that the

lived as such finds its place in the result and that the

projected meaning of die action appears in the reality

of the world that it may get its truth in the process of

totalization*
4

4 I add these observations: (i) That this objective truth of the

objectified subjective must be considered as the only truth o the

subjective. Since the latter exists only in order to be objectified, it is on
the basis of the objectifieation that is, on the realization that it must
be judged in itself and in the world. An action cannot be judged by
the intention behind it. (2) That this truth will allow us to evaluate

the objectified project in the total picture. An action, such as it ap-

pears in the light of contemporary "history and of a particular set of

circumstances, may be shown to oe ill-fated from the start for the

group which
supports

it (or for some wider formation, a class or a

fragment of a class, of which this group forms a part). And at the

time its unique objective characteristic may reveal it to be an
in good faith* When one considers an action harmful to the

establishing of socialism, it may be so only in relation to this particular
aim. To characterize it as harmful can in no case prejudice what the

action is in itself; that is, considered on another level of objectivity
and related to particular circumstances and to the conditioning of the
individual environment. People often set up a dangerous distinction:

an act may be objectively blameworthy (by the Party, by the Comin-
form, etc.) while remaining subjectively acceptable, A person could
be subjectively of good will, objectively a traitor. This distinction

testifies to an advanced disintegration in Stalinist thought; that is, in

vdbntaristic idealism. It is easy to see that it goes back to that "petit
bourgeois" distinction between the good intentions with which "hell is

paved/* etc., and their real consequences. In fact, the general import
of the action considered and its individual signification are equally
objective characteristics (since they are interpreted within an objec-
tivity), and they both engage subjectivity (since they are its objectifi-

eation) whether within the total movement which discovers it as it is

from the point of view of the totalization or within a particular synthe-
sis. Furthermore, an act has many other levels of truth, and these
levels do not represent a dull hierarchy, but a complex movement of
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the

In the relation of with one Is

contradictions which arc for the

totalization which the act in its to

and to the conjuncture of circumstances is itself as an

abstract, incomplete totalization { a ) as It

has not turned back to the action to reintegrate it as a

individual attempt. The condemnation of tne at

was perhaps inevitable; it was perhaps the judgment of history on
this tragic attempt. But at the same time this practical ( the

only real one) will remain that of an enslaved history so as It

does not include the free interpretation of the revolt in of the

insurgents themselves and of the contradictions of the

free interpretation, someone may sayy is in no way the

insurgents, as well as their Judges, are dead. But is not true. The
historian, by consenting to study facts at aH levels of

future history. This liberation can come about, as a visible

cious action, only within the compass of the of

democratization; but conversely it cannot fail to accelerate this move-
ment. (3) In the world of alienation,, the historical never en-

tirely recognizes himself in his act. This does not mean that historians

should not recognize him in it precisely as an alienated man. However
this may be? alienation is at the base and at the summit; and the

agent never undertakes anything which is not the negation of

alienation and which does not fall back into an alienated world. But

the alienation of the objectified result is not the same as the alienation

at the point of departure. It is the passage from the one to the other

which defines the person.
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It Is to develop

They be the subject of

Part Two of of I my-
self to three which will at least permit
us to consider presentation a brief formulation of

the problems of existentialism*

TBE GIVEN, which we surpass at every instant by the

simple fact of living it, is not restricted to the material

conditions of our existence; we must include in it, as I

have said, our own childhoodL What was once both a

vague comprehension of our class, of our social condi-

tioning by way of the family group, and a blind going

beyond, an awkward effort to wrench ourselves away
from all this, at last ends up inscribed in us in the form

5 On exactly this point Engels's thought seems to have wavered.

We know the unfortunate use which he sometimes makes of this idea

of a nwan* His evident purpose is to remove from dialectic its a priori
character as an unconditioned force. But then dialectic promptly dis-

appears. It is impossible to conceive of the appearance of systematic

processes such as capitalism or colonialism if we consider the re-

sultants of antagonistic forces to be means. We must understand that

individuals do not colide like molecules, but that, upon the basis of

given conditions and divergent and opposed interests, each one under-

stands and surpasses the project of the other. It is by these surpassings
and surpassings of surpassings that a social object may be constituted

which, taken as a whole, is a reality provided with meaning and some-

thing in which nobody can completely recognize himself; in short,

a human work wUhout an at^f&or. Means, as Engels and statisticians

conceive of them, suppress the author, but by te same stroke they
suppress the work and its "humanity.** We shall have the opportunity
to develop this idea in Part Two of the Critique.
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By now one can understand that is ex-

pressed through the mouth of the bat the

bourgeois does not thereby stop of

else. In fact, he speaks of all sorts of he

of Ms tastes in food, his artistic preferences, Ms
and his loves> all of which as such are irreducible to the

economic process and are developed in accordance with

their own contradictions. But the universal, abstract sig-

nification of these particular propositions is indeed capi-

tal and nothing else. It is true that this industrialist on
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in to his

activities; it is that

ate for or for lias in "his a

only psychoanalysis can let us know. But the

still that the conditions of the act

it objectively as "expressing capital" and

that, in addition, this act itself by its economic repercos-
is integrated in the capitalist process. Thus it

history statistically at the level of relations of

production because it contributes to maintaining the

social structures. But these consequences must

not deter us from taking the act at various more and

more concrete levels and examining the consequences
which it can have at these levels. From this point of

view, every act, every word, has a hierarchized mul-

tiplicity of significations. In this pyramid the lower and

more general signification serves as a supporting frame-

work for the higher and more concrete signification;

but although the latter can never get outside the frame-

work, it is impossible to deduce the concrete from the

general or to dissolve die concrete in the general. For

example, the practice of economic Malthusianism on

the part of the French employer involves in certain

circles of our bourgeoisie a marked tendency toward

avarice. But if one tried to see in the avarice of a par-
ticular group or person only the simple result of eco-

nomic Malthusianism, one would fail to discover the

concrete reality. For avarice stems from the earliest

years of childhood when the child scarcely knows what

money is. It is therefore also a defiant way of living his

own body and his own situation in the world; and it is

a relation to death. The correct procedure is to study
these concrete characteristics against the background
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of the but

ing nature/
1

It is In we
lie to the

This not the

the of

It the nf

etc,) is as to the

Or, If is no

to to it one

on all the of the

the By of the

project, can be by the son of a

"small businessman" our

6 In L'EqpHt, in an to

criticizes certain journalists for giving in to their

encies and dwelling at on the

patient He adds that the reality is "more humbly" and
economic. ( "Lettres francaises, March 7, 1957,- ) Is an

example of the prejudices which sterilize Marxist in the

French Communist Party, That the practice of in Is

conditioned by the capitalist structure of our society by the

torical circumstances which have brought us to

will deny. It is evident tew that the relative scarcity of is the

result of our system of government and that it in the

doctor's relation with his patients. And we will in the

majority of cases the sick man is only a and Is

competition among the physicians who may take care of Mm, and
this economic relation, based on "relations of production," in to

change the nature of the direct relation and even in a way to

reify it. What then? In a great number of cases,

tion, transform, and change the nature of the human relation. They
disguise it, but they cannot remove from it its original quality. Within

the limits which I have just described and under the influence of the

factors already set forth, the fact remains that we are not dealing with

a wholesale dealer in Ms relations with a retail merchant, nor with a

private soldier in his relations with a superior officer, but with a man
who, inside our political system, is defined by the material enterprise

of healing. This enterprise has a double aspect; There is no doubt

to use Marx's terms that it is the sick man who creates the doctor.

And in one respect, the illness is social, not only because it is often

occupational, nor because it expresses by itself a certain level of life,

but also because society for a given state of medical techniques
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still OB to for support in the

of Ills as the

sity of of by

very the is his em-
the in an to

the as the prop-
Is Under circum-

die the

as of to possess. But

to death, which die father in

the of property, comes precisely from the owned
as it is lived as the interaaMza-

of the radical external The specific characteristics

its and its dead. But in another respect. it is a certain
a particularly urgent one of the material life, of

of death. It therefore confers on the doctor whom It pro-
a and particularly profound connection with other men

who are raemsclves in a wefl-ddaned situation (they suffer, they are
in dangera they have need of help). This social and material relation is

in practice as a bond even more intimate than the sexual act;
"bat h realized only by activities and precise, original

engaging both persons. That it is radically different ac-

cording to circumstances (la socialized medicine or where medical
is paid for by the patient) does not in any way alter the fact

that in both we ind a real, specific3 kmn&n relation and even
in capitalist countries* at least in a great number of cases a person-
to-pCTSon relation, conditioned by the medical techniques and sur-

passing them toward its own end. Doctor and patient form a couple
milted by a common enterprise. The one must heal and care for; the
other must be taken care of, be healed. This cannot be done without
mutual confidence.

Marx refused to dissolve this reciprocity in the economic. To state
its limits and its conditions, to demonstrate its possible reification, to
observe that manual workers create the conditions of material existence
for intellectual workers (and cxmsemiently of the doctor) does this

change the practical necessity of studying today and in the bourgeois
democracies the problems of this indissoluble couple, of this complex,
human, real, and totalizing relation? What contemporary Marxists
have forgotten is that man, alienated, mystiied, reuled, etc., stil re-
mains a man. When Marx speaks of replication, he does not mean to
show that we are transformed into thin^ but that we are men con-
demned to live humanly the condition of material things.
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constitute a new reality.

There are a few further we to

note. In the irst place, we must we
our childhood as our future. Our childhood

gestures and roles in the perspective of what is to

This is not a matter of the mechanical of

montages. Since the gestures and roles are

from the project which transforms them, they are rela-

tions independent of the terms which they
which we must find at every moment of the

enterprise. Surpassed and maintained, they constitute

what I shall call the internal coloration of the project;

in saying this I distinguish them as much from motiva-

tions as from specifications. The motivation of the enter-

prise is one with the enterprise itself; the specification
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the are the reality. Finally

the never any its

are at united with it yet But its

i.e., subjectively, its taste; objectively, its

is nothing but the of our original

deviations* This surpassing is not an instantaneous

movement, it is a long work; each moment of this work

is at once the surpassing and, to the extent that it is

posited for itself, the pure and simple subsistence of

deviations at a given level of integration. For this

reason a life develops in spirals; it passes again and

again by the same points but at different levels of inte-

gration and complexity.
As a child, Flaubert feels that he is deprived of pa-

ternal affection because of his older brother. Achilla re-

sembles the father Flaubert; in order to please his

father, Gustave would have to imitate Achille; in sulky
resentment the child refuses to do so. When he enters

college, Gustave finds the situation unchanged. Nine

years earlier, Achille, a brilliant student, has already
won all the first places and earned the approval of the

chief physician. If Ms younger brother hopes to win

the esteem of his father, he must get the same grades
for the same assignments as his older brother. He re-

fuses without even formulating his refusal. This means

that an unrecognized resistance hampers him in his

work. He will be an average student, which, in the

Flaubert household, is a disgrace. This second situation

is nothing other than the first one further restricted by
the new factor, which is the college. Gustave's contacts

with his fellow students are not dominant conditions;

the family problem is so serious for him that he is not

concerned about other relations. If he is humiliated by
the success of certain of his fellow students, it is solely
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because their honors confirm tlie superiority of Achille

(who took the prize for excdlttuv in every*class \ The
third moment comes when Flaubert consents to study
law; in order to he sure of being diffcrmt from Achille,
he decides to he inferior to him. He will hate his future
career as the proof of this

inferiority; he will launch
into an idealist overcompensation and

finally, faced
with becoming an attorney, he will get himself'out of it

by attacks of "hysteria." This third moment is an en-
richment and a further restriction of the initial condi-
tions. Each phase, isolated, seems to he a repetition;
the movement proceeding from childhood to nervous
breakdowns is, on the contrary, a perpetual surpassing
of these givens. The end product is Gustave Flaubert's

commitment to literature/

But at the same time that these givens are a past-

surpassed, they appear in every operation as a past-

surpassing that is, as a future. Our roles are always
future. They appear to each one as tasks to be per-
formed, ambushes to be avoided, powders to be exer-

cised, etc. It may be that "paternity" is a role as

certain American
sociologists claim. It may be also that

a particular young married man hopes to become a
father in order to be identified with or to substitute him-
self for his own father, or, on the other hand, to free

himself of his father by assuming his father's "atti-

tude." In any case, this past relation with his parents
(or at least a relation which has been lived profoundly
in the past) manifests itself to him only as the line of

flight in a new enterprise. Paternity opens to him a life

until his death. If it is a role, it is a role which one in-
7 One will guess immediately that Flaubert's real problems were

more complex than this. I have "schematized** outrageously, my in-

tention being only to demonstrate the permanence underlying die
continuous alteration.
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not to tinder

one knows

the of the style of life,

the of the as a future to

be are the reality. It Is the project

as an li/e, as through action.

at the it is of irrationality

be located, which is reflected from the

future in our and from our child-

hood in our rational choices as mature men.8

The second observation which we should make refers

to the totalization as a movement of History and as a

theoretical and practical attempt to '"situate" an event,

a group, or a man. I have remarked earlier that a single

act can be evaluated at more and more complex levels

and that consequently it is expressed by a series of very
diverse significations. One should not conclude, as cer-

tain philosophers do, that these significations remain

independent, separated, so to speak, by impassable dis-

tances. Of course, the Marxist is not generally guilty of

this fault He shows how the significations of super-
structures are produced in terms of substructures. He

may go further and show along with their autonomy
the symbolic function of certain practices or certain

superstructural beliefs. But this cannot suffice for the

totalization? as a dialectical process of revelation. The

superimposed significations are isolated and enumer-

ated by analysis. The movement which has joined them

together in life is, on the contrary, synthetic. The condi-

tioning remains the same; therefore neither the impor-
tance of the factors nor their order is changed. But we
will lose sight of human reality if we do not consider

the significations as synthetic, multidimensional, indis-

8
Imtiomilfty for us, of ccraise, not In itself.
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soluble objects, which hold in a space-
time dimensions. The is to

reduce the lived to the

statement which language gives it.

We have seen that the individual revolt of the ^air-

plane thief* is a paxticularizatiori of the collective revolt

of the colonized; at the same time it is in addition, by
its very incarnation, an emancipating act. We must
understand that this complex relation between the col-

lective revolt and the individual obsession can neither

be reduced to a metaphorical bond nor dissolved in

generality. The concrete presence of the object of the

obsession (the airplane) 9 the practical concerns (how
to get into it; when; etc. ) are irredncibles. This man did

not want to make a political demonstration; he was con-

cerned with his individual destiny. But we know also

that what he was doing (the collective demand,, the

emancipating scandal) had to be implicitly contained

by what he believed himself to be doing (what, more-

over, he was doing., too, for he stole the plane, he piloted

it, and he was killed in France). It is impossible, then,

to separate these two significations or to reduce one to

the other; they are two inseparable faces of a single

object. And here is a third: the relation to death; that is,

the refusal and assumption, both together, of a for-

bidden future. This death expresses at the same time

the impossible revolt of his people, hence his actual

relation with the colonizers, the radical totality of his

hate and refusal, and finally the inward project of this

man his choice of a brief, dazzling freedom, of a free-

dom to die. These various aspects of the relation to

death are in turn united and are irreducible to one

another. They bestow new dimensions on the act. At

the same time they reflect the relation to the colonizers
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the relation to the object that is, the

unveiled they are reflected In

contain and col-

together within themselves the revolt by death and

the freedom to die. Naturally we are lacking certain

information; we do not know Just what childhood,

what experience, what material conditions, characterize

the man and color the project. There is no doubt* how-

ever, that each one of these determinations would add

its own richness, would contain the others within itself.

(Whatever the childhood may have been, was it not

the apprenticeship for this desperate condition, for this

future without a future, etc.? The line from death to

childhood is so narrow,, so rapid in all of us, that we too

may ask ourselves whether there has not been since our

first years a project of bearing-witness-to-die., etc. ) By
a particular illumination, each of these determinations

would demonstrate to us its own existence in the other

significations, as a collapsed presence, as the irrational

bond between certain signs, etc. And do we not believe

that the very materiality of life is there too as a funda-

mental condition and as an objective signification of all

these significations? The novelist will show us first one,

then the other of these dimensions as thoughts alter-

nating in the "mind** of his hero. But the novelist will be

lying. It is not thoughts which are involved ( at least not

necessarily), and all are given together, not one at a

time. The man is locked up inside; he does not cease to

be bound by all these walls which enclose him or to

know that he is immured. All of these walls make a

single prison, and this prison is a single life., a single act.

9 Let no one speak here of symbolfaation. That is quite another

thing: his stealing the plane is death; his thinking of death Isr for him
this plane.
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Each is transformed, to be trans-

formed, its transformation lias on all

the others. What the totalization discover there-

fore is the multidimensional unity of the act.

Our ancient habits of thought risk oversimplifying
this unity, a condition of both reciprocal interpenetra-
tion and the relative autonomy of significations. The

present form of language is hardly fit to restore it Yet it

is with these poor means and these bad habits that we
must try to render the complex, polyvalent unity of

these facets, as the dialectical law of their correspond-
ences (that is, of the connections of each one with each

other and of each one with all) . The dialectical knowing
of man, according to Hegel and Marx, demands a new

rationality. Because nobody has been willing to estab-

lish this rationality within experience, I state as a fact

absolutely no one, either in the East or in the West,
writes or speaks a sentence or a word about us and our

contemporaries that is not a gross error.
1

THE project must of necessity cut across the field of

instrumental possibilities.
2 The particular quality of the

1 Come now, someone will object, hasn't anyone ever said anything
true? Quite the contrary. So long as thought watches over its own
movement, all is truth or a moment of truth. Even mistakes contain

some real knowing. Condillac's philosophy in liis century, in the cur-

rent which carried the bourgeoisie toward revolution and liberalism,

was much more true as a real factor in historical evolution than

Jaspers's philosophy is today. The false is death. Our present ideas

are false because they have died before us. There are some which
reek of carrion and others which are very clean little skeletons; it

amounts to the same thing.
2
Actually the "social fields" are numerous and vary with the society

considered. It is not my purpose to furnish a nomenclature for them.

I am choosing one of them in order to demonstrate the process of

surpassing in particular instances.
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It or profoundly;
the Now the itself,

it be, is the of a de-

velopment of and, in the analysis, of

the forces. our is philosophical,

I my the cultural sphere. It

be understood that whatever an ideological proj-

ect may be in appearance, its is to change
the by aware of its contra-

dictions. Sprang from a particular conflict which ex-

the universality of class and condition, it aims

at surpassing it in order to reveal it, to reveal it in order

to make it manifest to all, to manifest it in order to re-

solve it. But between the simple revelation and the

public manifestation, there is interposed a Bald re-

stricted and defined by cultural instruments and by
language. The development of productive forces con-

ditions scientific knowledge^ which in turn conditions

it The relations of production, through this knowledge,
outline the lineaments of a philosophy; the concrete

and lived history gives birth to particular systems of

ideas which 5 within the framework of this philosophy,

express the real and practical attitudes of defined social

groups.
3 These words are charged with new significa-

s Desanti demonstrates well how the mathematical rationalism of

the eighteenth century, sustained by mercantile capitalism and the

development of credit, leads to conceiving of space and time as

liomogeneouSs infinite milieux. Consequently, God, who was immedi-

ately present to the medieval world, falls outside of the world, be-
comes the hidden God. In another Marxist work Goldmann shows
how Jansenism, which at its heart is a theory of the absence of God
and me tragedy of life, reflects the contradictory passion which over-
throws the noblesse de robe, supplanted in the King's favor by a new
bourgeoisie and unable either to accept its fall from grace or to revolt

against the monarch from whom it derived its sustenance. These two

interpretations which make one think of Hegefs "panlogicism** and

^pantragidsm** are complementary. Desanti points to the cultural
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is

ened. The "Nature" in the o *

an

it. We are of a

they never left off the of

at the of Diderot.

theme, was understood by everyone. Tims the

categories of the culture, the

the language which expresses are the ob~

jectification of a class, the reflection of conflicts,

or declared, and the particular of

tioiL The world is outside; language and are

not inside the individual like stamps registered by his

nervous system. It is the individual who is inside culture

and inside language; that is, inside a special section of

the field of instruments. In order to what he

uncovers, he therefore has at his disposal elements

too rich and too few. Too few: words, types of reason-

ing, methods, exist only in limited quantity; among
them there are empty spaces, lacunae, and his growing

thought cannot find its appropriate expression. Too
rich: each vocable brings along with it the profound

signification which the whole epoch has given to it.

As soon as the ideologist speaks, he says more and

something different from what he wants to say; the

period steals his thought from him. He constantly veers

about, and the idea finally expressed is a profound

deviation; he is caught in the mystification of words.

The Marquis de Sade, as Simone de Beauvoir has

shown, lived the decline of a feudal system, aU of whose

privileges were being challenged, one by one. His

field; Goldmann points to the determination of one part of this field by
a human passion experienced concretely by a particular group upon
the occasion of its historic fall.
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"sadism" Is a blind to reaffirm in vio-

lence his as a warrior, founding them OB the sub-

of his person. Now this is already
with subjectivism; objective titles

of nobility are replaced by an untrammeled superiority

on the of the Ego. From the beginning his impulse
toward violence is deviated. But when he wants to go

further^ he finds himself face to face with the essential

Idea: the Idea of Nature. He wants to show that the

law of Nature is the law of the strongest, that massacres

and tortures only reproduce natural destructions, etc.
4

But the Idea contains one meaning which throws him

off; in the eyes of everyone living in 1789, aristocrat or

bourgeois, Nature is good. Suddenly the whole system
is going to move off course; since murder and torture

can only imitate Nature, this is because the most hei-

nous crimes are good and the finest virtues wicked. At

exactly this point, our aristocrat is won over by revolu-

tionary ideas; he experiences the contradiction of all

the nobles who had been preparing since 1787 what is

called today **the aristocratic revolution/' He is at once

both victim (he suffered from the lettres de cachet and

spent years in the Bastille) and privileged. This con-

tradiction, which leads others to the guillotine or to

forced emigration, he carries over into revolutionary

ideology. He demands freedom (which for him would
be freedom to kill) and communication among men
(when he seeks to manifest to others his own narrow

and profound experience of non-communication). His

contradictions, his ancient privileges, and his fall con-

demn him indeed to solitude. He will see his experience
of what Stirner will later call the Unique, stolen and

4 This is already a concession; instead of making Nature his base of

operations, an aristocrat sure of his rights would have spoken of Blood.
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deviated by the Universal, by by
the concept-tools of his period; it is

he will try painfully to think himself. The of all

Is that aberrant ideology: the only of per-
son to person is that which binds the torturer his

victim; at the this conception is the for

communication through the conflicts the deviated

affirmation of absolute non-communication. It is in

terms that he erects a monstrous work which it would
be wrong to classify too quickly as one of the last

vestiges of aristocratic thought, but which appears
rather as the claim of the solitary man, grasped op-

portunely and transformed by the universaHst ideology
of the revolutionaries.

This example shows how wrong contemporary Marx-

ism is in neglecting the particular content of a cultural

system and reducing it immediately to the universality
of a class ideology. A system is an alienated man who
wants to go beyond his alienation and who gets en-

tangled in alienated words; it is an achievement of

awareness which finds itself deviated by its own instru-

ments and which the culture transforms into a particu-
lar Weltanschauung. It is at the same time a struggle of

thought against its social instruments, an effort to direct

them, to empty them of their superfluity, to compel
them to express only the thought itself. The conse-

quence of these contradictions is the fact that an ideo-

logical system is an irreducible; since the instruments,

whatever they are, alienate the one who employs them

and modify the meaning of his action, the idea must be

considered to be both the objectification of the concrete

man and his alienation. The idea is the man himself

externalizing himself in the materiality of language. It

is important therefore to study it in all its develop-
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to Its is,

for the one It) its in

to its to at last to

its realization* Thus we will verify the fact

is "tricky,* as Lenin said, that we
its tricks. We will discover the ma-

jority of the of the mind are complex objects, diffi-

cult to classify, one can rarely "situate" in

to a class ideology, but rather that they

reproduce in their profound structure the contradic-

lions struggles of contemporary ideologies. We will

that we must not see in a bourgeois system today
the simple negation of revolutionary materialism; on the

contrary, we must show how the system responds to the

attraction of this philosophy, how the philosophy is in-

cluded in it, how the attractions and repulsions, in-

fluences, gentle forces of insinuation or violent conflicts

pursue one another inside each idea, how the idealism

of a Western thinker is defined by an arrest of thought,

by a refusal to develop certain themes already present
in short, by a sort of incompleteness rather than as a

^carnival of subjectivity/' Sade's thought is neither that

of an aristocrat nor that of a bourgeois; it is the lived

hope of a noble, outlawed by his class, who has found

no means of expressing himself except through the

dominant concepts of the rising class, and who made use

of these concepts by perverting them and by distorting
himself through them. In particular, revolutionary uni-

versalism, which marks the attempt of the bourgeoisie
to manifest itself as the universal class, is completely
falsified by Sade to the point of its becoming in him
a source of grim humor. It is in this way that this

thought, at the very heart of madness, still retains a

lively power of debate. By the very use which it makes
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of it to the

of analytical

equality, universal harmony.
that of the laborer, to the

lution gave nothing, and who at ^794
that he excluded "universal" It is

removed from revolutionary on at

once.

Culture is only one example. The of po-
litical and social action results most often pro-
found contradictions between the needs, the of

the act, the immediate project and, on the other side,

the collective apparatus of the social field that is, the

instruments of praxis. Marx, who spent a time

studying the French Revolution, derived from his

study a theoretical principle which we accept: at a cer-

tain stage in their development, the productive forces

come into conflict with the relations of production, and

the period which begins then is revolutionary. There is

no doubt, in fact, that commerce and industry were

stifled in 1789 by the regulations and particularisms

which characterized feudal ownership. Thus we find

here the explanation of a certain class conflict, that be-

tween the bourgeoisie and the nobility; thus the gen-
eral structures and the fundamental movement of the

French Revolution are determined. But we must ob-

serve that the bourgeois class although industrializa-

tion was just beginning had a clear awareness of its

needs and its powers; it was adult, it had at its disposal

all the technicians, all the techniques, all the tools.

Things are totally different when we want to study a

particular moment in that history. For example, the ac-

tion of the sans-culottes against the Commune of Paris

and the Convention. The starting point is simple: the
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terribly from lack of food; was

f/i0y fo e#f. There is the need, there

is the motive; and here Is the basic project still general
and vague, but Immediate to act upon the authorities

so as to obtain a rapid improvement in the situation.

This basic situation is revolutionary on condition

instruments for action are found and that a policy Is

defined by the use which will be made of the instru-

ments. Now the group of mns-culottes is composed of

heterogeneous elements; it joins together petit bour-

geois, craftsmen, workers, the majority of whom possess

their own tools. This semi-proletarian segment of the

Third Estate (one of our historians, Georges Lefebvre,

has called it a "Popular Front") remains attached to

the system of private property. It would hope to make
of the latter a sort of social duty. Hence it intends to

limit a commercial freedom that tends
,

to encourage

monopolies. Now this ethical conception of bourgeois

property does not proceed unequivocally; later it will

be one of the favorite mystifications of the imperialistic

bourgeoisie. But in 1793 it appears primarily as the

residue of a certain feudal, paternalistic concept, which

had its birth under the Anden R&gime. The relations of

production under feudalism found their symbol in the

legal thesis of absolute monarchy: the king eminently

possesses the land and His Property is identified with

the Property of his people; those subjects who are land-

holders receive from his bounty the constantly renewed

guaranty of their property. In the name of this am-

biguous idea, which they remember without recogniz-

ing its outmoded character, the sans-culottes demand
taxation. Now taxation is at the same time a recollection

and an anticipation. It is an anticipation; for those

groups who are most fully aware demand of the revo-
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lutionary government it to the

building up of a War

necessarily to in

sense, Is what they want to say. Bet this

is expressed by means of an ancient

twists its direction toward a practice of the

monarchy: taxation, price ceilings, control of markets,

public granaries such were the constantly

employed in the eighteenth century to combat famine.

In the program proposed by the people, the Montag-
nards as well as the Girondists recognize with horror

the authoritarian customs of the regime which they had

just demolished. It is a step backward. Their economists

are unanimous in declaring that only complete freedom

to produce and to trade can bring back abundance.

It has been claimed that the representatives of the bour-

goisie were defending special interests; that is certain,

but it is not the essential Freedom found its most per-
sistent defenders among the Girondists, who are said

to have represented primarily shipowners., bankers,

international trade. The interests of these upper bour-

geois could not be affected by the taxation of grain.

It is claimed, and rightly, that the Montagnards, who
let their hand be forced, were particularly supported

by the purchasers of national properties, who were in

danger of having their profit limited by taxes. Roland,

the sworn enemy of economic planning, held no prop-

erty. In fact, these members of the Convention, for the

most part poor intellectuals, lawyers, petty officials

had an ideological and practical passion for economic

freedom. In it the general interest of the bourgeois class

was objectified; they wished to construct the future

even more than they wanted to manage the present.
In their eyes, free production, free circulation, free com-
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the of prog-

Yes, to ad-

history, it, in fact, by reduc-

ing to the of the

with the thing
In everything complex and diffi-

cult, are we to evaluate the of the conflict

objectively? Are bourgeois moving in the direction

of History when they oppose even the most moderate

economic control? Was aa authoritarian war economy

premature? Would it have encountered insurmountable

resistance?
5 Would it have been necessary for capital-

ism to develop its internal contradictions in order for

certain bourgeois to adopt certain forms of a planned

economy? And the sans-oulattes? They exercise their

fundamental right in demanding the satisfaction of

their needs. But isn't the method which they propose

going to take them backward? Are they, as some Marx-

ists have dared to say* the rear guard of the Revolution?

It is true that the demand for price ceilings, through
the memories which it awakened, revived the past in the

minds of some of the starving. Forgetting the famines of

the eighties, they cried out: "At the time of the kings,

we had bread.** Of course, others took the regulations in

quite a different sense, anticipating through them a

socialism. But this socialism was only a mirage, since

there was no means of realizing it. Furthermore, it was

vague. Baboeuf, said Marx, came too late. Too late and

too soon. On the one side, was it not the people them-

selves, the people of the $an$-culottes, who made the

Revolution? Wasn't Thermidor rendered possible by the

growing dissension between the sans-culottes and the

5 Someone will say that it did encounter some. But this is not so

dear; the fact is that it was never really applied.
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of the of the

And of a

nor a

was not too the To
first to the of the the

reaction within, the of the

Powers, to realize the bourgeois Revolution to

defend It such was, to be sure, the the

of the National Convention. But since

was made by the people, was It not necessary to

grate in it the popular demands? At the the

famine helped: "If bread had been cheap," writes

Georges Lefebvre, "the brutal intervention of the peo-

ple, which was indispensable for assuring the fall of the

Ancien Regime, would perhaps not have place,
and the bourgeoisie would not have triumphed so

easily." But starting with the moment when the bour-

geoisie overthrew Louis XVI, from the moment when
its representatives assumed plenary responsibilities in

its name, it was necessary for the popular force to inter-

vene in support of government and institutions, no

longer to overthrow them. And how could this aim be

accomplished without giving satisfaction to the people?
Thus the situation, die survival of ancient significa-

tions, the embryonic development of industry and of

the Proletariat, an abstract ideology of universality

all contributed to deviate both the bourgeois action

and the popular action. It is true that the people sup-

ported the Revolution and true, too, that their distress

had counter-revolutionary tendencies. It Is true that

their political hatred of the vanished regime varied ac-

cording to circumstances, tending either to disguise the

people's social demands or to give way before them.

It is true that no genuine synthesis of the political and
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the social could be attempted, the Revolution was

in paving the way for the advent of bourgeois ex-

ploitation. It Is true that the bourgeoisie, bent on con-

quering, was truly the revolutionary avant-garde; but

it is true also that it was resolved at the same time to

the Revolution. It is true that by effecting a

veritable social upheaval under the pressure of the

Radicals, the bourgeoisie would have generalized the

civil war and handed the country over to foreigners.

But it is true, too, that by discouraging the revolution-

ary ardor of the people, it was preparing for defeat and

the return of the Bourbons at some date sooner or later.

And then it gave in; it voted for the price ceiling.

The Montagnards considered this vote a compromise
and publicly apologized for it "We are in a besieged
fortress!" This is the first time, to my knowledge, that

the myth of the besieged fortress was charged with

justifying a revolutionary government's compromise
with its principles under pressure of necessity. But the

economic regulations seem not to have given the results

which were counted on; at bottom, the situation did not

change. When the sans-culottes return to the Conven-

tion on September 5, 1793, they are still hungry, but

this time again they lack the requisite instruments. They
are unable to think that the rise in the price of commod-
ities has general causes due to the system of assignats;
that is, to the bourgeois refusal to finance the war by
taxes. They still imagine that their misery is brought
about by counter-revolutionaries. The petit bourgeois
members of the Convention, for their part, cannot in-

criminate the system without condemning economic

liberalism; they too are reduced to invoking enemies.

Hence that strange day of dupery when Billaud-

Varenne and Robespierre, taking advantage of the fact
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that the the

of responsible, are to use of the ob-

scure anger of the people, axe eco-

nomic, to support the enforcement of a terror.

The people will see fall; but it will

bread. The controlling bourgeoisie, because it is

willing nor able to change the system, is to be
decimated itself until Thermidor, reaction, and Bona-

parte.
We see that it is a struggle in the dark. In each of

these groups, the original movement is deviated by
the necessities of expression and action, by the objec-
tive limitation of the field of instruments (theoretical

and practical), by the survival of outdated significa-

tions and the ambiguity of new significations (very
often, moreover, the second are expressed through the

first). Starting here, a task is imposed upon us. This is

to recognize the irreducible originality of the social-

political groups thus formed and to define them in their

very complexity, in terms of their incomplete develop-
ment and their deviated objectification. We must avoid

idealist significations; we will refuse altogether to as-

similate the sam-culottes to a true Proletariat and to

deny the existence of an embryonic Proletariat. We will

refuse, save in cases where actual experience imposes
it on us, to regard a group as the subject of History or

to affirm the "absolute right" of the bourgeois of 1793,

the bearer of the Revolution. We shall consider, in short,

that an already lived History resists any a priori sche-

matism. We shall understand that even this History,
made and known incident by incident must be for

us the object of a complete experience. We shall tax the

contemporary Marxist with considering it to be the

dead, transparent object of an immutable Knowledge.
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We on the of by
I do not as

of but a con-

which has arrived at Its of ma-

turity. It will be to clarify the present

by the future,, the embryonic contradiction by the con-

tradiction explicitly developed,, and to leave to the pres-

ent the equivocal aspects which it retains from its

lived disparity.

Eristentialisin, then, can only affirm the specificity

of the historical event; it seeks to restore to the event

Its function and its multiple dimensions. Of course,

Marxists do not ignore the event; in their eyes it ex-

presses the structure of society, the form which the

class struggle has assumed,, the relations of force, the

ascending movement of the rising class, the contradic-

tions which at the center of each class set particular

groups with different interests in opposition to each

other. But a Marxist aphorism shows how for almost a

hundred years now, Marxists have tended not to attach

much importance to the event. The outstanding event of

the eighteenth century,, they say, would not be the

French Revolution but the appearance of the steam en-

gine. Marx did not move in this direction, as is demon-

strated very well by his excelent article The Eight-
eenth Bfumaire of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte. But

today the fact like the person tends to become more
and more symbolic. The duty of the event is to verify
the a priori analyses of the situation or at least not to

contradict them. Thus French Communists tend to de-

scribe facts in terms of what can-be or must-be. Here is

how one of them and not one of the least important

explains the Soviet intervention in Hungary.
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be

to a did not to be
in the

but no*

oa the of . . .

[they] no* cfo fee of

ing [etc.]. . . . [They] could not

tion) see the return of the Horthy. ... It is

that under the for-

mation of the present Hungarian has an-

swered the prayers and expectation of the

class , . . in Hungary,

In this passage the purpose of which Is more
than theoretical we are not told what the

workers did but what they were not to do. And

why were they unable? Because they could not contra-

dict their eternal essence as socialist workers. In a curi-

ous way, this Stalinized Marxism assumes an air of im-

mobility; a worker is not a real being who changes with

the world; he is a Platonic Idea. Indeed, in Plato, the

Ideas are the Eternal, the Universal, the True. Motion

and the event, as confused reflections of these static

forms, are outside of Truth. Plato seeks to approach them

through myths. In the Stalinist world the event is an

edifying myth. Here we find what we might call the

theoretical foundation for those fake confessions. The
man who says, I have committed such and such an

offense, such an act of treason, is performing a mythical,

stereotyped recital, with no concern for verisimilitude,

because he is asked to present his so-called crimes as

the symbolic expression of an eternal essence. For ex-

ample, the 1950 confession of abominable acts was for

the purpose of unveiling the "true nature" of the Yugo-
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regime. For us the thing is the fact

the contradictions and errors in date, with which

the of Rajk were crammed full, never

in the Communists the vaguest suspicion.

The materiality of fact is of no interest to ideal-

ists; oaly Its symbolic implications count in their eyes.

In other words, Stalinist Marxists are blind to events.

When they have reduced the meaning of them to the

universal, they are quite wiling to recognize that a

residue remains, but they make of this residue the

simple effect of chance. Fortuitous circumstances have

been the occasional cause of what could not be dis-

solved (date, development, phases, origin and character

of agents, ambiguity, misunderstandings, etc.). Thus,

Hke individuals and particular enterprises, the lived

falls over to the side of the irrational, the unutilizable,

and the theoretician considers it to be non-signifying.

Existentialism reacts by affirming the specificity of

the historical event, which it refuses to conceive of as

the absurd juxtaposition of a contingent residue and an

a priori signification. Its problem is to discover a supple,

patient dialectic which espouses movements as they

really are and which refuses to consider a priori that all

lived conflicts pose contradictories or even contraries.
6

For us, the interests which come into play cannot neces-

sarily find a mediation which reconciles them; most of

the time they are mutually exclusive, but the fact that

they cannot be satisfied at the same time does not neces-

sarily prove that their reality is reduced to a pure con-

tradiction of ideas. The thing stolen is not the contrary
6 If two propositions are contradictory to each other, this means that

one cannot be true without the other's being false, and vice versa

(e.g., "A is true" and "A is not true"). If they are contrary, then they
cannot both be true at once, but it is possible that both are false

( e.g., "All S is P" and "No S is F') . H.B.
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of die thief, nor is the the (or the

contradictory) of the exploiter,
are in in a

acteristic is To be sure, the the

Instruments of labor, the worker not

them: there we have a pure contradiction. to be

precise, this contradiction never succeeds In

for each event. It is the framework for the event; it

creates a permanent tension in the social environment,
a split within the capitalist society; but this funda-

mental structure of every contemporary event (in our

bourgeois societies) does not by any means explain the

event in its concrete reality. The day of the tenth of

August, of the ninth of Thefmidor, that day in the

month of June 1848, etc., cannot be reduced to con-

cepts. The relation between groups on each of those

days is one of armed struggle, to be sure, and violence.

But this struggle reflects in itself the structure of enemy
groups, the immediate insufficiency of their develop-
ment, the hidden conflicts which, though never clearly

declared, result in an internal disequilibrium^ the devia-

tions which the present instruments Impose on each

one's action, the manner in which their needs and

claims are manifested to each one.

Lefebvre has irrefutably established that after 1789,

fear was the dominating passion of the revolutionary

populace (which does not exclude heroism quite the

contrary) and that all these days of the popular offen-

sive (July 14, June 20, August 10, September 3, etc.)

are fundamentally defensive days. Military sections

took the Tuileries by assault because they feared that

an army of counter-revolutionaries might come forth

from it some night to massacre Paris. Today this simple
fact escapes Marxist analysis. The idealist voluntarism
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of the can of an

It to the

Is to Furthermore,

one the by the

of had at dis-

posal, the of

to be transformed an exclusively

one's of the Terror will be very
from the conception.

The event is not the passive resultant of a hesitant,

action of an equally uncertain reaction;

it is not even the slippery synthesis of recip-

rocal incomprehensions. But across all the tools of

action and thought which falsify praxis, each group

by its conduct a certain revelation of the other.

Each of them is subject insofar as it directs its own ac-

tion, and each is object insofar as it submits to the

action of the other; each tactic foresees the other's

tactic, more or less thwarts it, and is thwarted in turn.

Inasmuch as each revealed activity of a group surpasses
the activity of an opposing gifoup, is modified in its tac-

tics because of the latter and consequently modifies the

structures of the group itself, the event in its full con-

crete reality is the organized unity of a plurality of op-

positions reciprocally surpassed. Perpetually surpassed

by the initiative of all and of each one, it surges up
precisely from these very surpassings, as a double uni-

fied organization, the meaning of which is to realize

in unity the destruction of each of its terms by the

other. Thus constituted, the event reacts upon the men
who compose it and imprisons them in its apparatus;
of course, its being set up as an independent reality and
its imposition on individuals are accomplished only by
an immediate fetishizing. Already, for example, all the
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not to activity as the

objectification of

and precisely the has as a die

of fetishes, the be as

a system in motion, drawing its

annihilation; the result is rarely clear-cut. On the eve-

ning of August 10, the King has not but

he is no longer at the Tuileries; he has

under the protection of the Assembly. His person re-

mains just as embarrassing. Hie more real

of August 10 are, first, the appearance of the dual power
(classical In Revolutions); second, the convocation of

the Convention, which sets to work again at the basic

problem, left unresolved by the event; finally, there

Is the dissatisfaction and growing unrest of the popu-
lace of Paris, which does not know whether or not its

coup has succeeded* The result of this fear will be the

September massacres. Thus it is the very ambiguity of

the event which often confers upon it its historical

efficacy. This is sufficient for us to affirm its specificity.

For we do not wish to regard it as the simple unreal

signification of molecular bumps and jolts neither as

their specific resultant nor as a schematic symbol of

more profound movements. We view it rather as the

moving, temporary unity of antagonistic groups which

modifies them to the extent that they transform it.
7 As

7
Obviously the conflict may be manifested here more or less clearly,

or it may be veiled by the temporary complicity of the contending

groups.
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such, the event has its unique characteristics: its elate*

its speed, its structures, etc. The study of these factors

allows us to make History rational even at the level of

the concrete.

We must go further and consider in each case the

of the individual in the historic event. For this role

is not defined once and for all: it is the structure of the

groups considered which determines it in each case.

Thereby* without entirely eliminating contingency, we
restore to it its limits and its rationality. The group be-

stows its power and its efficacy upon the individuals

whom it has made and who have made it in turn, whose

irreducible particularity is one way of living univer-

sality. Through the individual the group looks back to

itself and finds itself again in the particular opaqueness
of life as well as in the universality of its struggle. Or

rather, this universality takes on the face, the body, and

the voice of the leaders whom it has given to itself; thus

the event itself, while a collective apparatus, is more or

less marked with individual signs; persons are reflected

in it to the same extent that the conditions of the conflict

and the structures of the group have permitted them to

be personalized.
What we have said of the event is valid for the total

history of the collectivity; this is what determines in

each case and on each level the relations of the indi-

vidual with society, his powers, and his efficacy. We
willingly grant that Plekhanov is right in saying: "In-

fluential personages can . . . modify the particular

physiognomy of events and certain of their partial con-

sequences, but they cannot change the orientation of

the events." But that is not the question; the problem is

to determine on what level we place ourselves in order

to define reality.
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Let us to

power, shown

Napoleon, might not set all

Mm, would have at the Tuileries not at

St. Helena, Then the Bourbons would not re-

turned to France* For them, of course, this

have been the opposite of what actually
in relation to the inner life of France as a whole, it

would have been little different from the

This
4

*good soldier/* after having re-established

and having assured the domination of the

would not have delayed long before using pressure

against it ... A liberal movement would have

been started . . . Louis-Philippe would perhaps have

ascended the throne ... in 1820 or in 1825. . . . But

in any case the final outcome of the revolutionary
movement would not have been contrary to what it

wasrVs.

This passage, which has always made me laugh, I quote
from the old-fashioned Plekhanov because I do not be-

lieve that Marxists have made any progress in this re-

spect. There is no doubt that the final outcome would

not have been different from what it was. But let us look

at the variables which are eliminated: the bloody Na-

poleonic battles, the influence of revolutionary ideology
on Europe, the occupation of France by the Allies, the

return of the landowners, and the white Terror. Eco-

nomically, as has been established today, the Restora-

tion was a period of regression for France; the conflict

between the property owners and the new bourgeoisie
of the Empire delayed the development of the

sciences and industry; the economic revival dates from

1830. One may admit that the advance of the bour-

geoisie under a more peaceful emperor would not have

been arrested and that France would not have kept that
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of the which so strongly im-

pressed visitors. As for the movement,
if it at all, it would not resembled

the of 1830 In way, since it would have

precisely the economic basis. Apart from all that,

of course, the evolution would have been the same.

Only, the "that/" which Is so disdainfully tossed over to

the ranks of chance, Is the whole Me of men* Plekhanov,

undismayed, looks on the terrible bloodshed of the

Napoleonic wars, from which France was such a long
time in recovering; he remains Indifferent to the slowing

up of economic and social life which marks the return

of the Bourbons and from which the whole population
had to suffer; he neglects the widespread misery which

at about 1815 provoked the bourgeoisie into combat

with religious fanaticism. As for die men who lived,

suffered, and struggled under the Restoration and who

ultimately got rid of the throne, no one of them would

have been what he was or would have existed as such if

Napoleon had not accomplished his coup d'etat. What
becomes of Hugo if Ms father is not a general of the

Empire? And Musset? And Flaubert, who, as we have

Indicated, internalized the conflict between skepticism
and faith? If after this we are told that these changes
cannot modify the development of productive forces

and the relations of production in the course of the last

century, this Is a truism. But if this development Is to be

made the sole object of human history, we simply fall

back into the "economisnT which we wanted to avoid;

and Marxism becomes an "Inhumanism."

Whatever men and events are, they certainly appear
within the compass of scarcity; that Is, in a society
still Incapable of emancipating itself from Its needs

hence from nature a society which is thereby defined
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ments. Without these principles is no

rationality. But without living men, is no history.

The object of existentialism due to the of the

Marxists is the particular man in the in his

class, in an environment of collective of

other particular men. It is the individual,

reified, mystified, as he has been to be by the

division of labor and by exploitation, but struggling

against alienation with the help of distorting instru-

ments and, despite everything, patiently gaining

ground, The dialectical totalization must include acts,

passions, work, and need as well as economic categories;

it must at once place the agent or the event back into

the historical setting, define him in relation to the orien-

tation of becoming, and determine exactly the meaning
of the present as such.

The Marxist method is progressive because it is the

result in the work of Marx himself of long analyses.

Today synthetic progression is dangerous. Lazy Marx-

ists make use of it to constitute the real, a priori; politi-

cal theorists use it to prove that what has happened had

to happen just as it did. They can discover nothing by
this method of pure exposition. The proof is the fact that

they know in advance what they must find. Our method

is heuristic; it teaches us something new because it is

at once both regressive and progressive. Its first con-
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oern as it is for the Marxist too is to place man in his

framework. We demand of general history that

it to us the structures of the contemporary soci-

ety, its conflicts, its profound contradictions, and the

over-all movement which these determine. Thus we
have at the outset a totalizing knowing of the moment

considered, but in relation to the object of our study
this knowing remains abstract. It begins with the ma-

terial production of the immediate life and ends with

the civil society, the State and the ideology. Now in-

side this movement our object is already taking form,

and it is conditioned by these factors to the same de-

gree that it conditions them. Thus its action is already
inscribed in the totality considered, but it remains for

us implicit and abstract. On the other hand, we have a

certain partial acquaintance with our object; for ex-

ample, we already know the biography of Robespierre
insofar as it is a determination of temporality that is,

a succession of well-established facts. These facts ap-

pear concrete because they are known in detail, but

they lack reality, since we cannot yet attach them to

the totalizing movement,8
This non-signifying objec-

8 Saint-Just and Lebas, as soon as they arrived at Strasbourg, had
the public accuser Schneider arrested "for his excesses/* The fact is

established. By itself it signifies nothing. Ought we to see in it the

manifestation of revolutionary austerity ( stemming from the reciproc-

ity which, according to Robespierre, exists between Terror and Vir-

tue)? This would be OHivier's opinion. Or ought we to regard it as

one of numerous examples of the authoritarian centralism of the

petite bourgeoisie in power and as an effort on the part of the Com-
mittee of Public Safety to liquidate local authorities when they have

sprung from the people and when they express too clearly the point of
view of the sons-culottes? This is the interpretation offered by Daniel
Gu^rin. According to which of these conclusions we choose (that is,

from one or the other point of view on the total Revolution ) , the fact

is radically transformed. Schneider becomes a tyrant or a martyr, his

"excesses* appear as crimes or as pretexts. Thus the lived reality of the

object brings with it all of its "depth"; that is, it is at the same time
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tivity within Itself, to ap-

prehend It, the in which it has

in the same way that the period, by the

historian, contains this objectivity. And yet two

pieces of abstract knowing fall

We know that the contemporary" Marxist here.

He claims to discover the object in the historical

and the historical process in the object. In actuality,

he substitutes for both alike a collection of abstract con-

siderations which immediately refer to principles. The
existentialist method, on the contrary, wants to

heuristic. It will have no other method than a con-

tinuous "cross-reference*; it wiH progressively deter-

mine a biography (for example) by examining the

period, and the period by studying the biography. Far

from seeking immediately to integrate one into the

other, it will hold them separate until the reciprocal

involvement comes to pass of itself and puts a tem-

porary end to the research.

For any given period, we shall attempt to determine

the field of possibles, the field of instruments, etc. If,

for example, the problem is to discover the meaning of

the historical action of Robespierre, we shall determine

(among other things) the area of intellectual instru-

ments. This will involve empty forms, the principal lines

of force which appear in the concrete relations of con-

temporaries. Outside of precise acts of ideation, of

writing, or of verbal designation, the Idea of Nature

has no material being (still less an existence) in the

eighteenth century. Yet it is real, for each individual

talces it as something Other than his own specific act as

both maintained in its irreducibility and pierced through by a look

which is going to seek, through it, all the structures which support it

and ultimately the Revolution itself as a process of totalization.
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or as It is the of

of Thus the

Ills as at Jiis He in

the the In his thought; and

It is the of his to a de-

termined group ( its functions, Ideology, etc., are

known) an group (since the Individual

know all the members nor even the total

number). As such, this "collective" at once real and

real as a potentiality represents a common
instrument. The Individual cannot avoid particularizing
it by projecting himself through It toward his own ob-

Jectificatlon. It Is therefore indispensable to define the

living philosophy as an unsurpassable horizon and

to give to these Ideological schemata their true mean-

Ing, Indispensable also to study the intellectual atti-

tudes of the period (roles, for example, many of which

are also common instruments) by showing both their

immediate theoretical meaning and their far-reaching

efficacy (each potential idea, each intellectual attitude,

appearing as an enterprise which Is developed upon
the ground of real conflicts and which must serve

them). But we shall not fudge their efficacy ahead of

time as Lukacs and so many others do. We shall de-

mand that the comprehensive study of schemata and
roles release to us their real function often manifold,

contradictory, equivocal without forgetting that the

historical origin of the notion or of the attitude may
have conferred upon It at the start another office, which
remains inside these new functions as an outworn sig-
nification.

Bourgeois authors have used, for example, "the myth
of the noble savage"; they have made of it a weapon
against the nobility, but one would be oversimplifying
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it by the
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It Is of In tliis not to

over one the

die the

one to an a can

close In itself, a an

example, a closed idea which to be re*

opened or counterfeited the It be

necessary to know just how Robespierre's
ries received the Idea of Nature. (They not con-

tributed to its formation; they had got it,

Rousseau, who was soon to die. It a char-

acter, due to the very fact of the rupture,
within proximity, etc.) The action and the life of the

Ancien Regime (plutocracy is a worse regime ) 9 as well

as the man whom we are to study, simply cannot be

reduced to these abstract significations, to im-

personal attitudes. It is the man, on the contrary, who
will give them force and life by the manner in which

he will project himself by means of the Idea of Na-

ture. We must therefore return to our object and study
his personal statements (for example, Robespierre's

speeches) through the screen of collective instruments.

The meaning of our study here must be a "differen-

tial/* as Merleau-Ponty would call it. It is in fact the

difference between the "Common Beliefs* and the con-

crete idea or attitude of the person studied, the way in

which the beliefs are enriched, made concrete, devi-

ated, etc., which, more than anything eke, is going to

enlighten us with respect to our object. This difference

constitutes its uniqueness; to the degree that the in-

dividual utilizes "collectives," he depends like all the
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members of his class or Ms milieu upon a very general

Interpretation which already allows the regression to be

pushed to material conditions. But to the degree that

his behavior demands a differentiated interpretation,

it will be necessary for us to form particular hypotheses
within the abstract framework of universal significa-

tions. It is even possible that we may be led to reject

the conventional schema for interpretation and to rank

the object in a subgroup hitherto overlooked. This is the

case with Sade, as we have seen. We are not at this

point yet. What I want to indicate here is that we ap-

proach the study of the differential upon the basis of a

totalizing demand. We do not regard these variations

as anomic contingencies, as chances, as non-signifying

aspects; quite the contrary, the singularity of the be-

havior or of the conception is before all else the con-

crete reality as a lived totalization. It is not a trait of the

individual; it is the total individual, grasped in his

process of objectification. The entire bourgeoisie of 1790
refers to principles when it envisions constructing a new
State and providing it with a constitution. But the

whole of Robespierre at that period is in the particular

way in which he refers to the principles. I do not know
of any good study of the "thought of Robespierre," and
this is too bad. One would see that the universal in him
is concrete (it is abstract in the other constituents) and
that he merges with the idea of totality. The Revolution

is a reality in process of totalization. False as soon as it

stops even more dangerous, if it is partial, than the

aristocracy itself it will be true when it has attained

its full development. It is a totality in process of be-

coming which is to be realized one day as a
totality

which has become. The appeal to principles is then,
with him, the sketching out of a dialectical genesis.
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Like Robespierre himself, be by
instruments and by words if { as lie

self believed) he the of

his principles. The principles Indicate a of the

totalization. This is Robespierre a

dialectic which takes itself for an J!?c '

But we do not believe that thought is a de-

termination. In the case of an intellectual or a

orator, we approach him in the first place his

thought is generally more easily accessible; it

set down there in printed words. But the requirement
for totalization requires that the individual be dis-

covered whole in all his manifestations. Naturally this

does not mean that there is no hierarchy among these.

What we mean to say is that on whatever ground, at

whatever level, one is considering him, the individual

is always a whole. His vital behavior, his material con-

ditioning, each is discovered as a particular opaqueness,
as a finitude, and, at the same time, as a leaven in his

most abstract thought; but reciprocally, at the level

of his immediate life, his thought contracted, implicit

exists already as the meaning of his behavior pat-

terns. Robespierre's real mode of life (the frugality,

economy, and modest dwelling of a petit bourgeois
landlord and patriot), his clothing, his grooming, his

refusal to use the familiar tu, his "incorruptibility," can

give us their total meaning only when seen in. the light

of a certain political attitude which will be inspired

by certain theoretical views (and which will in turn

condition them). Thus the heuristic method must

consider the "differential" (if the study of a person
is concerned) within the perspective of biography .

&

9 This preliminary study is indispensable if we want to appraise

Robespierre's role from 1793 until Thewnidor 1794. It is not enough
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What is involved, we is an analytic, regressive mo-

ment Nothing can be discovered if we do not at the

as far as Is for us in the historical

particularity of the object I think now 1 ought to il-

lustrate the regressive movement by a particular ex-

ample.
Let us suppose that I wish to make a study of Flau-

bert who is presented in histories of literature as the

father of realism. I leam that he said:
*C

I myself am
Madame Bovary/* I discover that his more subtle con-

temporaries in particular Baudelaire, with his "femi-

nine" temperament had surmised this identification.

1 leam that the "father of realism" during his trip

through the Orient dreamed of writing the story of a

mystic virgin, living in the Netherlands, consumed by
dreams* a woman who would have been the symbol of

Flaubert's own cult of art. Finally, going back to his

biography, I discover his dependence, his obedience,

his "relative being,*
9

in short all the qualities which at

that period were commonly called "feminine." At last I

find out, a little late, that his physicians dubbed him a

nervous old woman and that he felt vaguely flattered.

Yet it is certain that he was not to any degree at all

an invert.
1 Our problem then without leaving the

work itself; that is, the literary significations is to ask

to show him supported and pushed forward by the movement of the

Revolution; we must know also how he inscribed himself in it. Or, if

you like, of what Revolution he is the epitome, the living condensation.

It is this dialectic alone which will allow us to understand Thermidor.
It is evident that we must not envision Robespierre as a certain man
(a nature, a closed essence) determined by certain events, but that

we must re-establish the open dialectic which goes from attitudes to

events and vice versa without forgetting any of the original factors.
1 His letters to Louise Colet show him to be narcissistic and onanist;

but he boasts of amorous exploits, which must be true, since he is

addressing the only person who can be both witness and judge of

them.
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why the is, the

activity to

a

the in

a of In the

book), just what is (of

she at the the of a

man), what the artistic of

female means in the nineteenth (we
the context of de etc.),,

who Gustave Flaubert in order to

within the field of Ms possibles the possibility of por-

traying himself as a woman. The reply is independent
of all biography, since this problem could be in

Kantian terms: "Under what conditions is the feaiixii-

zation of experience possible?'" In order to answer it,

we must never forget that the author's style is directly

bound up with a conception of the world; the sentence

and paragraph structure, the use and position of the

substantive, the verb, etc., the arrangement of the para-

graphs, and the qualities of the narrative to refer to

only a few specific points all express hidden presup-

positions which can be determined with-

out as yet resorting to biography. Nevertheless, we shall

never arrive at anything but problems. It is true that

the statements of Mauberfs contemporaries will help
us. Baudelaire asserted that the profound meaning of

The Temptation of St. Anthony, a furiously ^artistic**

work which Bouilhet called **a diarrhea of pearls'* and

which in a completely confused fashion deals with the

great metaphysical themes of the period (the destiny
of man, life, death, God, religion, nothingness, etc.), is

fundamentally identical with that of Madame Bovary, a

work which is (on the surface) dry and objective. What
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Mud of person, then, can Flaubert be, must he be, to ex-

press his own reality in the form of a frenzied idealism

and of a realism more spiteful than detached? Who can

he, must he, be in order to objectify himself in his work

first as a mystic monk and then some years later as a

resolute, ^slightly masculine" woman?
At tiiis point it is necessary to resort to biography

that is, to the facts collected by Flaubert's contem-

poraries and Derifiedby historians. The work poses ques-
tions to the life. But we must understand in what sense;

the work as the objectification of the person is, in fact,

more complete, more total than the life. It has its roots

in the life, to be sure; it illuminates the life, but it does

not find its total explanation in the life alone. But it is

too soon as yet for this total explanation to become

apparent to us. The life is illuminated by the work as a

reality whose total determination is found outside of it

both in the conditions which produce it and in the

artistic creation which fulfills it and completes it by

expressing it. Thus the work when one has examined

it becomes a hypothesis and a research tool to clarify
the biography. It questions and holds on to concrete

episodes as replies to its questions.
2 But these answers

2
1 do not recall that anyone has been surprised that the Norman

giant projected himself in his work as a woman. But I do not recall

either that anyone has studied Flaubert's femininity (his truculent,
"loud-mouthed" side has misled critics; but this is only a bit of

camouflage, Flaubert has confirmed it a hundred times). Yet the
order is discernible: the logical scandal is Madame Bovary, a mascu-
line woman and feminized man, a lyric and realistic work. It is this

scandal with its peculiar contradictions which must draw our attention

to the life of Flaubert and to his lived femininity. We must detect it

in his behavior and first of all, in his sexual behavior. Now his

letters to Louise Colet are sexual behavior; they are each one moments
in the diplomacy of Flaubert with regard to this pertinacious poetess.
We shall not find an embryonic Madame Bovary in the correspond-
ence, but we shall greatly clarify the correspondence by means of
Madame Bovary ( and, of course, by the other works) .
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are not They are

far as the objectification in art is to ob~

jectificatlon In everyday behavior* There Is a be-

tween the work and the life. Nevertheless, the

Ms human relations thus clarified, to us 10

as a synthetic collection of questions. The re-

vealed Flaubert's narcissism, his onanism, his

his solitude, his dependence, his femininity, his

passivity. But these qualities In turn are for us.

They lead us to suspect at once both social

( Flaubert Is a property owner, he lives on unearned In-

come, etc.) and a unique childhood drama. In short,

these regressive questions provide us with the to

question his family group as a reality lived and denied

by the child Flaubert. Our questions are based on two

sorts of Information: objective testimonies about the

family ( class characteristics, family type, individual as-

pect) and furiously subjective statements by Flaubert

about his parents, his brother, his sister, etc. At this

level we must be able constantly to refer back to the

work and to know whether It contains a biographical
truth such as the correspondence itself (falsified by Its

author) cannot contain. But we must know also that the

work never reveals the secrets of the biography; the

book can at most serve as a schema or conducting
thread allowing us to discover the secrets in the life

itself.

At this level, we study the early childhood as a way
of living general conditions without clearly understand-

ing or reflecting on them; consequently, we may find the

meaning of the lived experience in the intellectual pe-
tite bourgeoisie, formed under the Empire, and in its

way of living the evolution of French society. Here we

pass over into the pure objective; that Is, Into the his-
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It is History itself which we must

the advance of family capitalism, the

of the landed proprietors, the contradictions in

the government, the misery of a still insufficiently de-

veloped Proletariat. But these interrogations are cow-

in the sense in which the Kantian concepts are

^constitutive**; for they permit us to realize con-

crete syntheses there where we had as yet only abstract,

general conditions. Beginning with an obscurely lived

childhood, we can reconstruct the true character of

petit bourgeois families. We compare Flaubert's with

the family of Baudelaire (at a more "elevated" social

level), with that of the Goncourt brothers (a petit bour-

geois family which entered into the nobility about the

end of the eighteenth century by the simple acquisition

of **noble* property), with that of Louis Bouilhet, etc.

In this connection we study the real relations between

scientists and practitioners (the father Flaubert) and

industrialists (the father of his friend, Le Poittevin).

In this sense the study of the child Flaubert, as a uni-

versality lived in particularity, enriches the general

study of the petite bourgeoisie in 1830. By means of

the structures presiding over the particular family

group, we enrich and make concrete the always too

general characteristics of the class considered; in dis-

continuous "collectives," for example, we apprehend
the complex relation between a petite bourgeoisie of

civil servants and intellectuals, on the one hand, and
the "elite" of industrialists and landed proprietors on
the others, or, again, the roots of this petite bourgeoisie,
its peasant origin, etc., its relations with fallen aristo-

crats.
8
It is on this level that we are going to discover

3 Flaubert's fatiher, the son of a vilkge veterinarian (a royalist),"
by the imperial administration, marries a girl whose
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allows us to reconstruct

have already studied) the of

the groups considered.

The sum total of procedures
cross-reference has revealed what I call the

fundity of the lived. Recently an essayist, to

refute existentialism, wrote: "It is not is pro-

found; it is the world.* He was perfectly right, we

agree with him without reservation. Only we
add that the world is human, the profundity of is

the world; therefore profundity comes to the world

through man. The exploration of this profundity is a

descent from the absolute concrete (Madame Bovary
in the hands of a reader contemporary with Flaubert

whether it be Baudelaire or the Empress or the Prose-

cuting Attorney) to Its most abstract conditioning (ma-
terial conditions, the conflict of productive forces and

of the relations of production insofar as these conditions

appear in their universality and are given as lived by
all the members of an undefined group

4
that is, prac-

famiiy is connected with the nobility through marriage. He associates

with rich industrialists; he buys land.
4 In reality the petite bourgeoisie in 1830 is a numerically defined

group (although there obviously exist unclassifiable intermediaries

who unite it with the peasant, tie bourgeois, the landowners). But

methodologically this concrete universal wM always remain indetermi-

nate because the statistics are incomplete.
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tically, by abstract subjects). Across Madame Bovary
we can and must catch sight of the movement of land-

owners and capitalists, the evolution of the rising

classes, the slow maturation of the Proletariat: every-

thing is there. But the most concrete significations are

radically irreducible to the most abstract significations.

The "differential" at each signifying plane reflects the

differential of the higher plane by impoverishing it and

by contracting it; It clarifies the differential of the lower

plane and serves as a rubric for the synthetic unification

of our most abstract knowing. This cross-reference con-

tributes to enrich the object with all the profundity of

History; it determines, within the historical totaliza-

tion, the still empty location for the object.

At this point in our research we have still not suc-

ceeded in revealing anything more than a hierarchy of

heterogeneous significations; Madame Bovary, Flau-

bert's "femininity/* his childhood in a hospital building,

existing contradictions in the contemporary petite

bourgeoisie, the evolution of the family, of property,
etc.

15 Each signification clarifies the other, but their irre-

ducibiHty creates a veritable discontinuity between

them. Each serves as an encompassing framework for

the preceding, but the included signification is richer

than the including signification. In a word, we have

only the outline for the dialectical movement, not the

movement itself.

It is then and only then that we must employ the pro-

5 Flaubert's wealth consisted exclusively of real estate: this heredi-

tary landlord will be ruined by industry; at the end of his Me he will

sell his lands in order to save his son-in-law, who was involved in

foreign trade and had connections with Scandinavian industry. Mean-
while we shall see him often complaining that his rental income is

less than what the same investments would bring in if his father had

put it into industry.
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The is to the

ing movement of

in terms of the prior the

starts from lived In to at the

objectificatlon in short, the by
In order to escape from the

launch himself across the various of to-

ward the alienated objectification of

constitute himself inevitably indissolubly as

author of Madame Bocary as that

which he refused to be. This project has a it is

not the simple negativity of
flight; by it a at

the production of himself in the world as a certain ob-

jective totality, It is not the pure and simple abstract de-

cision to write which makes up the peculiar quality of

Flaubert, but the decision to write in a certain manner
in order to manifest himself in the world in a particular

way; in a word, it is the particular signification within

the framework of the contemporary ideology which he

gives to literature as the negation of his original condi-

tion and as the objective solution to his contradictions.

To rediscover the meaning of this "wrenching away
from toward . . ." we shall be aided by our knowing all

the signifying planes which he has traversed, which we
have interpreted as his footprints, and which, have

brought him to the final objectification. We have the se-

ries: as we move back and forth between material and

social conditioning and the work, the problem is to find

the tension extending from objectivity to objectivity, to

discover the law of expansion which surpasses one sig-

nification by means of the following one and which

maintains the second in the first In truth the problem
is to invent a movement, to re-create it, but the hypothe-
sis is immediately verifiable; the only valid one is that
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will within a creative movement the trans-

unity of all the heterogeneous structures.

Nevertheless, the project is in danger of being devi-

ated^ like Sade's project, by the collective instruments;

thus the terminal objectification perhaps does not cor-

respond exactly to the original choice. We must take up
the regressive analysis again, making a still closer study
of the instrumental field so as to determine the possible

deviations; we must employ all that we have learned

about the contemporary techniques of Knowledge as we
look again at the unfolding life so as to examine the evo-

lution of the choices and actions, their coherence or

their apparent incoherence. St. Anthony expresses the

whole Flaubert in his purity and in all the contra-

dictions of his original project, but S*. Anthony is a fail-

ure. Bouilhet and Maxime du Camp condemn it com-

pletely; they demand that it "tell a story/* There is the

deviation. Flaubert tells an anecdote, but he makes it

support eveiything the sky, hell, himself, St Anthony,
etc. The monstrous, splendid work which results from it,

that in which he is objectified and alienated, is Madame

Bovary. Thus the return to the biography shows us the

hiatuses, the fissures, the accidents, at the same time

that it confirms the hypothesis (the hypothesis of the

original project) by revealing the direction and con-

tinuity of the life. We shall define the method of the

existentialist approach as a regressive-progressive and

analytic-synthetic method. It is at the same time an en-

riching cross-reference between the object (which con-

tains the whole period as hierarchized significations)

and the period (which contains the object in its totali-

zation). In fact, when the object is rediscovered in its

profundity and in its particularity, then instead of re-

maining external to the totalization (as it was up until
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history), it

It. In the of the

the object way to a

flict

If one has as a if

one has the in the

Second Empire (which mill us to a

liant, completely false theory the of

realism between 1857 and 1957), one will

ceed in comprehending either that

which is Madame Bomry or the author or the

Once more one will be playing with shadows. if

has taken the trouble, in a study which is to be

long and difficult, to demonstrate within this the

objectification of the subjective and its in

short, if one grasps it in the concrete which it stil

holds at the moment when it escapes from its author

and at the same time from the outside as an

which is allowed to develop freely, then the

abruptly comes to oppose the objective reality which

it will hold for public opinion, for the magistrates, for

contemporary writers. This is the moment to return to

the period and to ask ourselves, for example, this very

simple question: There was at that time a realist school

Courbet in painting and Duranty in literature were

its representatives. Duranty had frequently presented
his credo and drafted his manifestos. Flaubert

realism and said so over and over throughout his life; he

loved only the absolute purity of art. Why did the pub-
lic decide at the outset that Flaubert was the realist,

and why did it love in him that particular realism; that

is, that admirable faked confession, that disguised lyric-

ism, that implicit metaphysic? Why did it so value as an
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admirable character portrayal of a woman (or as a piti-

less description of woman) what was at bottom only a

poor disguised man? Then we must ask ourselves what

kind of realism this public demanded or, if you prefer,

what kind of literature it demanded under that name
and why. This last moment Is of primary importance; it

is quite simply the moment of alienation. Flaubert sees

Ms work stolen away from him by the very success

which the period bestows on it; he no longer recognizes
his book, it is foreign to him. Suddenly he loses his own

objective existence. But at the same time his work

throws a new light upon the period; it enables us to pose
a new question to History: Just what must that period
have been in order that it should demand this book and

mendaciously find there its own image. Here we are at

the veritable moment of historical action or of what I

shall willingly call the misunderstanding. But this is not

the place to develop this new point. It is enough to say

by way of conclusion that the man and his time will be

integrated into the dialectical totalization when we
have shown how History surpasses this contradiction.

MAN defines himself by his project. This material be-

ing perpetually goes beyond the condition which is

made for him; he reveals and determines his situation

by transcending it in order to objectify himself by
work, action, or gesture. The project must not be con-

fused with the will, which is an abstract entity, although
the project can assume a voluntary form under certain

circumstances. This immediate relation with the Other
than oneself, beyond the given and constituted ele-
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ments, this perpetual of by
and is our It is a

nor a nor a passion, but our our

sions or the abstract of our

pate in this structure. They are of
toward . . . This is what we call

by this we do not mean a stable

in itself, but rather a perpetual a

wrenching away from itself with all its body. As this im-

pulse toward objectification assumes various ac-

cording to the individual, as it projects us a

of possibilities, some of which we realize to the

of others, we call it also choice or freedom. But it would
be a mistake to accuse us of introducing the irrational

here, of inventing a "first beginning" unconnected with

the world, or of giving to man a freedom-fetish. This

criticism, in fact, could only issue from a mechanist phi-

losophy; those who would direct it at us do so because

they would like to reduce praxis, creation invention, to

the simple reproduction of the elementary given of our

life. It is because they would like to explain the work*

the act, or the attitude by the factors which condition

It; their desire for explanation is a disguise for the wish

to assimilate the complex to the simple, to deny the

specificity of structures, and to reduce change to iden-

tity. This is to fall back again to the level of scientistic

determinism. The dialectical method, on the contrary,

refuses to reduce; it follows the reverse procedure. It

surpasses by conserving, but the terms of the surpassed
contradiction cannot account for either the transcend-

ing itself or the subsequent synthesis; on the contrary,

it is the synthesis which clarifies them and which ena-

bles us to understand them. For us the basic contradic-

tion is only one of the factors which delimit and struc-
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the of It is the which be

If wants to in de-

tail, to (that is, the particular

In which in is presented),
to how they been lived. It is the

work or the act of the individual which reveals to us the

secret of his conditioning. Flaubert by his choice of

writing discloses to us the meaning of his childish fear

of death not the reverse. By misunderstanding these

principles, contemporary Marxism has prevented itself

from understanding significations and values. For it is

as absurd to reduce the signification of an object to the

pure inert materiality of that object itself as to want to

deduce the law from the fact. The meaning of a conduct

and its value can be grasped only in perspective by the

movement which realizes the possibles as it reveals the

given.
Man is, for himself and for others, a signifying being,

since one can never understand the slightest of his ges-

tures without go-ing beyond the pure present and ex-

plaining it by the future. Furthermore, he is a creator of

signs to the degree that always ahead of himself lie

employs certain objects to designate other absent or fu-

ture objects. But both operations are reduced to a pure
and simple surpassing. To surpass present conditions to-

ward their later change and to surpass the present ob-

ject toward an absence are one and the same thing. Man
constructs signs because in his very reality he is signify-

ing; and he is signifying because he is a dialectical sur-

passing of all that is simply given. What we call freedom

is tie irreducibility of the cultural order to the natural

order.

To grasp the meaning of any human conduct, it is

necessary to have at our disposal what German psy-
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dhiatrists

But what is involved here is a

nor a special faculty of intuition; is

the dialectical movement which the act by Its

terminal signification in terms of its

tions. It is originally progressive. If my sud-

denly starts toward the window, I understand his ges-
ture in terms of the material situation in which we
both are. It is, for example, because the is too

warm. He is going "to let in some air.*' This action is not

inscribed in the temperature; it is not "set in motion**

by the warmth as by a "stimulus" provoking chain reac-

tions. There is present here a synthetic conduct which,

by unifying itself, unifies before my eyes the practical
field in which we both are. The movements are new,

they are adapted to the situation, to particular obsta-

cles. This is because the perceived settings are abstract

motivating schemata and insufficiently determined;

they are determined within the unity of the enterprise.

It is necessary to avoid that table; after that the window
is of the casement type or a sash window or a sliding one

or perhaps if we are in a strange place of a style not

yet known to us. In every way, if I am to go beyond the

succession of gestures and to perceive the unity which

they give themselves, I must myself feel the overheated

atmosphere as a need for freshness, as a demand for air;

that is, I must myself become the lived surpassing of

our material situation. Within the room, doors and

windows are never entirely passive realities; the work of

other people has given to them their meaning, has made

out of them instruments, possibilities for an other (any

other). This means that I comprehend them already as

instrumental structures and as products of a directed

activity. But my companion's movement makes ex-
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the crystallized indications and designations in

products; his behavior reveals the practical eld

to me as a Tbodologlcal space/' and conversely the indi-

cations contained in the utensils become the crystal-

Mzed meaning which allows me to comprehend the

enterprise. His conduct the room, and the room
defines Ms conduct.

What we have here is so clearly an enriching surpass-

ing for both of us that this conduct, instead of being
first clarified by the material situation, can reveal the

situation to me. Absorbed in the collaborating work of

our discussion, I had experienced the warmth as a con-

fused, unnamed discomfort; in my companion's ges-

tures I see at once both his practical intention and the

meaning of my discomfort. The movement of compre-
hension is simultaneously progressive (toward the ob-

jective result) and regressive (I go back toward the

original condition). Moreover, it is the act itself which

will define the heat as unbearable; if we don't lift a fin-

ger, it is because the temperature can be tolerated. Thus

the rich, complex unity of the enterprise springs from

the poorest condition and turns back upon it to clarify

it. Furthermore, at the same time but in another dimen-

sion, my companion reveals himself by his conduct. If

he gets up deliberately and opens the window a crack

before beginning the work or the discussion, this ges-
ture refers to more general objectives (the will to show
himself methodical, to play the role of an orderly man,
or his real love of order). He will appear very different

if he suddenly jumps to his feet and throws the case-

ment window wide open as if he were suffocating. Here
also if I am to be able to comprehend him, it is necessary
that my own conduct in its projective movement should

inform me about my own inner depths that is, about
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my the

to the choice of

is my it is the to-

which my
myself, the in the of

an objectification In process.

Precisely because we are a

may be entirely regressive. If one of us has

aware of the temperature, a in

certainly say: "Their discussion is so

are about to stifle." This person, from the he en-

tered the room, has lived the warmth as a need, as a

wish to let in some air, to freshen things up; suddenly
the closed window has assumed for him a signification,

not because it was going to be opened, but, quite the

contrary, because it had not been opened. The closes

overheated room reveals to him an act which not

been performed ( and which was indicated as a perma-
nent possibility by the work laid down in the present
utensils ) . But this absence, this objectiication of non-

being, will find a true consistency only if it serves to re-

veal a positive enterprise. Across the act to be done and

not yet done, this witness will discover the passion
which we have put into our discussion. And if he laugh-

ingly calls us 'library rats," he wiU find still more gen-
eral significations in our behavior and will illuminate us

to the depths of our being.
Because we are men and because we live in the world

of men, of work, and of conflicts, all the objects which

surround us are signs. By themselves they indicate

their use and scarcely mask the real project of those who
have made them such for us and who address us

through them. But their particular ordering, under this

or that circumstance, retraces for us an individual ac-
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tion, a project, an event. The cinema has so often used

this process that it has become a convention. The direc-

tor shows us the beginning of a dinner, then he cuts;

several hours later in the deserted room, overturned

glasses, empty bottles, cigarette stubs littering the ioor?

indicate by themselves that the guests got drunk. Thus

significations come from man and from his project, but

they are inscribed everywhere in things and in the or-

der of things. Everything at every instant is always sig-

nifying, and significations reveal to us men and relations

among men across the structures of our society. But

these significations appear to us only insofar as we our-

selves are signifying. Our comprehension of the Other is

never contemplative; it is only a moment of our praxis*

a way of living in struggle or in complicity the con-

crete, human relation which unites us to him.

Among these significations there are some which re-

fer us to a lived situation, to specific behavior, to a col-

lective event. This would be the case, if you like, with

those shattered glasses which, on the screen, are

charged with retracing for us the story of an evening's

orgy. Others are simple indications such as an arrow

on the wall in a subway corridor. Some refer to "col-

lectives." Some are symbols; the reality signified is pres-
ent in them as the nation is in the flag. Some are state-

ments of utility; certain objects are offered to me as

means a pedestrian crossing, a shelter, etc. Still others,

which we apprehend especially but not always by
means of the visible, immediate behavior of real men,
are quite simply ends.

We must resolutely reject the so-called "positivism"
which imbues today's Marxist and impels him to deny
the existence of these last significations. The supreme

mystification of positivism is that it claims to approach
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social experience without a priori it has

decided at the start to deny one of its

structures and to replace it by its It

mate for the natural sciences to

the anthropomorphism which in

human properties on inanimate objects. it is per-

fectly absurd to assume by analogy the for

anthropomorphism where anthropology is

When one is studying man, what can be or

more rigorous than to recognize in

him? The simple inspection of the social field ought to

have led to the discovery that the relation to ends is a

permanent structure of human enterprises and that it is

on the basis of this relation that real men evaluate ac-

tions, institutions, or economic constructions. It ought to

have been established that our comprehension of the

other is necessarily attained through ends. A per-
son who from a distance watches a man at work and

says: "I don't understand what he is doing," will find"

that clarification comes when he can unify the dis-

jointed moments of this activity, thanks to the anticipa-

tion of the result aimed at. A better example in order

to fight, to outwit the opponent, a person must have at

his disposal several systems of ends at once. In boxing*
one will grant to a feint its true finality (which is, for

example, to force the opponent to lift his guard) if one

discovers and rejects at the same time its pretended fi-

nality (to land a left hook on the forehead). The dou-

ble, triple systems of ends which others employ condi-

tion our activity as strictly as our own. A positivist who
held on to his teleological color blindness in practical

life would not live very long.

It is true that in a society which is wholly alienated,

in which "capital appears more and more as a social
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power of which the capitalist Is the functionary,"
e
the

ends can mask the profound necessity behind

an evolution or a mechanism already set. But even then

the end as the signification of the lived project of a roan

or of a group of men remains real, to the extent that, as

Hegel said, the appearance possesses a reality as ap-

pearance. In this case as well as in the preceding, its

role and its practical efficacy must be determined. In

Critique of Dialectical Reason I shall show how the sta-

bilization of prices in a competitive market reifies the

relation between seller and buyer. Courtesies, hesita-

tions, bargaining, aH that is outmoded and thrust

aside* since the chips are already down. And yet each

of these gestures is lived by its author as an act Of

course> this activity does not belong to the domain of

pure representation. But the permanent possibility that

an end might be transformed into an illusion charac-

terizes the social field and the modes of alienation; it

does not remove from the end its irreducible structure.

Still better, the notions of alienation and mystification

have meaning only to the precise degree that they steal

away the ends and disqualify them. There are therefore

two conceptions which we must be careful not to con-

fuse. The first, which is held by numerous American

sociologists and by some French Marxists, foolishly sub-

stitutes for the givens of experience an abstract causal-

ism or certain metaphysical forms or concepts such as

motivation, attitude, or role, which have no meaning ex-

cept in conjunction with a finality. The second recog-
nizes the existence of ends wherever they are found

and limits itself to declaring that certain among them

can be neutralized at the heart of the historical process

6 Marx; Capita^ HI, i, p. 293.
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of totalization.
1
This is the of

of

The dialectical

objective conditioning to us to

understand that the of are not

mysterious entities added on to the act

resent simply the surpassing and the of the

given in an act which goes from the the

future. The end is the objectiication as

it constitutes the dialectical law of a

and the unity of its internal contradictions* The pres-
ence of the future at the heart of the present wffl not be

surprising if one stops to consider that the end is en-

riched at the same time as the action itself; it

this action inasmuch as it makes the unity of the action,

but the content of this unity is never more concrete nor

more explicit than the unified enterprise is at the

instant. From December 1851 until April 30, 1856, &fe-

dame Bovary made the real unity of all Flaubert's ac-

tions. But this does not mean that the precise., concrete

work, with all its chapters and all its sentences, was

figuring at the heart of the writer's life in 1851 even as

an enormous absence. The end is transformed, it passes
from the abstract to the concrete, from the global to the

detailed. At each moment it is the actual unity of the

operation or, if you prefer, the unification of the means
7 The contradiction between the reality of an end and its objective

nonexistence appears every day. To cite only the commonplace ex-

ample of a fight the boxer who, deceived by a feint, lifts Ms guard to

protect his eyes, is really pursuing an end; but for his opponent, who
wants to punch him in the stomach, this end in itself ox objectively
becomes the means for carrying through the punch. By making him-
self a subject, the maladroit boxer lias realized himself as an object.
His end has become the accomplice of his opponent's. It is end and
means at once. We shall see in Critique of Dialectical Reason that

the "atomization of crowds" and recurrence both contribute to turn-

ing ends back against those who posit them.
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in action. Always on the other of the present, it is

fundamentally only the present itself seen from its other

side. Yet in its structures it holds relations with a more

distant future. Flaubert's immediate objective, to con-

clude this paragraph, is itself clarified by the distant ob-

jective which sums up the whole operation to produce
this book. But as the desired result is more of a totaliza-

tion, it becomes that much more abstract. At first Flau-

bert writes to his friends: "I would like to write a book

which would be ... like this . . . like that. . . /*

The obscure sentences which he uses at this stage have

more meaning for the author than they have for us, but

they give neither the structure nor the real content of

the work. Still they will not cease to serve as a frame-

work for aU the kter creative work, for the plot, for the

choice of characters. "The book which must be ...
this and that" is also Madame Bovary. Then, too, in the

case of a writer the immediate end of his present work
is clarified only in relation to a hierarchy of future sig-

nifications (that is, of ends), each one of which serves

as a framework for the preceding and as content for

the following. The end is enriched in the course of the

enterprise; it develops and surpasses its contradictions

along with the enterprise itself. When the objectification

is terminated, the concrete richness of the object pro-
duced infinitely surpasses that of the end (taken as a

unitary hierarchy of meanings) at any moment of the

past at which it is considered. But this is precisely be-

cause the object is no longer an end; it is the product "in

person" of labor, and it exists in the world, which im-

plies an infinity of new relations (the relation of its ele-

ments, one with the other, within the new objective

milieu, its own relation with other cultural objects, the

relation between itself as a cultural product and men).
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Such as it is in its reality as an It nec-

essarily refers back to an

tion for which it has served as end. And if in the

of reading the book, we do not go (al-

beit vaguely and abstractly) to the

that is, to the total enterprise of Flaubert, we

ply make a fetish out of the book (which )

just as one may do with a piece of merchandise by con-

sidering it as a thing that speaks for itself not as the

reality of a man objectified through his work. For the

comprehensive regression of the reader, the order is ex-

actly the reverse* The totalizing concrete is the book;
the author's life and the enterprise of writing it, a

dead past which is far removed, spread out in a series of

significations extending from the richest to the poorest,
from the most concrete to the most abstract, from the

most particular to the most general, and these in turn

refer us from the subjective to the objective.

If we refuse to see the original dialectical movement
in the individual and in his enterprise of producing his

life, of objectifying himself, then we shall have to give

up dialectic or else make of it the immanent law of His-

tory. We have seen both these extremes. Sometimes in

the work of Engels, dialectic explodes, men bump
against each other like physical molecules, the result-

ant of all these opposing agitations is a statistical

mean. But a mean result cannot by itself alone become

an apparatus or a process. It is registered passively, it

does not impose itself, whereas capital, "an alienated,

autonomous social power, as an object, and as the

power of the capitalist, is opposed to society by the in-

tervention of this object."
8 To avoid the mean result

and the Stalinist statistical fetishism, non-Communist
8
Capital, III, i, p. 293.
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have preferred to dissolve the concrete man in

synthetic objects, to study the contradictions and move-

ments of collectives as such. They have gained nothing

by this; finality takes refuge in the concepts which they
borrow or forge. Bureaucracy becomes a person with his

enterprises, his projects, etc.; he has attacked the Hun-

garian democracy (another person) because he could

not tolerate . . and with the intention of ... etc.

They escape from scientistic determinism only to fall

into absolute idealism.

In truth, the passage from Marx shows that he admir-

ably understood the problem. Capital is opposed to so-

ciety, he said. And yet it is a social power. The contra-

diction is explained by the fact that capital has become
an object. But this object, which is not "a social

mean/' but, on the contrary, an "antisocial reality," is

maintained as such only to the extent that it is sustained

and directed by the real and active power of the capi-
talist (who is in turn entirely possessed by the alienated

objectification of his own power; for his power becomes

the object of other surpassings by other capitalists).

These relations are molecular because there are only in-

dividuals and particular relations among them (opposi-

tion, alliance, dependence, etc.); but they are not

mechanical, because in no case are we dealing with the

colliding of simple inertias. Within the unity of his own

enterprise, each person surpasses the other and incorpo-
rates him as a means (and vice versa) ; each pair of uni-

fying relations is in turn surpassed by the enterprise of

a third. Thus at each level there are constituted hier-

archies of enveloping and enveloped ends, where the

former steal the signification from the latter and the lat-

ter aim at shattering the former. Each time that the en-

terprise of a man or of a group of men becomes an ob-
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feet for it

for the of Its fi-

nality as its unity, it for the

pie it, an to

to (In of

we see

tions for alienation. ) Thus are

apparatus, instruments^ which are

ing material bases In existence; at the

are pursuing within

against them ends which no longer to any-

body but which, as the alienating of

really pursued, become the objective, unity of

cottectwe objects. The process of capital rigor
and this necessity only in a perspective that of it,

not a social structure or a regime, but a material

ratus, whose relentless movement is the reverse side of

an infinity of unifying surpassing. Therefore, for a

given society, the correct procedure will be to into

account both the living ends which correspond to the

particular effort of a person, of a group, or of a class and

also the impersonal finalities, the by-products of our ac-

tivity which derive their unity from it and which ulti-

mately become the essential, imposing their structures

and their laws on all our enterprises.
9 The social field

9 The Black Death brought about an increase in the wages of farm
workers in England. Thereby it obtained what only a conceited action

on the part of the peasants could otherwise have obtained (and sudh

action was inconceivable dining that period). What is the source of

this human efficacy in the pestilence? It is the fact that its place, its

scope, its victims, were determined ahead of time by the government;
the landowners took shelter in their castles; the crowding together of

the common people is the perfect environment for the spreading of

the disease. The Black Death acts only as an exaggeration of the class

relations; it chooses. It strikes the wretched, it spares the wealthy. But

the result of this reversed finality is the same as what the anarchists

wanted to achieve (when they counted on economic Malthusianism
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is full of acts with no author, of constructions without

constructor. If we rediscover in man his veritable hu-

manity that is, the power to make History by pursuing
his own ends then in a period of alienation we shall

see that the non-human is presented with all the ap-

pearances of the human and that the "collectives/' per-

spectives of flight across men, retain in themselves the

finality which characterizes human relations.

This does not mean, of course, that everything is ei-

ther a personal finality or an impersonal one. Material

conditions impose their factual necessity. The fad is

that there is no coal in Italy. All the industrial evolu-

tion of this country in the nineteenth and twentieth cen-

turies depends on this irreducible given. But as Marx
has often insisted, the geographical givens (or any
other kind) can act only within the compass of a given

society, in conformity with its structures, its economic

regime, the institutions which it has given itself. What
does this mean if not that the necessity of fact can be

grasped only by means of human constructions? The in-

dissoluble unity of these "apparatus," these monstrous

constructions with no author, in which man loses him-

self and which forever escape him, with their rigorous

functioning, their reversed finality (which should be

called, I think, a counter-finality), with their pure or

"natural" necessities and the furious struggle of alien-

ated men this indissoluble unity must appear to every

inquirer who wants to comprehend the social world.

These objects are there before our eyes. But before

showing their substructural conditioning, our inquirer

to force an increase in wages). The scarcity of manual laborers a

synthetic, collective result compels the financial barons to pay higher.
The population was quite right to personify this affliction and to call

it ''the Black Death/* But its unity reflects in reverse the split unity of

English society.
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see as are, of

their structures. For he will be to for

everything, for the and the are

so strangely intermingled. He will to the

counter-finalities which us at the

time show the more or less

exploit them or oppose than. He will the as

it manifests itself, with its visible ends, he

knows whether these ends express the of

real person. The more easily he has at his a

philosophy, a point of view, a theoretical of

pretation and totalization, the more he will him-

self to approach these ends in a spirit of em-

piricism; he will allow them to develop, to by
themselves their immediate meaning, for he will have

the intention of learning, not rediscovering. It is in this

free development that we find the conditions and the

first outline of the object's situation in relation to the so-

cial whole and its totalization inside the historical

process.
1

1 In a certain philosophy today, it is the fashion to reserve the

function of signifying for institutions (taken in the broadest sense)
and to reduce the individual (save in exceptional cases) or the con-

crete group to the role of the signified. This view is true to the extent

that, for example, the colonel in uniform who goes into the barracks

is signified in his function and in his rank by his clothing and by Ms
distinctive insignia. In fact I perceive the sign before the man; I see

a colonel crossing the street. This is true again insofar as the colonel

enters into his role and displays himself to his subordinates by the

rituals and mimicry which signify authority. Ritual and mimicry are

learned; they are significations which he does not produce by himself

and which he is limited to reconstructing. These considerations may
be extended to civil dress, to one's deportment. Clothing bought at

the Galeries Lafayette is by itself a signification. And of course what
is signified is the period, the social condition, the nationality, and the

age of the buyer. But we must never forget under pain of giving up
aS dialectical comprehension of the social that the reverse is also

true; the majority of these objective significations, which seem to exist

all alone and which are put upon particular men, are also created by
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men. And the men themselves, who put them on and present to

others? can appear as signified on% oy making ft'gntfyfog*'

that is, by trying to objectify themselves through the attitudes and the

roles which society imposes upon them. Here again men make histom

on the basis of prior conditions. All the significations are recovered

and surpassed by the individual as he moves toward inscribing in

things his own total signification. The colonel makes himself a signified
colonel only in order to be himself signified (that is, a totality which
he considers more complex). The Hegel-Kierkegaard conflict finds its

solution in the fact that man is neither signified nor signifying but at

once (like Hegel's absolute-subject but in a different sense) both the

slgaified-signirying and the slgnifying-signified.
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CONCLUSION

SENCE
Kierkegaard^ a certain number of in

their attempt to extinguish between

and knowing (mDQir), have succeeded in

better what we might call **the ontological region" of

existences. Without prejudice to the givens of

psychology and psychobiology, it is evident that the

presence-in-the-worM described by these

characterizes a sector or perhaps even the whole of

the animal world. But within this living universe.,

occupies, fot us, a privileged place. First, because he is

able to be historical;
l
that is, he can continually define

himself by his own praxis by means of changes suffered

or provoked and their internalization, and then by
the very surpassing of the Internalized relations. Sec*

ond, because te is characterized as the which

1 Man should not be defined by Mstoricity since there are some

,
societies without History but by the permanent possiMily of Mvrae

historically the breakdowns which sometimes overthrow societies ol

repetition. This definition is necessarily a posteriori; that is, it arises

at the heart of a historical society, and it is in itself the result of social

transformations. But it goes back to apply itself to societies without

history in the same way that history itself returns to them to transform

them first externally and then in and through the intemalizatian of

the external.
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toe are. In this case the questioner finds himself to be

precisely the questioned, or, if you prefer, human reality

is the existent whose being is in question in its being. It

is evident that this *%eing-in~question
91

must be taken as

a determination of praods and that the theoretical ques-

tioning comes in only as an abstract moment of the total

process. Moreover, knowing is inevitably practical; it

changes the known. Not in the sense of classical ration-

alism. But in the way that an experiment in microphys-
ics necessarily transforms its object.

In choosing as the object of our study, within the on-

tological sphere, that privileged existent which is man

(privileged for us)> it is evident that existentialism

poses to itself the question of its fundamental relations

with those disciplines which are grouped under the gen-
eral heading of anthropology. And although its field

of application is theoretically larger existentialism is

anthropology too insofar as anthropology seeks to give
itself a foundation. Let us note, in fact, that the prob-
lem is the same one which Husserl defined apropos of

sciences in general: classical mechanics, for example,
uses space and time as being each one a homogeneous
and continuous milieu, but it never questions itself

about time or space or motion. In the same way, the

sciences of man do not question themselves about man;

they study the development and the relation of human
facts, and man appears as a signifying milieu (deter-
minable by significations ) in which particular facts are

constituted (such as the structures of a society or a

group, the evolution of institutions, etc.). Thus if we
take it for granted that experience will give us the com-

plete collection of facts concerning any group whatso-

ever and that the anthropological disciplines will bind

together these facts by means of objective, strictly de-
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fined relations, "human reality* as be no

more for us the of or

ehanics for this our

is not at revealing but at at

bringing to light functional or

But to the degree that at a

in its development perceives that it is

(by the systematic rejection of or

that it takes him for granted ( as the at

every moment), it implicitly demands to know is

the feeing of human reality. Between an or a

sociologist for whom history is too often only the

movement which disarranges the lines of division

a historian for whom the very permanence of struc-

tures is a perpetual change the essential difference

and opposition are derived much less from the diversity

of methods 2 than from a more profound contradiction

which touches on the very meaning of human reality*

If anthropology is to be an organized whole, it must sur-

mount this contradiction the origin of which does not

reside in a Knowledge but in reality itself and it must

on its own constitute itself as a structural, historical an-

thropology.
This task of integration would be easy if one could

bring to light some sort of human essence; that is, a fixed

collection of determinations in terms of which one

could assign a definite place to the objects studied. But

the majority of anthropologists agree that the diversity

of groups considered from the synchronic point of

view and the diachronic evolution of societies forbid

us to found anthropology upon a conceptual knowledge.
It would be impossible to find a "human nature** which

2 In a rational anthropology they could Be co-ordinated and inte-

grated.
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is common to the Murians,, for example, and to the his-

torical man of our contemporary societies. But, con-

versely, a real communication and in certain situations

a reciprocal comprehension are established or can be

established between existents thus distinct (for exam-

ple, between the ethnologist and the young Murians

who speak of their gothul. ) It is in order to take into ac-

count these two opposed characteristics (no common
nature but an always possible communication) that the

movement of anthropology once again and in a new
form gives rise to the "ideology*' of existence.

This ideology, in fact, considers that human reality

eludes direct knowledge to the degree that it makes #-

self. The determinations of the person appear only in a

society which constantly constructs itself by assigning
to each of its members a specific work, a relation to the

product of his work, and relations of production with

the other members all of this in a never-ceasing move-

ment of totalization. But these determinations are them-

selves sustained, internalized, and lived (whether in ac-

ceptance or refusal) by a personal project which has

two fundamental characteristics: first, it cannot under

any circumstances be defined by concepts; second, as a

human project it is always comprehensible (theoreti-

cally if not actually). To make this comprehension ex-

plicit does not by any means lead us to discover abstract

notions, the combination of which could put the com-

prehension back into conceptual Knowledge; rather it

reproduces the dialectic movement which starts from

simply existing givens and is raised to signifying ac-

tivity. This comprehension, which is not distinguished
from praxis, is at once both immediate existence (since
it is produced as the movement of action) and the
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of an of

It the of the

By we the of

on This is in -

that it is presupposed by al the of

ogy3 whatever they may be,

the object of concepts. Whatever the

ered s its most elementary be

without the of the

project which underlies them, of as die

of the project^ of transcendence as the

side-of-itseM in relation with the Other-than-itsel and

the Other-than-man? of the surpassing as a

between the given that is simply there and the

signification, of need, finally, as the beMg-outside-of-
itself-in-the-world on the part of a practical

It is useless to try to disguise this comprehension of the

project by a mechanistic positivism, a materialist **Ge-

staltism." It remains, and it supports the discussionOlie

dialectic itself which could not be made the object of

concepts because its movement engenders and dissolves

them all appears as History and as historical Reason

only upon the foundation of existence; for it is the de-

velopment of pfcmsy and praods is incoin^eivable with-

out need, transcendence, and the project very em-

ployment of these vocables to designate existence in the

structures of its unveiling indicate to us that it is capa-
ble of denotation. 'But the relation of the sign or signl-

8 There is no question of denying the fundamental priority of need;
i on the contrary, we mention it last to indicate that it sums tip in itself

^all the existential structures. In its full development, need is a tran-

scendence and a negativity (negation of negation inasmuch as it is

produced as a lack seeking to be denied), hence a

( a rudimentary pro-ject ) .
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ed cannot be conceived of here in the form of an em-

pirical signification. The signifying movement inas-

much as language is at once an immediate attitude of

each person in relation to all and a human product is

itself a project. This means that the existential project

will be in the word which will denote it, not as the sig-

nified which on principle is outside but as its origi-

nal foundation and its very structure. And of course the

very word 'language** has a conceptual signification;

one part of the language can designate the whole con-

ceptually. But the language is not in the word as the

reality providing the basis for all nomination; the con-

trary is true, and every word is the whole language. The

word "project" originally designates a certain human at-

titude (one "makes" projects) which supposes as its

foundation the pro-ject? an existential structure. And
this word, as a word, is possible only as a particular ef-

fectuation of human reality inasmuch as it is a pro-ject.

In this sense the word by itself manifests the project
from which it derives only in the way in which the piece
of merchandise retains in itself and passes on to us the

human work which has produced it.
4

Yet what is involved is an entirely rational process. In

fact the word, although it regressively designates its

act, refers to the fundamental comprehension of human

reality in each one and in all. This comprehension, al-

ways actual, is given in all praxis (individual or collec-

tive) although not in systematic form. Thus words

even those which do not try to refer regressively to the

fundamental, dialectical act contain a regressive indi-

cation referring to the comprehension of that act. And
those which try to unveil the existential structures ex-

4 In our society this must first take the form of fetishizing the word.
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plicitly, are to the

tive act as It is a of a

practical operation which It-

self. The original of the

attempt disappears entirely to to

intellectualism. The concept, at the

(whether this object be outside man or in him),

precisely for this reason, it is an Knowl-

edge.* In language, man designates as

he is the object of man. But in the effort to recover the

source of every sign and consequently of all objectivity,

language turns back upon Itself to indicate the mo-
ments of a comprehension forever in process, since it is

nothing other than existence itself. In giving to

these moments, one does not transform them into

Knowledge since this concerns the internal, what

we shall in Critique of Dialectical Reason, call die

"pratico-inerte."
6 But one stakes out the comprehensive

actualization by means of indications which refer si-

multaneously to reflective practice and to the content

of comprehensive reflection. Need, negativity, surpass-

ing, project, transcendence, form a synthetic totality in

which each one of the moments designated contains all

the others. Thus the reflective operation as a particu-

lar, dated act can be indefinitely repeated. Thereby
the dialectic develops indefinitely and wholly in each

5 It would be an error to believe that comprehension refers to the

subjective. For subjective and objective are two opposed and com-

plementary characteristics o man as an object of knowledge. In fact,

the question concerns action itself qua action; that is s distinct on prin-

ciple from the results (objective ana subjective) which it engenders,
6 This is Sartre's own term. He uses it to refer to the external world,

including both the material environment and human structures the

formal rules of a language, public opinion as expressed and molded by
news media, any *Vorked-over matter" which modifies my conduct by
the mere fact of its being there, H.B,
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dialectic process, whether It be Individual or collective.

But this relective operation would not need to be re-

peated and would be transformed into a formal knowl-

edge if its content could exist by itself and be separated
from concrete, historical actions, strictly defined by the

situation. The true role of the "Ideologies of existence**

Is not to describe an abstract "human reality" which has

never existed, but constantly to remind anthropology of

the existential dimension of the processes studied. An-

thropology studies only object&fNow man is the being

by whom becoming-an-object comes to man. Anthro-

pology will deserve its name only if it replaces the study
of human objects by die study of the various processes
of becoming-an-objeca Its role is to found its knowledge
on rational and comprehensive non-knowledge; that is,

the historical totalization will be possible only if anthro-

pology understands itself instead of ignoring itself. To
understand itself, to understand the other, to exist, to

act, are one and the same movement which founds di-

rect, conceptual knowledge upon indirect, compre-
hensive knowledge but without ever leaving the con-

arete that is, history or, more precisely, the one who

comprehends what he knows. This perpetual dissolu-

tion of intellection in comprehension and, conversely,
the perpetual redescent which introduces comprehen-
sion into intellection as a dimension of rational non~

knowledge at the heart of knowledge is the very ambi-

guity of a discipline in which the questioner, the ques-

tion, and the questioned are one.

These considerations enable us to understand why
we can at the same time declare thatwe are in profound

agreement with Marxist philosophy and yet for the pres-
ent maintain the autonomy of the existential ideology.
There is no doubt, indeed, that Marxism appears today
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to be the can be at

It Is the

at the ia his is, to

terms of the of his can

propose to it of for

be to offer to it as the of its

is the movement of we
cover a law of such a sort

tends to eliminate the questioner his

and to make of the questioned die object of an

Knowledge^ The very notions which

employs to describe our historical society

alienation, fetishizing, reification, etc. are

those which most immediately refer to struc-

tures. The very notion of and of

inseparably bound together are contradictory to the

intellectualist idea of a knowledge. And to to

most important point, labor, as man's reproduction of

his life, can hold no meaning if its fundamental struc-

ture is not to pro-ject. In view of this default which

pertains to the historical development and not to the

actual principles of the doctrine existentialism, at the

heart of Marxism and taking the same givens, the same

Knowledge, as its point of departure, must attempt in

its turn at least as an experiment the dialectical in-

terpretation of History. It puts nothing in question ex-

cept a mechanistic determinism which is not exactly

Marxist and which has been introduced from the out-

side into this total philosophy. Existentialism* too, wants

to situate man in his class and in the conflicts which op-

pose him to other classes, starting with the mode and

the relations of production. But it can approach this

"situation" in terms of existence that is, of comprehen-
sion. It makes itself the questioned and the question as
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questioner; it does not, as Kierkegaard did apropos of

Hegel, set the irrational singularity of the individual in

opposition to universal Knowledge. But into this very

Knowledge and into the universality of concepts, it

wants to reintroduce the unsurpassable singularity of

the human adventure.

Thus the comprehension of existence is presented as

the human foundation of Marxist anthropology. Nev-

ertheless, we must beware here of a confusion heavy
with consequences. In fact, in the order of Knowledge,
what we know concerning the principle or the founda-

tions of a scientific structure, even when it has come
as is ordinarily the case later than the empirical de-

terminations, is set forth first; and one deduces from it

the determinations of Knowledge in the same way that

one constructs a building after having secured its

foundations. But this is because the foundation is itself

a knowing; and if one can deduce from it certain propo-
sitions already guaranteed by experience, this is be-

cause one has induced it in terms of them as the most

general hypothesis. In contrast, the foundation of Marx-

ism, as a historical, structural anthropology, is man
himself inasmuch as human existence and the compre-
hension of thehuman are inseparable. Historically Marx-

ist Knowledge produces its foundation at a certain

moment of its development, and this foundation is pre-
sented in a disguised form. It does not appear as the

practical foundations of the theory, but as that which,
on principle, pushes forward all theoretical knowing.
Thus the singularity of existence is presented in Kierke-

gaard as that which on principle is kept outside the

Hegelian system (that is, outside total Knowledge), as

that which can in no way be thought but only lived in

the act of faith. The dialectical procedure to reinte-
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(which is as a

at the of Knowledge not be

then, neither of the an

Knowledge, a spiritual lay to

concrete actualization. These ab-

stractly the future contradiction, the

of anthropological knowing could not to the

synthesis of these formal positions: the of

ideas, as the movement of society- to

duce Marxism as the only possible form of a

concrete Knowledge. And as we indicated at the

ning, Marx's own Marxism, while Indicating the

tical opposition between knowing and being.

Implicitly the demand for an existential foundation for

the theory. Furthermore, In order for notions like reifi-

catlon and alienation to assume their full meaning, it

would have been necessary for the questioner and the

questioned to be made one. What must be the nature of

human relations In order for these relations to be capa-
ble of appearing In certain definite societies as the re-

lations of things to each other? If the reificatlon of hu-

man relations is possible. It Is because these relations,

even If reified, are fundamentally distinct from the re-

lations of thingsC What kind of practical organism Is this

which reproduces its life by its work so that Its work
and ultimately its very reality are alienated; that Is, so

that they, as others, turn back upon him and determine

him? But before Marxism, itself a product of the social

conflict, could turn to these problems, it had to assume

fully its role as a practical philosophy that is, as a

theory clarifying social and political praxis/ The result

is a profound lack within contemporary Marxism; the

use of the notions mentioned earlier and many others

refers to a comprehension of human reality which
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is missing. And this lack Is not as some Marxists de-

clare today a localized void, a hole in the construc-

tion of Knowledge. It is inapprehensible and yet every-
where present; it is a general anemia.

Doubtless this practical anemia becomes an anemia

in the Marxist man that is, in us, men of the twentieth

century, inasmuch as the unsurpassable framework of

Knowledge is Marxism; and inasmuch as this Marxism
clarifies our individual and collective praxis, it therefore

determines us in our existence. About 1949 numerous

posters covered the walls in Warsaw: "Tuberculosis

slows down production/* They were put there as the

result of some decision on the part of the government,
and this decision originated in a very good intention.

But their content shows more clearly than anything else

the extent to which man has been eliminated from an

anthropology which wants to be pure knowledge. Tu-

berculosis is an object of a practical Knowledge: the

physician learns to know it in order to cure it; the

Party determines its importance in Poland by statistics.

Other mathematical calculations connecting these with

production statistics (quantitative variations in produc-
tion for each industrial group in proportion to the num-
ber of cases of tuberculosis) will suffice to obtain a law
of the type y

=
f(x), in which tuberculosis plays the

role of independent variable. But this law, the same one

which could be read on the propaganda posters, re-

veals a new and double alienation by totally eliminat-

ing the tubercular man, by refusing to him even the

elementary role of mediator between the disease and
the number of manufactured products. In a socialist so-

ciety, at a certain moment in its development, the

worker is alienated from his production; in the theoreti-

cal-practical order, the human foundation of anthro-

pology is submerged in Knowledge.
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It is of his

from Marxist In the

scence of the to-

talization of is in

non-human, to it-

self outside of But die

comes from who directly
transcendence. Marxism wiU a
human anthropology if it does not

itself as its foundation. But this

is nothing other than existence itself, is at the

same time by the historical movement of by
the concepts which indirectly clarify it

etc, ) , and by the new alienations which birth to

contradictions of socialist society and which to

it its abandonment; that is, the mcommensurability
of existence and practical Knowledge. The move-
ment can think itself only in Marxist terms and can

comprehend itself only as an alienated existence, as a

human-reality made into a thing. The moment which

will surpass this opposition must reintegrate com-

prehension into Knowledge as its non-theoretical foun-

dation.

In other words, the foundation of anthropology is

man himself, not as the obfect of practical Knowledge,
but as a practical organism producing Knowledge as a

moment of its praxis. And the reintegraticHi of man as a

concrete existence into the core of anthropology, as its

constant support, appears necessarily as a stage in the

process of philosophy's ^ecoming-the-world.^ In this

sense the foundation of anthropology cannot precede it

(neither historically nor logically). If existence, in its

free comprehension of itself, preceded the awareness of

alienation or of exploitation, it would be necessary to

suoDose that the free development of the practical
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organism historically preceded its present fall and cap-

tivity. (And if this were established, the historical pre-
cedence would scarcely advance us in our comprehen-
sion, since the retrospective study of vanished societies

is made today with the enlightenment furnished by

techniques for reconstruction and by means of the

alienations which enchain us. ) Or, if one insisted on a

logical priority, it would be necessary to suppose that

the freedom of the project could be recovered in its full

reality underneath the alienations of our society and

that one could move dialectically from the concrete ex-

istence which understands its freedom to the various al-

terations which distort it in present society. This hy-

pothesis is absurd. To be sure, man can be enslaved

only if he is free. But for the historical man who knows

himself and comprehends himself, this practical free-

dom is grasped only as the permanent, concrete con-

dition of his servitude; that is, across that servitude and

by means of it as that which makes it possible, as its

foundation. |Thus Marxist Knowledge bears on the

alienated man; but if it doesn*t want to make a fetish of

its knowing and to dissolve man in the process of know-

ing his alienations, then it is not enough to describe the

working of capital or the system of colonization^ It is

necessary that the questioner understand how the ques-
tioned that is, himself exists his alienation, how he

surpasses it and is alienated in this very surpassing. It is

necessary that his very thought should at every instant

surpass the intimate contradiction which unites the

comprehension of man-as-agent with the knowing of

man-as-object and that it forge new concepts, new de-

terminations of Knowledge which emerge from the ex-

istential comprehension and which regulate the move-
ment of their contents by its dialectical procedure. Yet

this comprehension as a living movement of the practi-
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cal can only a

situation, insofar as

and interprets this situation.

Thus the autonomy of

sarily from the negative of not

from Marxism Itself). So as the not

recognize its anemia* so long as it its

upon a dogmatic metaphysics (a dialectic of Nature)
Instead of seeking its support in the of

the living man, so long as it rejects as

ideologies which wish, as Marx did, to

from Knowledge and, in anthropology, to found the

knowing of man on human existence,

will follow its own path of study. This means that it will

attempt to clarify die givens of Marxist Knowledge by
indirect knowing (that is, as we have seen* by words

which regressively denote existential structures), and to

engender within the framework of Marxism a verita-

ble comprehensive knowing which will rediscover man
in the social world and which will folow him in Ms

praxis or, if you prefer, in the project which throws

him toward the social possibles in terms of a defined sit-

uation. Existentialism will appear therefore as a frag-

ment of the system, which has faEen outside of Knowl-

edge. From the day that Marxist thought will have

taken on the human dimension ( that is, the existential

project) as the foundation of anthropological Knowl-

edge, existentialism will no longer have any reason for

being. Absorbed, surpassed and conserved by the to-

talizing movement of philosophy, it will cease to be a

particular inquiry and will become the foundation of

all inquiry. The comments which we have made in the

course of the present essay are directed to the modest

limit of our capabilities toward hastening the mo-

ment of that dissolution.
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